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Abstract
Should policymakers adapt their macroprudential and monetary policies when the financial
sector is vulnerable to belief-driven boom-bust cycles? I develop a model in which financial intermediaries are subject to collateral constraints, and that features a general class of deviations
from rational expectations. I show that distinguishing between the drivers of behavioral biases
matters: when biases are a function of equilibrium asset prices, new externalities arise, even in
models that do not have any room for policy in their rational benchmark. I build on this theory to examine policy implications. First, the policymaker should use counter-cyclical capital
buffers and time-varying loan-to-value ratios. These restrictions must be strengthened in times
of over-optimism, as well as when the regulator is concerned that over-pessimism will arise in a
future crisis. Second, uncertainty about the precise extent of behavioral biases in financial markets increases the incentives for the planner to act early. Finally, when biases depend on asset
prices, monetary policy optimally complements macroprudential policy by leaning against the
wind even when these macroprudential tools are unconstrained. Conventional monetary policy
however loses power in normal times when agents expect the central bank to lean against the
wind in the future.
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Introduction

Should policymakers be concerned about asset price booms, and should they act preemptively before they burst? Historically the dominant paradigm among policymakers has relied on the idea
that financial crises are “bolts from the sky,” triggered by unpredictable and large negative shocks.
Because private agents implicitly understand the riskiness of the activities they engage in, rapid
growth in asset prices can only be supported by sound fundamentals and is not a cause for concern
per se.1
This contrasts sharply with the alternative, behavioral view of financial bubbles and crises that
has been revived after the great financial crisis. Following in the footsteps of Minsky (1977) and
Kindleberger (1978), this research was motivated in part by the growing evidence that factors such
as credit growth and asset price booms successfully predict financial crises (Jordà, Schularick and
Taylor 2015).2 The behavioral view has also been supported by the findings from surveys that investors’ beliefs are inconsistent with the Rational Expectations hypothesis. Such evidence generally
points to the importance of extrapolation in financial markets (Gennaioli and Shleifer 2018).3 In
response, economists have developed a number of behavioral models of financial instability.4 Still,
how policymakers should adapt their toolbox when financial instability is driven by systematic
behavioral biases is largely an open question.
I tackle this question by constructing a model of financial crises in which agents display arbitrary
deviations from rationality, and analyze optimal policy from the perspective of a social planner who
recognizes that agents have behavioral biases. I use this model to clarify three key normative questions surrounding the policy debate. First, which features of behavioral biases matter for welfare
and should therefore be a concern for financial stability? Second, how much information does the
regulator need about behavioral biases to warrant early action? And third, should monetary policy
be part of the toolbox, in that central banks should intervene by raising interest rates when asset
prices soar?
I show first that welfare losses are driven by three key features of behavioral biases: (i) irrational
optimism in booms if financial frictions might bind later on; (ii) future irrational pessimism during
financial crises; and (iii) how asset prices impact biases. I also show that uncertainty about the
precise extent of behavioral biases in financial markets increases the incentives for the planner to
act early. Finally, I show that monetary policy should lean against the wind when high asset prices
in good times trigger irrational pessimism in future crises.
1 This

view has been articulated by, e.g. Gorton (2012) or Geithner (2014).
predictability has been further documented by Greenwood, Hanson, Shleifer and Sørensen (2020): while financial
crises in normal times only happen with a probability of 7% within three years, this figure reaches as high as 40% once
conditioning on rapid credit growth and asset price booms.
3 Specifically, forecast errors made by market participants are reliably predictable ex ante, using for example forecast revisions as pioneered by Coibion and Gorodnichenko (2012).
4 See Bordalo, Gennaioli and Shleifer (2018), Greenwood, Hanson and Jin (2019), Maxted (2020) and Krishnamurthy and
Li (2020). These models are able to match moments that are inconsistent with rational frameworks, such as low credit
spreads during the the run-up to financial crises.
2 This
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I present the model in Section 2. It features three periods and two types of agents: financial
intermediaries and households. Financial intermediaries borrow by issuing deposits to households,
and can invest in the creation of risky assets which can be thought of, e.g. as real estate or mortgage
loans. At the heart of the model lies a financial friction: in the intermediate period, borrowing
by intermediaries needs to be secured by posting these risky assets as collateral. The amount of
borrowing available depends on the quantity of collateral available, and on the expectation of its
future payoff. Such a friction, while keeping the economy away from the first-best, does not create
any externality in a rational benchmark, and thus does not leave any room for policy.5
The central element of the model is a general class of deviations from rationality in the formation of agents’ expectations, which applies in all periods. I introduce a behavioral bias that shifts
agents’ perceived distribution of future dividends. The behavioral bias is allowed to depend on
both fundamentals and asset prices. It is general enough to represent many psychological phenomena, while keeping the welfare analysis tractable. Crucially, financial frictions make all equilibrium
variables dependent on the asset’s payoff during a financial crisis: being over-optimistic in booms
regarding the prospects of the collateral asset is by implication being over-optimistic regarding the
capacity of the financial sector to refinance itself. Behavioral biases in the asset market thus spread
over the entire economy and distort all allocations.
Behavioral biases during crises also have a direct impact: excess pessimism about the future
payoffs of the collateral asset directly tightens the borrowing constraint, amplifying the severity of
the crisis. The stark difference between exogenous sentiment – when behavioral biases only depend on exogenous variables – and endogenous sentiment – when equilibrium asset prices enter
the determination of behavioral biases – manifests itself during these sentiment-driven financial
crises. When behavioral biases are positively linked to asset prices, a financial crisis provokes a fall
in the price of collateral assets, leading to irrational pessimism, and further tightens the borrowing
constraint. Furthermore, the fall in consumption feeds back to asset prices through the stochastic
discount factor, creating a further rise in pessimism, which feeds back to consumption through the
collateral constraint again, and so on. This spiral effect exists independently of whether the collateral constraint features financial amplification or not. I call this new phenomenon belief amplification.
Behavioral biases during financial crises, especially biases that depend on asset prices, have critical implications for policy. I present the welfare analysis in Section 3, where a paternalistic social
planner evaluates welfare using his own (rational) expectations, and recognizes that agents’ expectations can be distorted in the future. I start by developing a general welfare decomposition, in
the spirit of Dávila and Korinek (2018). The decomposition shows how behavioral factors and financial frictions interact to create first-order uninternalized welfare effects. This analysis clarifies
that irrational over-optimism in booms creates welfare losses only when there is a chance that financial frictions bind in the future. Furthermore, it highlights how the predictable components of
5 Externalities

only arise when the price directly enters the collateral constraint. Thus, the equilibrium is constrained
efficient when agents are rational and the price does not enter the constraint. See Ottonello, Perez and Varraso (2021), the
discussion in Section 2.1, as well as Appendix C.
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future behavioral biases formed inside a financial crisis also create losses and should be monitored.
Indeed, if private agents tend to be over-pessimistic during financial crises, but neglect this future
bias in good times, they over-borrow in good times. If the social planner anticipates that future
behavioral biases will be on the side of over-pessimism during an eventual financial crisis, there
is a wedge between private expectations and those of the social planner. Here again, the interaction with financial frictions is crucial. Expected losses are greater when over-pessimism coincides
with deeper financial crises: behavioral biases are tightening an already tight collateral constraint.
I provide suggestive evidence that this is indeed the case: using empirical proxies for the tightness
of the borrowing constraints of intermediaries, and forecast errors from survey data, I document
that there is a strong negative comovement between these two measures during financial crises.
Estimating these two objects does not necessarily require a quantification of contemporaneous irrationality, and is thus largely independent of the degree of over-optimism the social planner believes
is present in good times.
The welfare decomposition delivers a second key insight. It shows that precisely distinguishing
between the drivers of these behavioral biases matters. When behavioral biases depend on current and past asset prices, new externalities arise. By borrowing and investing, agents influence
the realization of current and future equilibrium prices, which can in turn alter the magnitude of
behavioral biases. These effects, only present in the case of endogenous sentiment, are akin to pecuniary externalities but work through beliefs. For example, short-term borrowing lowers agents’
net worth in a future crisis, which has a negative effect on future equilibrium prices. This pecuniary
effect is always operative, but in a rational case it does not affect welfare. Prices change, but since
assets stay in the hands of intermediaries, allocations are unaffected.
With endogenous sentiment such as price or return extrapolation, this fall in asset prices can
trigger irrational pessimism, which tightens collateral constraints and deepens financial crises. Belief amplification thus creates an externality that calls for reducing leverage ex-ante: by increasing
the net worth of intermediaries in a crisis, this policy supports asset prices, which in itself supports
sentiment and thus relaxes the future collateral constraint. I also uncover a second effect, called a
reversal externality, that works through current prices. When agents invest in risky assets in good
times they bid up their prices. This can feed pessimism tomorrow by impacting the magnitude of
behavioral biases in the future. For instance, if agents are simply extrapolating price changes, a high
price in the past is a force that pushes agents towards irrational pessimism later. Hence an increase
in prices today will cause a reversal tomorrow.6
This decomposition has important implications for the conduct of optimal policy, which I develop in Section 4. The welfare decomposition implies that the second-best can be restored through
intervention along three margins: (i) a tax on short-term borrowing, (ii) a tax on investment in collat6 Notably,

these externalities are still present even in the extreme and unrealistic case of sophisticated agents: atomistic
intermediaries cannot coordinate in order to collectively reduce their leverage today or decrease current prices to alleviate
the effects of future pessimism. They could be aware that their future selves will be irrationally over-pessimistic, but
could not do anything about it. Only an intervention from the planner can solve these externalities.
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eral assets, and (iii) a policy that restrains asset price growth if the reversal externality is operative.
Furthermore, my analysis provides the financial regulator with the properties of behavioral biases
which need to be quantified in order to optimally calibrate these taxes: current irrational optimism,
conditional expectation of future irrational pessimism inside a crisis, and the effect of asset prices
on biases in the future.
It is however undeniable that identifying a bubble is intrinsically difficult since corresponding fundamentals are not observable. In his influential “Asset-Price Bubbles and Monetary Policy”
speech, Bernanke (2002) forcefully exposed this issue and named it the “identification problem.” Indeed, the challenge for financial authorities of detecting contemporaneous irrationality in financial
markets is a recurring argument from the advocates of the “wait-and-see” approach. I acknowledge this issue but show that this intuition is generally misguided. In Section 5, I allow the social
planner to have an imprecise estimate of behavioral biases. The key result is that the strength of the
desired ex-ante intervention on leverage is actually increasing in uncertainty. The more uncertainty
there is about irrationality today, the more important it is to tighten leverage restrictions today. Intuitively, this is because sentiment interacts with financial frictions to create strong non-linearities:
the costs of having intervened when it turns out that the price boom was entirely justified by sound
fundamentals are dwarfed by the benefits of mitigating a possible sentiment-driven financial crisis.
How can one interpret these results of the model in terms of real-world policy? The tax on shortterm borrowing can naturally be interpreted as capital structure regulation. If behavioral biases
fluctuate along the business cycle, the optimal level of these restrictions is time-varying. My model
thus calls for the use of counter-cyclical capital buffers.7 Furthermore, the time-variation should
not only track the contemporaneous extent of over-optimism in financial markets, but should also
consider how it will influence the future realizations of behavioral biases in eventual financial crises,
as well as the expected impact of future prices on future biases. Finally, capital buffers should be
increased in times of heightened uncertainty about behavioral biases. Similarly, to regulate the
quantity of investment, regulators can rely on the implementation of Loan-to-Value (LTV) ratios.
The optimal LTV limit should also be time-varying, and should closely track the same behavioral
biases as do the counter-cyclical capital buffers.
The presence of endogenous sentiment nevertheless calls for the use of a third instrument in
order to control asset prices and counter the reversal externality. Monetary policy is a natural candidate. I consider its optimal use in Section 6, using the insights obtained from the general welfare
decomposition and adding nominal rigidities. I show that monetary policy can be used as a complementary tool.8 Even when counter-cyclical capital buffers and LTV ratios can be flexibly adapted,
an increase in the interest rate can be beneficial. By lowering contemporaneous asset prices, with
endogenous sentiment monetary policy influences the future equilibrium determination. The fu7 Counter-cyclical

capital buffers are at the center of the Basel III regulatory framework (Basel Committee on Banking
Supervision 2011). My model shows how to optimally vary the levels of buffers when sentiment is fluctuating.
8 Previous literature showed that monetary policy can be a substitute instrument when macroprudential tools are constrained (Caballero and Simsek 2020; Farhi and Werning 2020).
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ture price crash inside a financial crisis will be less severe, mitigating the reversal externality and
relaxing collateral constraints. Such action does not require any information about contemporaneous biases. Fully rational prices today, which by definition are interest rate-sensitive, can still
create behavioral biases in the future. My model thus suggests that the concern for the central bank
should not only be placed on whether prices are rational, but also on whether price booms will
trigger further rounds of price extrapolation later on.9
Systematically acting in this way can however have unintended consequences. Agents anticipating that the central bank will tighten monetary policy when asset prices soar weakens the central
bank’s traditional stimulus power. Indeed by cutting interest rates to achieve full employment, the
central bank indirectly supports asset prices through the usual discount rate channel. This can cause
agents to become over-optimistic regarding future prices through extrapolation. But agents now internalize that these high prices will be accompanied by an interest rate hike, inducing them to cut
consumption and depress current aggregate demand through the substitution channel. When this
feedback effect is strong enough, the central bank can hit the zero lower bound and fail to achieve
full employment, while still feeding over-optimism with excessive asset prices. At the heart of this
mechanism is a time-inconsistency: even if the central bank would rather commit to never lean
against the wind, it will always be optimal to do so if asset prices become high enough.
Relation to the Literature: This paper is primarily motivated by the recent empirical evidence
on credit cycles that revived the Minsky (1977) and Kindleberger (1978) narratives. This line of
research started with Borio and Lowe (2002) showing that asset price growth and credit growth
predict banking crises, stimulating research on the predictabililty of financial crises. Schularick and
Taylor (2012) demonstrate that credit expansions forecast real activity slowdowns. These findings
narrowed the set of theories that can explain why buoyant credit markets and asset price booms
predict financial crises, and put behavioral explanations at the forefront.10 Direct evidence of such
biases comes from survey data: Bordalo et al. (2018) document the predictability of forecast errors
for analysts’ expectations regarding the Baa bond – Treasury credit spread. Finally, Jordà et al.
(2015) and Greenwood et al. (2020) show that combining credit growth measures with asset price
growth substantially increases the out-of-sample predictive power on a subsequent financial crisis.
9 An

interesting example is the housing boom of the 2000s: while initial price increases in 2001-2003 may have been
supported by fundamentals and low interest rates, it might have been the trigger for further irrational extrapolation
down the road, resulting in disastrous welfare consequences. If that is the case, my model suggests that an interest rate
hike is warranted.
10 Recent work refined our understanding of this predictability, and identified many other predictive factors. Baron and
Xiong (2017) examine bank equity returns. Greenwood and Hanson (2013) focus on a measure of credit quality, and find
that credit booms are accompanied by a deterioration of the average quality of corporate issuers, and that a high share of
risky loans forecasts negative corporate bond returns. López-Salido, Stein and Zakrajšek (2017) demonstrate predictable
mean-reversion in credit spreads, and that elevated credit-market sentiment predicts a decline in economic activity in the
following years. Kirti (2018) and Krishnamurthy and Muir (2020) use interactive regression specifications by combining
credit growth with a proxy for sentiment, and find results consistent with the idea that the interplay between leverage
and mispricing is central. Mian, Sufi and Verner (2017) show that household debt is also a good predictor of future
economic slowdowns, an indication that systematic extrapolation errors are not specific to the finance sector.
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These facts motivate my analysis, where behavioral distortions in asset markets spill over the entire
credit sector. In a recent survey, Sufi and Taylor (2021) argue that “all told, the emerging historical
evidence supports the existence of systematic behavioral biases in explaining credit cycles.”11
My paper integrates these lessons into the traditional literature on normative macrofinance.12
My framework follows from earlier work characterizing generic inefficiencies created by incomplete markets, starting with Geanakoplos and Polemarchakis (1985) and Greenwald and Stiglitz
(1986). In my model, markets are incomplete because contingent bonds are not available, and the
amount of borrowing is limited by the expectation of the asset’s future payoffs, a friction similar to
Kiyotaki and Moore (1997).13 Most of the recent normative literature, like Mendoza (2010), Bianchi
(2011) and Jeanne and Korinek (2019), uses a collateral externality that features instead the current
price of the asset. This creates a pecuniary externality, since agents do not internalize how their
ex-ante leverage decisions impact market prices tomorrow, and hence the aggregate borrowing capacity of the financial sector in the future. Dávila and Korinek (2018) offer a sharp analysis of the
market failure, calling it a “collateral externality.” My paper features a novel externality that works
through prices and beliefs akin to this externality, so I adopt their term in the present paper. A different strand of the literature has been preoccupied by aggregate demand (rather than pecuniary)
externalities and the need for macroprudential policy.14 A general treatment is developed in Farhi
and Werning (2016).
The last section of the paper considers the use of monetary policy to “lean against the wind.”
The proposal to use interest rate hikes to act early has been central to the policy debate on asset
bubbles, even though it has often been resisted by policy makers (Greenspan 2002; Bernanke 2002).
Galı́ (2014) adds to this argument by showing that, in a rational bubble setup, increasing interest rates actually enhances bubble growth.15 I study the spillovers created by rule-based leaning
11 Recent

theoretical work introduced extrapolative expectations into financial frictions models, and in particular showed
how behavioral biases allow standard models to match the observed behavior of credit spreads before crises (Bordalo et
al. 2018; Greenwood et al. 2019; Maxted 2020; Krishnamurthy and Li 2020; Bordalo, Gennaioli, Shleifer and Terry 2021;
Camous and Van der Ghote 2021). Other papers started integrating behavioral distortions into business cycle analysis,
eg. L’Huillier, Singh and Yoo (2021) and Bianchi, Ilut and Saijo (2021). Chodorow-Reich, Guren and McQuade (2021)
study housing, where improvement in fundamentals triggers a boom-bust-rebound driven by over-optimism. All of
these papers use the diagnostic expectations mechanism of Bordalo et al. (2018). Agents learn about the fundamentals by
observing “dividends” but become over-optimistic. They thus do not feature endogenous sentiment, a feature that has
different implications for policy as I show in this paper.
12 To provide a rigorous welfare analysis under behavioral distortions, I rely on a recent literature of “behavioral public
finance,” with Gruber and Köszegi (2001), O’Donoghue and Rabin (2006) and Mullainathan, Schwartzstein and Congdon
(2012). Farhi and Gabaix (2020) provide a general treatment of optimal taxation with behavioral agents, and I use their
result and their concept of a “behavioral wedge” to characterize uninternalized welfare effects.
13 In my model, assets never change hands in equilibrium since all borrowers are identical. This is in contrast with the
notion of “fire sales,” developed first in Shleifer and Vishny (1992), where liquidation does not necessarily allocate assets
to the highest value users. Dávila and Korinek (2018) call these “distributive” externalities, where redistribution of wealth
between agents with different marginal rates of substitution creates an inefficiency. This includes, for instance, the models
in Caballero and Krishnamurthy (2003), Lorenzoni (2008) and Fanelli and Straub (2021). Gromb and Vayanos (2002) is
an example featuring both distributive and collateral externalities. Dávila and Korinek (2018) show that distributive
externalities can lead to under- as well as over-borrowing, whereas my model features no room for policy in the rational
version. This allows me to compare my results to a simple benchmark where laissez-faire is optimal.
14 Examples include Eggertsson and Krugman (2012), Guerrieri and Lorenzoni (2017) and Korinek and Simsek (2016).
15 This is also related to the large literature on monetary policy and financial stability, that abstract from bubbles or irrational
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against the wind: when agents take into account that the central bank might raise rates in the future
to tame behavioral biases, this impacts the regular conduct of monetary policy to stimulate aggregate demand. To the best of my knowledge, Boissay, Collard, Galı́ and Manea (2021) is the only
work looking at these issues. They study rule-based leaning against the wind in a New Keynesian
environment augmented with endogenous financial crisis.16
I end this section by focusing on the most closely related papers. First, Farhi and Werning
(2020) analyze an environment with aggregate demand – rather than pecuniary – externalities,
where agents extrapolate prices. In their model, wages are rigid and a Zero Lower Bound binds
during a crisis. Macroprudential and monetary policy are thus needed in their rational benchmark.
By contrast, my model does not leave any room for policy when agents are rational. I build on
the insights of Farhi and Werning (2020), but also allow for more general departures from rationality, an investment margin, as well as incomplete information about sentiment, the possibility
of ex-post intervention, and the dynamic effects of monetary policy. Second, Dávila and Walther
(2021) study an environment with general beliefs distortions, and characterize optimal leverage and
monetary policies. However their setup does not include pecuniary externalities. I also contribute
to this line of research by providing an alternative way of modeling general belief distortions that
allows for endogenous sentiment (e.g. biases can depend on asset prices), while Dávila and Walther
(2021) restrict their analysis to exogenous probability measure distortions.17 Third, Caballero and
Simsek (2020) also feature behavioral elements in the form of heterogenous beliefs, and study monetary policy when macroprudential policy is constrained. I build on their results and also add the
finding that the central bank can raise interest rates even when macroprudential tools are fully
unconstrained, in order to preventively tame future extrapolation.18

expectations. See Bernanke and Gertler (2000), Woodford (2012) and Gourio, Kashyap and Sim (2018) among others.
Smets (2014) provides a clear review of this literature.
16 I discuss the relation between my results and these recent papers in more details in Section 6.
17 My proposal is simpler to use, especially for the welfare analysis, but at the cost of not being able to replicate the arbitrary
distortions on the entire probability distribution used in Dávila and Walther (2021). For instance, Dávila and Walther
(2021) investigate how policy depends on whether agents are optimistic regarding left-tail or right-tail outcomes, a case
my modeling choice cannot nest. However, it proves particularly convenient when I study the empirically relevant case
where the social planner is uncertain about the precise extent of irrationality in financial markets.
18 There is a theoretical literature studying financial frictions while allowing for rational bubbles à la Tirole (1985). Farhi
and Tirole (2012a) add rational bubbles in a dynamic environment with financially constrained firms. Bubbles can help
alleviate a shortage of collateral, similar in spirit to my model where over-optimism helps overcome under-investment
issues.This idea was also already present in the corporate finance literature, see Stein (1996) and Baker, Stein and Wurgler
(2003). Martin and Ventura (2016) show in a similar setup that there is an “optimal” bubble size that maximizes longrun output, providing a new motive for macroprudential policy to align the equilibrium bubble with the optimal one.
Biljanovska, Gornicka and Vardoulakis (2019) explicitly study optimal policy in such a setting and, consistent with my
paper, find that policy should lean against the bubble more aggressively to mitigate the pecuniary externalities from a
deflating bubble when constraints bind. I differ from these papers, and at the same time sidestep the indeterminacy issue
that comes with rational bubbles, by deviating from rational externalities.
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2

Model

This section presents the framework that will serve as the basis for the subsequent welfare analysis. The model is stylized in the tradition of the over-borrowing literature, starting with Lorenzoni
(2008). To isolate the effects of behavioral biases, it features a borrowing constraint that does not
create externalities in a rational equilibrium.19 I introduce behavioral biases in Section 2.2. I close
this section by characterizing the decentralized equilibrium.

2.1

Setup

Time is discrete, with three periods t ∈ {1, 2, 3}. There are two types of agents: financial intermediaries (or banks) and households. Both types are present in measure 1. There is a single good used
both for consumption and for investment in the creation of a risky asset. The risky asset can only be
held by financial intermediaries, and pays a stochastic dividend at times t = 2 and t = 3. The asset
is also used as a collateral by financial intermediaries to issue deposits in period t = 2, and this
constraint depends on the expectation of the future payoff of the asset. I define a “financial crisis”
as a moment when the borrowing constraint of financial intermediaries binds at time t = 2.
Preferences: Bankers have log-utility in period t = 1 and t = 2, and linear utility in the last
period:20


U b = E1 ln(c1 ) + β ln(c2 ) + β2 c3

(1)

where ct is the consumption of bankers at t, and β is the standard time discount factor. For simplicity, households (lenders) have linear utility throughout the three periods:
h
i
U h = E1 c1h + βc2h + β2 c3h .
Financial Assets:

(2)

There are two financial assets in the economy: deposits and the risky asset.

Financial intermediaries issue deposits dt to households at time t, to finance their consumption and
their investment in the risky asset. The price of the risky asset at time t is denoted by qt . At time
t = 1, financial intermediaries can create H units of the asset by paying a convex cost c( H ). The
equilibrium price of the risky asset at t = 1, by no-arbitrage, is thus q1 = c0 ( H ). This asset pays
stochastic dividends z2 and z3 in future periods, drawn from independent cumulative probability
distributions F2 and F3 . Only financial intermediaries have the necessary human capital to hold
risky assets.21
19 All

my results go through with the same intuition when I perform the same analysis with a price-dependent collateral
constraint that creates standard pecuniary externalities. See Appendix C and the discussion below.
20 This functional form is adopted for simplicity. It allows for tractability in the equilibrium expressions during a financial
crisis. Online Appendix N presents the analysis without linear utility in the ultimate period and with a general IES
throughout. The results of the analysis and the intuitions are entirely similar, at the cost of unnecessary complexity.
21 Although this is a rather stark assumption, it is consistent with the evidence presented for example by He, Khang and
Krishnamurthy (2010), documenting that toxic MBS were always on the balance sheet of financial intermediaries during
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Financial Friction: At time t = 2, financial intermediaries face a collateral constraint: the amount
they can borrow by issuing deposits must be secured by the risky asset, and is thus limited by its
future payoff. We assume that the collateral constraint takes the specific form:
d2 ≤ φHE2 [z3 ]

(3)

where the parameter φ depends on the legal environment. The lower φ is, the less the bank is able
to issue deposits to households in the intermediate period.
I make one parametric assumption that guarantees that the equilibrium is not trivial.
Assumption 1. The financial friction parameter is small enough such that financial crises are possible:
φ < β.

(4)

Constraints: Financial intermediaries’ constraints for their optimization are then as follows:
c 1 + c ( H ) + q 1 h 1 ≤ e1 + d 1 + q 1 H
c2 + d1 (1 + r1 ) + q2 h2 ≤ d2 + ( z2 + q2 ) h1
c3 + d2 (1 + r2 ) ≤ z3 h2
d2 ≤ φh2 E2 [z3 ]

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

where H is the quantity of the asset created, h1 is the quantity intermediaries decide to keep at t = 1,
and h2 is the quantity of the risky asset held by financial intermediaries at time t = 2. In equilibrium,
h1 = h2 = H since households cannot hold the asset, and all intermediaries are similar. Financial
intermediaries have an endowment e1 in the initial period.
In order for financial intermediairies to always be able to repay their debt, I make the following
parametric assumption.
Assumption 2. The financial friction parameter is small enough such that financial crises are possible:
φE2 [z3 ] < min z3 .

(9)

This ensures that even in the worst-case scenario, financial intermediaries can repay their debt.
This is satisfied as long as the financial friction parameter is small enough, and that the minimum
payoff of the asset in the last period is strictly positive.
The budget constraints of households are given by:
c1h + d1 ≤ e1h

(10)

the 2008 financial crisis. What ultimately matters for my paper is that the financial intermediaries are the marginal holders
of these assets. Haddad and Muir (forthcoming) provide further evidence suggesting that intermediaries are responsible
for a large fraction of risk premium variation in various asset classes.
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c2h + d2 ≤ e2h + d1 (1 + r1 )

(11)

c3h ≤ e3h + d2 (1 + r2 )

(12)

where eth denotes the endowment, in consumption goods, of households at period t.
Throughout the paper, I make use of the marginal utility of consumption of financial intermediaries, λt = 1/ct in period t = 1 and t = 2, while λ3 = 1 in the last period because of the linearity of
utility. A key object of interest, as in most models with financial frictions, is the net worth of financial
intermediaries at t = 2, defined as:
n2 = z2 H − d1 (1 + r1 ).

(13)

Interpretation of the Environment: Financial intermediaries should be interpreted as any levered
financial institutions that are using short-term debt: commercial and investment banks, insurance
companies, hedge funds, brokers, etc.
The risky asset can be understood as any asset used as collateral for short-term debt by financial
intermediaries. A favoured interpretation is that H represents real estate held by the financial sector:
the dividends are then simply rents coming from these operations. The cost c( H ) then has a simple construction interpretation.22 Alternatively, one can picture the intermediaries as a firm/bank
coalition, where H represent C&I loans or simply projects funded by the intermediaries. H may
also represent Mortgage-Backed Securities, complex products widely used in repo markets. In this
last case, the costs c( H ) should be interpreted as securitization costs (legal fees, or the wages of
structured traders for example).
I have made a number of simplifying assumptions in order to focus on the intuition underlying
the mechanisms. Lenders have linear utility so that the interest rate is exogenously set, and there is
no need to worry about market clearing for savings. Financial intermediaries have linear utility in
the last period in order to simplify their pricing kernel in crises, and to be able to derive closed-form
solutions even in the presence of behavioral biases.
Remark 1 (Microfoundations of the Collateral Constraint). The specification of the collateral constraint
in equation (3) can be obtained from the following microfoundations:
1. Financial intermediaries lack commitment to repay in the final period ;
2. Financial intermediaries must take the decision of whether to default before observing the
realization of z3 ;
3. In the event of default, lenders can seize a fraction φ of the asset held by intermediaries.

22 Online

Appendix M presents a simple example of a microfoundation where heterogeneous entrepreneurs finance the
construction of real estate projects by borrowing from financial intermediaries.
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These frictions lead lenders to only be willing to lend up to a fraction of the average future payoffs
of the risky asset.23 While also realistic, this form of the collateral constraint allows me to fully
isolate the effects of behavioral biases on welfare. Despite the presence of financial frictions, the
equilibrium will be constrained-efficient when expectations are rational (see Section 3.1).
Most of the normative macro-finance literature, for this reason, uses an alternative formulation
for financial frictions to obtain pecuniary externalities. Dávila and Korinek (2018) show that a collateral externality arises when the collateral constraint depends on the current price of the asset, as
in:
d2 ≤ φHq2 .

(14)

This type of collateral constraint is used for example in the work of Bianchi (2011), Bianchi and
Mendoza (2018) and Jeanne and Korinek (2019). It can be microfounded by assuming that avoiding
repayment requires diverting ressources in the current period, and this is perfectly observed by
lenders.24 Ottonello et al. (2021) show that the quantitative predictions of both types of constraint
are similar. Without taking a stance on which type of constraint is more realistic, I focus on the
future payout constraint in equation (8) since it cleanly isolates the effects of behavioral biases, and
discuss in the paper and in Appendix C the robustness of the results to this alternative formulation.

2.2

Beliefs

I allow for a general class of deviations from rationality: a behavioral bias enters the pricing equation of the risky asset as a location shifter on expected dividends. Specifically, I model it as a constant that depends on the information available at time t, It . The bias shifts the whole distribution
of dividends expected at t + 1. I denote it by:
Ωt+1 (It ) ≡ Ωt+1

(15)

Agents at t thus expect the dividend realization in the next period to be zt+1 + Ωt+1 instead of zt+1 .
In that respect, Ωt+1 exactly represents the predictable component at t of forecast errors realized at
t + 1. The bias enters the pricing equation at t in the following way:

qt = βEt

λ t +1 ( z t +1 + Ω t +1 )
(zt+1 + Ωt+1 + qrt+1 (zt+1 + Ωt+1 ))
λt

23 The


(16)

model could perfectly be written with a collateral constraint of the form d2 < φH min z3 . This would relax the
second assumption made for the micro-foundations: borrowers could default after observing the realization of z3 . My
conclusions would be unchanged because the behavioral bias in my model shifts min z3 exactly as it shifts E2 [z3 ].
24 An alternative, more behavioral, interpretation of the contemporaneous price collateral constraint is the following. Even
if defaulting by borrowers implies that lenders only recover a fraction φ of the collateral assets in the next period, these
assets are typically complex (see the discussion above). Lenders are unable to use complicated models to price these
assets when they lend to the bank: they use their best guess for what could be the value in the future, and so they use the
current market value. This results in equation (14).
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where qrt+1 (zt+1 + Ωt+1 ) is the price that would prevail, at t + 1, in a rational environment where the
state of the world (i.e. the dividend) realizes at zt+1 + Ωt+1 . The r superscript makes it clear that this
price will not necessarily occur even in the event that the realized dividend is indeed zt+1 + Ωt+1 :
if agents’ future selves are also subject to behavioral biases, the price qt+1 will feature a term Ωt+2 .
Importantly, I assume that agents fully neglect that other agents, and themselves, will be subject to
behavioral biases in the future.25
Throughout the paper, I use a streamlined notation:

qt = βEt

λ t +1
(zt+1 + Ωt+1 + qrt+1 )
λt


(17)

where the dependence of the stochastic discount factor λt+1 /λt and of the price on the behavioral
bias are kept implicit.
The bias can potentially depend on several variables (zt−i , qt−i , or sunspot shocks st−i ).26 This
approach is particularly flexible for the subsequent welfare analysis, since it summarizes all possible distortions in a single quantity. Online Appendix P shows a formal correspondence between
this approach and the commonly used framework in the literature where agents use a distorted
probability measure regarding the exogenous state of the world.
A positive bias Ωt+1 means that agents are over-optimistic at time t regarding the prospects of
dividends in the future. In this case, sentiment will be said to be high, or equivalently that markets
are displaying “irrational exuberance”, following Shiller (2015). A negative bias Ωt+1 means that
agents are over-pessimistic at t regarding the prospects of dividends in the future. In this case,
sentiment will be said to be low, or equivalently that markets are displaying “irrational distress”,
following Fisher (1932).
Throughout the paper the bias Ω is kept general, which highlights the properties of sentiment
that matter for welfare. It will be useful to flesh out specific examples to build intuition, however. In
particular, I will focus on two functional forms that are common in the behavioral finance literature,
and have been used to explain the credit cycle facts I reviewed in the introduction.27
Fundamental Extrapolation: This case captures models where investors extrapolate fundamentals, here zt . Several influential papers use this class of models to explain a wide range of facts
about asset prices, starting with Barberis, Shleifer and Vishny (1998) to explain long-term reversal
and the value premium in the cross-section. This extrapolation can come from a variety of psychologically founded biases. Constraints on memory and cognition can make it difficult for agents to
work with complicated models, as in Fuster, Hebert and Laibson (2012), leading agents to exces25 Some

of the results on optimal policy are robust to agents realizing that the market will be subject to sentiment in the
future. I discuss this robustness in Section 4.1.
26 In Section 6.3, I also entertain the possibility that current sentiment depends directly on the values of past sentiment, for
example if the bias is slow-moving or mean-reverting. This possibility is not particularly insightful in a 3-period model,
but becomes interesting once the dynamic build-up of sentiment is a concern.
27 A particularly clear survey of this literature can be found in Barberis (2018).
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sively use recent data points. Bordalo et al. (2018) and Bordalo, Gennaioli, La Porta and Shleifer
(2019) link extrapolative beliefs about fundamentals to the representativeness heuristic. In Rabin
and Vayanos (2010), extrapolative beliefs stem from believing in the law of small numbers.
I model fundamental extrapolation in reduced-form as:
Ω t +1 = α z ( z t − z t −1 )

(18)

where αz is a positive number. Because there is no fundamental realization at t = 1 or before, I
assume that there are hypothetic values z1 and z0 driving initial sentiment. The bias at t = 1 about
next period’s payoff will thus be Ω2 = α(z1 − z0 ), while the bias in the intermediate period will
be given by Ω3 = αz (z2 − z1 ). A boom-bust cycle in the spirit of Gennaioli and Shleifer (2018) is
thus represented by fundamental realizations z1 > z0 (good news at t = 1) followed by z2 < z1
(disappointment).
Price/Return Extrapolation: While price extrapolation is aimed at explaining the same set of facts
as fundamental extrapolation, it can have drastically different implications, and in particular in
terms of policy as this paper will show. Early models include papers by DeLong, Shleifer, Summers
and Waldmann (1990), Hong and Stein (1999) and Barberis and Shleifer (2003). Recent research
leverages the use of survey data to motivate price or return extrapolation, as in Cassella and Gulen
(2018). Price and return extrapolation have been used by Barberis, Greenwood, Jin and Shleifer
(2018) to present a model of financial bubbles, while DeFusco, Nathanson and Zwick (2017) apply
it to the housing market. Bastianello and Fontanier (2021) propose a microfoundation for price extrapolation, where agents extract information from prices using a misspecified model of the world.
Close to this paper, Farhi and Werning (2020) use return extrapolation in a model with aggregate
demand externalities to study macroprudential and monetary policy.
In the present paper, price extrapolation is modeled in reduced-form as:
Ω t +1 = α q ( q t − q t −1 )

(19)

where, in period t = 1, we will postulate the existence of a hypothetic price q0 that prevailed in
the past and anchors agents’ expectations. Crucially the price of the risky asset and the behavioral
bias are thus determined jointly: qt depends on Ωt+1 , which itself depends on qt . Solving for the
equilibrium thus requires solving a fixed-point problem between outcomes and beliefs.28 Most
importantly, agents’ present and future beliefs now move with policies that influence asset prices (a
potential channel for monetary policy, as studied in Section 6).

28 While

it is entirely possible that agents only extrapolate past price changes, in the present setup it would not deliver
insightful results, because of the three-period structure. Agents would still be over-optimistic during the crisis period.
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Other Models: While the core of the paper focuses on these two cases, other behavioral models
can be nested by the Ω formulation, such as inattention. I present and discuss several cases in
Online Appendix J.

2.3

Equilibrium

I solve for the equilibrium by backward induction, starting from the intermediate period.
Households: Households are passive throughout the three periods, and their only role is to pin
down the rate of interest through their Euler equation:
β (1 + r t ) = 1
Financial Intermediaries at t = 2:

(20)

Entering period t = 2 with a stock H of collateral assets, and

debt d1 to repay, financial intermediaries must decide on their borrowing and consumption levels.
No Crisis:

When financial intermediaries are not constrained, their Euler equation simply sets

consumption such that:
λ2 =

1
= E2 [λ3 ] = 1
c2

(21)

because of the linearity of utility in the last period. The consumption level is thus independent
of the price of the risky asset, and consequently of any behavioral bias. Finally the price of the
collateral asset is simply given by:
q2 = βE2 [z3 + Ω3 ]

(22)

Crisis: In this case the collateral constraint is binding. The Lagrange multiplier on the collateral
constraint, κ2 , is therefore given by:
κ 2 = λ2 − 1 > 0

(23)

which directly quantifies the severity of the crisis: it encodes how far we are from the unconstrained
equilibrium. The asset price is given by:
q2 = βc2 E2 [z3 + Ω3 ] + φ(1 − c2 )E2 [z3 + Ω3 ]

(24)

where the second term illustrates that holding marginally more of the asset is valuable since it
relaxes financial constraints. Consumption, on the other hand, is directly coming from the budget
constraint of financial intermediaries (6), since agents are against the collateral constraint:
c2 = z2 H − d1 (1 + r1 ) + φHE2 [z3 + Ω3 ].
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(25)

This last expression makes clear that, unlike in the unconstrained case, behavioral biases have direct
effects on real allocations in crises. Pessimism (Ω3 < 0) reduces the amount households are willing
to lend to financial intermediaries, leading to a one-for-one fall in their consumption level c2 . There
is another effect on equilibrium, however, when Ω3 depends on q2 . When that is the case, the equilibrium must be determined through a fixed-point problem: consumption depends on sentiment,
consumption determines asset prices, and asset prices determine sentiment. I now go over three
benchmark cases in detail to build intuition: the Rational Expectations Equilibrium, exogenous Ω3 ,
and price-dependent Ω3 (q2 ).
Rational Equilibrium at t = 2: In the event where Ω3 = 0, the equilibrium is determined by:
c2 = n2 + φHE2 [z3 ]

(26)

q2 = βc2 E2 [z3 ] + φ(1 − c2 )E2 [z3 ].

(27)

While the determination of the equilibrium is trivial in this case, a graphical representation helps
fixing ideas, and most of all facilitates the distinction with the behavioral case. Figure 1 illustrates
how a shock to net worth does not trigger any amplification: the fall in consumption is commensurate to the size of the shock to net worth, since as can be seen from equation (27), dc2 /dn2 = 1.

Figure 1: Graphical Illustration of REE Determination at t = 2. The red line represents the budget constraint
equation (25), and the blue line represents the pricing equation (24). The right panel illustrates how the equilibrium shifts
after an exogenous shock to net worth n2 .

Exogenous Sentiment at t = 2: In the case where Ω3 is exogenously set, the budget constraint
equation is still sufficient to obtain the consumption level in a crisis. It simply shifts consumption
by a constant relative to the REE benchmark. The effect on asset prices is more severe: pessimism
16

impacts the stochastic discount factor, c2 , and the expectation of future prospects. But this drop in
asset prices still does not spill back to consumption. Figure 2 illustrates this equilibrium determination with a Ω3 < 0. Exogenous pessimism makes the pricing condition steeper, but consumption is
pinned down independently. Specifically, the asset price is given by:
q2 = β(n2 + φHE1 [z3 + Ω3 ])E1 [z3 + Ω3 ] + φ(1 − n2 − φHE1 [z3 + Ω3 ])E1 [z3 + Ω3 ]

(28)

Figure 2: Graphical Illustration of Equilibrium Determination with exogenous sentiment at t = 2.
The red line represents the budget constraint equation (25), and the blue line represents the pricing equation (24). The
left panel illustrates how the equilibrium shifts after an exogenous shock to net worth n2 when agents are rational. The
right panel illustrates the same experiment but with an exogenous Ω3 < 0.

Endogenous Sentiment at t = 2:

When the behavioral bias Ω3 depends on equilibrium prices q2 ,

the budget constraint is not enough to determine the consumption level of financial intermediaries
in a crisis. The equilibrium now requires solving for a fixed-point between the budget constraint
and the pricing equation. This process is represented on the right panel of Figure 3, and the left
panel illustrates the rational benchmark for comparison.
Figure 3 shows the presence of a new feature that I call belief amplification.29 Intuitively, a fall in
net worth causes a fall in current consumption. This decreases the stochastic discount factor used
by agents to price the risky asset, which in itself creates endogenous pessimism. This leads the price
of the asset to fall further, which tightens the borrowing constraints of financial intermediaries by
aggravating pessimism, and in turn creates a further fall in the price that leads to more pessimism.30
29 In

a setup where the collateral constraint depends on current prices q2 , this belief amplification channel compounds the
traditional financial amplification mechanism. See Appendix C.
30 The idea that irrational pessimism is a key aspect of financial crises, and works similarly to financial amplification, dates
back to Fisher (1932), who laid out the theory of debt-deflation mechanism which is now part of a large number of
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Figure 3: Graphical Illustration of Equilibrium Determination with exogenous sentiment at t = 2.
The red line represents the budget constraint equation (25), and the blue line represents the pricing equation (24). The
right panel illustrates how the equilibrium shifts after an exogenous shock to net worth n2 when agents are rational. The
left panel illustrates the same experiment but with an endogenous Ω3 (q2 ) = α(q2 − q1 ).

The arrow on Figure 3 illustrates the further contraction in consumption levels c2 due to this belief
amplification.31
This belief amplification channel has important implications for welfare, and can also be understood analytically by studying the properties of prices in response to changes in net worth. The
price sensitivity to changes in net worth at t = 2 can be expressed as:
dq2
( β − φ ) E2 [ z 3 + Ω 3 ]
.
=
3
dn2
1 − (φ + ( β − φ)(2c2 − n2 )) dΩ
dq2

(29)

The derivative dΩ3 /dq2 magnifies the sensitivity of asset prices to changes in net worth, as long as
dΩ3 /dq2 > 0 (which is the relevant case: agents become more optimistic when current asset prices
are more elevated). This expression also makes clear that this is an amplification mechanism, since
the denominator represents infinite rounds of feedback effects.32 There is a second effect, working
through the numerator. Here, over-pessimism (Ω3 < 0) decreases the sensitivity of asset prices to
changes in net worth. It becomes a quantitative question whether this sensitivity is higher or lower
than in a rational model. Nonetheless, this sensitivity has repercussions for the level of consumption
financial crisis narratives. Fisher also mentions endogenous pessimism as a key feature: “All of the down movements [...]
have psychological effects. Already we have seen that shrinking net-worth leads to distress selling. But distress selling implies
distress.”
31 As can be seen in Figure 3, the equilibrium is ensured to be unique in the exogenous sentiment case. This is not immediate
anymore for endogenous sentiment. In Online Appendix L I show how linear forms of price extrapolation guarantee the
uniqueness of a stable equilibrium. Complex non-linear forms of endogenous sentiment can however lead to multiple
equilibria. Since this is not the focus of this analysis, for the rest of the paper I assume that belief distortions are not strong
enough such that equilibrium uniqueness is guaranteed.
32 Simply because 1/ (1 − x ) = 1 + x + x2 + ....
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only in the behavioral model where these price changes impact the collateral constraint.33
Crisis cutoff: I briefly characterize the occurrence of financial crises in this model. At the limiting state z2 that delimitates the crisis region, the non-constrained Euler equation holds, the nonconstrained pricing equation holds, and borrowing is at the limit. These conditions thus imply:
1 = z2 H − d1 (1 + r1 ) + φHE2 (z3 + Ω3 )

(30)

which defines the crisis cutoff state:34
z∗ =

1 + d1 (1 + r1 ) − φHE2 (z3 + Ω3 )
H

(31)

where Ω3 is the bias agents hold at this state of the world.35 As can readily be seen from this
expression, the cutoff is increasing with the level of outstanding debt (which will itself be increasing
in initial optimism Ω2 ) and with pessimism. Crucially, this cutoff is not used by private agents to
compute the probability of a crisis to happen in the future. The objective probability of a crisis
happening at time t = 2 is:

F2

1 + d1 (1 + r1 ) − φHE1 (z3 + Ω3 )
H


(32)

Instead, agents neglect their future bias Ω3 , but have a current bias Ω2 . Therefore they believe that
the probability of a future crisis is:

F2

1 + d1 (1 + r1 ) − φHE1 (z3 )
− Ω2
H


(33)

Both Ω2 and Ω3 contribute to the difference between the objective and perceived probability of a
crisis happening. Notice also how d1 is increasing in Ω2 in equilibrium.36
Financial Intermediaries at t = 1: The consumption Euler equation for financial intermediaries
in the initial period is simply given by:
1 = E1



33 This

λ2
λ1


(34)

is not the case anymore in the price-collateral constraint, as in Appendix C. There, these two countervailing effects
alter the size of the pecuniary externality.
34 I assume that the cutoff is unique. This is a natural assumption and is ensured as long as Ω is increasing in z and q for
3
2
2
example.
35 In this expression Ω is kept general. If Ω depends on z or q , this becomes a fixed-point equation implicitly defining
3
3
2
2
the cutoff, as before. At the exact cutoff, we have q2 = βE2 (z3 + Ω3 ) since c2 = 1 and hence the collateral premium
disappears.
36 These expressions highlight the role of sentiment as a “trigger” of crises, while models with only financial frictions have
to rely on exogenous shocks. Stein (2021) argues that it is necessary to integrate the two approaches to understand if,
quoting his title, “policy can tame the credit cycle”.
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since financial intermediaries and households have the same time-preference parameter β. Collateral creation is driven by the following pricing equation:


0

q1 = c ( H ) = βE1


λ2
r
( z2 + Ω2 + q2 ) .
λ1

(35)

Because consumption inside a crisis, c2 , depends directly z2 , agents with an optimistic bias Ω2 >
0 expect their future consumption to be higher than in reality. Accordingly, their Euler equation
directly implies that an optimistic bias translates into over-consumption at t = 1 relative to the
rational benchmark, financed by borrowing (so a higher d1 ). This gap between the expected c2 and
the realized one is driven as well by future sentiment. A predictable Ω3 < 0 at t = 2 leads to a
collapse in the expectation of future payoffs, so a tighter collateral constraint, translating into even
lower consumption than expected by behavioral agents.37

3

Welfare Analysis

The paternalistic social planner evaluates welfare with two key distinctions relative to atomistic
behavioral agents:
1. The social planner takes uninternalized general equilibrium effects into account ;
2. The social planner computes expectations using rational expectations.
In this setup, the full information rational expectations hypothesis assumes that the planner uses
the same probability distribution as agents, but recognizes that they are subject to a bias Ω2 , and
that they will be subject to a bias Ω3 in the future. The way this bias will be determined, i.e. its
dependence on future and past fundamentals and prices, is known to the Planner.38 I adopt the
notation ESP to denote expectations formed according to this process. For instance, when agents
are optimistic they expect their marginal utility of consumption at t = 2 to be lower than in reality,
leading to the following relation:
1 = E1




 
λ2
SP λ2
< E1
λ1
λ1

(36)

Similarly, even if agents are correct about z2 , i.e. Ω2 = 0, but the social planner believes that in all
states of the world at t = 2 there will be a bias Ω3 < 0, this inequality will hold.

if agents do not have a behavioral bias Ω2 at t = 1, the possible future presence of Ω3 makes it easier to work with
Ω-biases rather than with a distorted probability measure.
38 Section 5 explores the implications of incomplete information about Ω for the social planner.
37 Even
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3.1

Externalities

Before proceeding to the full-fledged welfare analysis, it is instructive to understand why, in the
rational version of this model, there are no externalities.
The welfare function used at time t = 2, W2 (n2 , H; q2 , z2 ), is given by:

 β ln (n2 + φHE2 [z3 + Ω3 (q2 , q )]) + β2 (E2 [z3 ] H − φHE2 [z3 + Ω3 (q2 , q )]/β)
1
1
W2 =
 β ( βE [z ] H + n )
2

3

2

if z2 ≥ z∗
otherwise
(37)

The difference is that the social planner realizes that in financial crises (z2 ≤ z∗ ) this welfare function encodes general equilibrium effects through the price q2 , while a private agent only considers
changes in d1 and H, taking q2 as given. This leads to pecuniary externalities in models with contemporaneous prices in the collateral constraint, but not here. Indeed, private agents have a first-order
condition on borrowing such as:
0

u ( c 1 ) = ( 1 + r 1 ) E1



∂ W2
∂n2


(38)

while the social planner has an extra-term corresponding to the pecuniary impact of private borrowing decisions:
0

u ( c1 ) =

(1 + r1 )E1SP



∂ W2
∂W2 ∂q2
+
∂n2
∂q2 ∂n2


(39)

and similarly for investment, since q2 depends indirectly on H and n2 (see Section 2.3 for the full
description of equilibrium prices).
This change in equilibrium prices, however, has no impact on welfare. Consumption levels at
t = 2, in the rational benchmark, are set independently of prices q2 . In other words, ∂W2 /∂q2 = 0
and the rational equilibrium is constrained efficient.
I now turn to the welfare analysis with behavioral biases. The equilibrium is constrained inefficient because of the difference in expectations between agents and the planner. Furthermore,
pecuniary externalities can arise, in contrast to the rational benchmark.

3.2

Welfare Decomposition

One contribution of this paper is to precisely identify how behavioral biases impact welfare. I
present a general decomposition in the spirit of Dávila and Korinek (2018), that fleshes out how a
marginal increase in leverage or in investment leads to uninternalized welfare consequences, and
classify the different channels. A key advantage of this approach is that the decomposition naturally
determines which features of behavioral biases matter for financial stability.
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3.2.1

Leverage

I start by analyzing how changes in debt d1 , fixing all others variables at t = 1, affect the welfare of
individual agents.
Proposition 1 (Uninternalized Effects of Leverage). The uninternalized first-order impact on welfare
when the level of short-term debt is marginally increased is given by:

Wd

=



E1 [λ2 ] − E1SP [λ2 ]



|

{z

}

Bd

−

E1SP
|




dΩ3 dq2
κ2 φH
.
dq2 dn2
{z
}

(40)

Cd

Proof. All proofs are provided in Appendix A.
The first term of equation (40) is the behavioral wedge. It is the difference between agents’ perceived future marginal utility and what the social planner expects this marginal utility to be. When
agents are over-optimistic, they expect their marginal utility to be, on average, lower than what
a rational agent would expect. As a consequence, this difference is strictly negative in this case,
meaning that a marginal increase in leverage has a negative first-order impact on welfare. This object is similar to the behavioral wedge of Farhi and Gabaix (2020), and is central to their analysis.
The second term is a novel collateral externality that works through future beliefs and future prices.
It is operative even though, as explained earlier, there is no collateral externality in the rational
benchmark. I now explore these two terms in detail.
Behavioral Wedge: The strength of the behavioral wedge is driven by two separate forces (i) the
difference in expected severity of crisis, and (ii) different expected probability of crisis. Indeed,
because of the linearity of utility in the last period, the marginal utility of financial intermediaries
is constant outside of a crisis, while even when agents expect a crisis they expect to withstand it
with stronger capital buffers thanks to a payoff z2 + Ω2 on their holdings of risky assets. Because
of the strong non-linearity of the model, the behavioral wedge is a complex object. Nonetheless, an
infinitesimal perturbation around the REE is enlightening (assuming Ω2 and Ω3 are small state-bystate):
Proposition 2 (Behavioral Wedge Approximation). If Ω2 and Ω3 are small state-by-state, the behavioral
wedge Bd for short-term debt can be expressed as:




Bd ' −Ω2 HE1SP λ22 1κ2 >0 + φHE1SP Ω3 λ22 1κ2 >0
{z
} |
{z
}
|
(i)

(41)

(ii)

The first term quantifies the welfare losses from the contemporaneous irrationality at t = 1. It
is negative when Ω2 is positive, naturally implying that an additional unit of leverage is costly
when agents are over-optimistic. Importantly the bias is multiplied by a measure of the expected
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severity of a future financial crisis, outlining that what affects welfare is not simply deviations from
rationality, but their interaction with financial frictions, a recurring theme of this paper.
The second term quantifies welfare changes emanating from the predictable behavior of future
deviations form rationality, Ω3 . Once again, predictable pessimism in the future is not enough to
generate welfare losses: this term is non-zero only when the product of sentiment with marginal
utility in a crisis is non-zero. In other words, it is the comovement of irrationality with the health of
financial intermediaries that is a cause of concern for the planner.39
Remark 2 (Sentiment and Financial Frictions). The welfare decomposition of equation (41) is always
null when there is no possibility of crises in the future, as can be seen by the presence of the terms
1κ2 >0 (remembering that κ2 is the Lagrange multiplier on the collateral constraint, and is thus zero
outside a crisis, since it is defined as an event where the collateral constraint binds). Of course,
a model without any financial friction and behavioral deviations from rationality would generate
some welfare losses, but these are higher-order than the terms presented above and thus negligible,
assuming that the biases are quantitatively small. This feature can be seen as a direct application
of the envelope theorem: in frictionless models, all agents are on their first-order condition for
consumption. Accordingly, small perturbations to any parameter (including a perturbation of their
expectations) do not have first-order welfare consequences. In this model, this does not apply since
in a crisis agents are not on their first-order condition for consumption, and κ2 quantifies the distance


to the frictionless benchmark. One can also interpret terms like Ω2 HESP λ22 1κ2 >0 as the product
of the mistake (Ω2 ) by the cost of making the mistake (the expectation term). Without financial
frictions the cost goes to 0, so mistakes are benign.
Remark 3 (Predictable Losses). An interesting case in point of equation (41) is that even if Ω2 = 0,
welfare losses are possible because of the predictable behavior of future irrationality. Even if, on
average, there is no deviation from rationality (i.e. E1SP [Ω3 ] = 0), the possible covariance of Ω3
with the health of financial intermediaries, λ2 , creates a welfare loss from increasing leverage in
period t = 1. This implies that is it not necessary for the social planner to know the current state
of irrational exuberance to justified to act pre-emptively: knowing that agents will be pessimistic
in bad states of the world is enough. Moreover, suggestive evidence supports the assumption that
ESP [Ω3 λ2 1κ2 >0 ] is a significantly negative number. Figure 4 uses two proxies to construct time series
for Ω3 and for λ2 . For the marginal utility of intermediaries λ2 , I rely on He, Kelly and Manela (2017)
which computes an intermediary capital ratio.40 The inverse of this capital ratio is proportional to λ2
39 One

might find it surprising that the difference in expected probability of crises does not enter this expression. This is
because this term is negligible at the first-order: see Appendix A.2 for details.
40 He et al. (2017) define the aggregate capital ratio η of the intermediary sector as the ratio of “aggregate value of market
t
equity divided by aggregate market equity plus aggregate book debt of primary dealers:”
ηt =

∑i Market Equityi,t


∑i Market Equityi,t + Book Debti,t

.

(42)

Since only intermediaries can hold risky assets the capital ratio measures the wealth share of the intermediary sector.
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when agents have log-utility, as in this model. For Ω3 , I use the forecast errors made by stock market
analysts on the long-run growth of stocks, a measure from Bordalo, Gennaioli, La Porta and Shleifer
(2020) which is directly constructed from survey data.41,42 Figure 4 shows how Ω3 is consistently
negative in crises. In 2008, forecast errors Ω3 crashed while marginal utility of intermediaries λ2
spiked, suggesting sizeable welfare losses. A key point is that in events such as the dot-com bubble
burst, pessimism was not accompanied by declines in financial health of intermediaries, and the
theory I am developing suggests that these events are less of a concern for welfare.43

Figure 4: Time-series variation of proxies for λ2 and Ω3 . For the financial health of intermediaries λ2 , I rely
on He et al. (2017) which computes an intermediary capital ratio. The inverse of this capital ration is proportional to λ2
when agents have log-utility, as in this model. For Ω3 , I use the forecast errors made by stock market analysts on the
long-term growth of stocks, a measure of Bordalo et al. (2020)

Collateral Externality:

The second, and novel to the literature, term is a pecuniary externality

that works through beliefs. This is the first paper, to the best of my knowledge, to identify such an

“Primary dealers” are designated by the NY Fed to serve as counterparties in the implementation of monetary policy.
Most of them are large commercial banks.
41 Forecast errors in the literature are traditionally defined as FE
t,t+1 = zt+1 − Et [ zt+1 ], so I multiply the time series by −1
to recover my definition of Ωt+1 .
42 There is obviously no perfect measure of sentiment. I perform the same exercise for a variety of indicators that have been
used in the literature to measure sentiment, and all of them depict the same variations in sentiment along the business
cycle. These additional empirical results are presented in Online Appendix G
43 In his famous “Irrational Exuberance” speech of 1996, Alan Greenspan alluded to this crucial interaction: “We as central
bankers need not be concerned if a collapsing financial asset bubble does not threaten to impair the real economy [...].
But we should not underestimate or become complacent about the complexity of the interactions of asset markets and
the economy. Thus, evaluating shifts in balance sheets generally, and in asset prices particularly, must be an integral part
of the development of monetary policy.”
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externality. Let us examine in detail the terms composing this externality:

Cd =

−E1SP




dΩ3 dq2
.
κ2 φH
dq2 dn2

(43)

The first term is the Lagrange multiplier κ2 , again indicating that welfare losses are present only
in the event of a binding financial friction at t = 2. The term φH then corresponds to the fact that
this externality operates at the level of the friction that limits borrowing at t = 2. The derivative
dq2 /dn2 quantifies the change in asset prices implied by the change in short-term debt at t = 1:
taking on more leverage mechanically lowers net worth in the future, which impacts equilibrium
prices in the future. For now, all of these terms also exist in a rational world. The bold term,
however, is specific to behavioral distortions and is thus zero in a rational counterfactual, making
the expression zero in total. The fraction dΩ3 /dq2 measures how sentiment inside a financial crisis
changes when equilibrium prices change.
This externality can be intuitively described as follows. Agents fail to internalize that, by increasing their leverage in good times, they lower asset prices tomorrow, which can make everyone
in the economy more pessimistic. This pessimism, in turn, tightens the collateral constrain of financial intermediaries, preventing them to roll-over their debt as desired, and aggravating the financial
crisis.
For this externality to exist it is necessary that dΩ3 /dq2 6= 0. In other words, the collateral
externality is operative if and only if behavioral biases at t = 2 are a direct function of equilibrium
prices at t = 2. This means, for example, that any fundamental-based behavioral bias as in equation
(18) does not feature such a market failure. In the natural benchmark of price extrapolation, as in
equation (19), this derivative is simply dΩ3 /dq2 = αq > 0. This externality is then negative: the
private solution features excessive borrowing.
Finally, notice that when this externality exists because of endogenous sentiment, the price sensivity dq2 /dn2 that enters this expression is also magnified by belief amplification:
Proposition 3 (Price Sensitivity With Sentiment). A change in net worth in period t = 2 impacts equilibrium asset prices as:

dq2
( β − φ)E2 [z3 + Ω3 ]
=
3
dn2
1 − (φ + ( β − φ)(2c2 − n2 )) dΩ
dq2

(44)

Relative to a rational benchmark, where Ω3 = 0 and dΩ3 /dq2 = 0, sentiment creates two countervailing forces. First, over-pessimism (Ω3 < 0) makes the asset price less sensitive to changes in
net worth, reducing the size of this sensitivity. Second, a positive change in net worth leads to a
change in price through the stochastic discount factor c2 , which itself can lead to alleviating pessimism, supporting asset prices. This makes the price more sensitive to changes in net worth when
dΩ3 /dq2 > 0.
Remark 4 (Collateral Externalities in the Literature). Dávila and Korinek (2018) use the term collateral
externalities to externalities that apply when “agents are subject to a binding constraint that de25

pends on aggregate variables”. Here, the aggregate variable is the behavioral bias Ω3 , which is why
I use this terminology. My paper thus shows that such externalities can still arise even if the contemporaneous price is not part of the collateral constraint, thus bridging the gap between these two
commonly used models (see Ottonello et al. 2021). Appendix C further demonstrates that this effect
is still present when contemporaneous prices are part of the collateral constraint: the two effects of
belief and financial amplification now compound each other.
3.2.2

Investment

I perform the same type of welfare decomposition, but looking at a marginal increase in investment
into the creation of collateral assets, keeping fixed d1 and q1 . Results are similar to the borrowing
case, but the sign can be ambiguous.
Proposition 4 (Uninternalized Effects of Investment). The uninternalized first-order impact on welfare
when the level investment is marginally increased is given by:

WH

=


|

βE1SP



[λ2 (z2 + q2 )] − λ1 q1
{z
}
BH

+

βE1SP
|





dq2
dΩ3 dq2
z2 +
κ2 φH
dq2 dn2
dH
{z
}

(45)

CH

composed of three distinct effects: a behavioral wedge B H , and collateral externality C H .
I again explore these two terms in turn.
Behavioral Wedge: Similar to the welfare costs of higher leverage, the behavioral wedge for investment is given by the difference between a rational valuation of the risky asset and private
agents’ valuation. This wedge is obviously negative when agents are over-optimistic, or when
agents do no realize their future over-pessimism. As previously, we can approximate this behavioral wedge for small deviations from rationality, as in the following Proposition.
Proposition 5 (Behavioral Wedge Approximation for H). If Ω2 and Ω3 are small state-by-state, the
behavioral wedge Bd for investment in the collateral asset can be expressed as:

BH =

E1SP

[Bd (z2 )(z2 + q2r )] −

βΩ2 E1SP

[λ2r

(1 + ( β − φ)) Hz3 1κ2 >0 ] +

βE1SP



dq2
1κ > 0
Ω3 λ2r
dz3 2


(46)

where Bd (z2 ) is the behavioral wedge for leverage, from Proposition 2, for a realization z2 of the dividend
process at t = 2:

Bd (z2 ) = β(Ω3 (z2 ) − Ω2 )λ22 (z2 )1κ2 (z2 )>0 .

(47)

This wedge is more complicated than in the borrowing case, B H , because the effects of belief distortions are impacting the stochastic discount factor as well as the expectation of future dividends and
prices, which adds effects. The intuition, however, is similar: the wedge is negative when agents
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are irrationally exuberant (Ω2 > 0), when they will predictably be irrationally distressed (Ω3 < 0),
and only if there is a probability of a financial crisis next period (1κ2 >0 ).
Collateral Externality: As with leverage, there is a collateral externality for investment even though
the rational benchmark does not feature such an effect. It again works through the interaction of
financial frictions, future asset prices, and sentiment:

CH =

βE1SP



dΩ3
κ2 φH
dq2



dq2
dq2
z2 +
dn2
dH


(48)

where dq2 /dH is the derivative of the asset price with respect to H, keeping net worth n2 constant.
More surprisingly, this collateral externality is generally going in the opposite direction. Indeed,
agents are not taking into account how a supplementary unit of collateral, by raising net worth next
period, can support asset prices and thus consequently reduce pessimism.44 In turn, this ameliorates the borrowing capacity of the whole economy, thus improving welfare.
I already showed how the sensitivity of the price with respect to net worth was changed by
sentiment. Similarly, how equilibrium prices move with the aggregate stock of collateral asset is
changed by the behavioral wedges in a analogous way:

( β − φ))z2 + φE2 [z3 + Ω3 ])E2 [z3 + Ω3 ]
dq2
=
3
dH
1 − (φ + ( β − φ)(c2 − φHE2 [z3 + Ω3 ])) dΩ
dq2

(49)

where belief amplification, dΩ3 /dq2 , is still at play.
Remark 5 (Exuberance and Under-investment). Unlike for the uninternalized welfare effects of increasing leverage, the behavioral wedge and the collateral externality for investment are going in opposite
directions when agents are too optimistic at t = 1 and when dΩ3 /dq2 > 0. Irrational exuberance
leads agents to invest more than in the Rational Expectations equilibrium, which helps overcome
the under-investment problem coming from financial frictions and the price-dependence of sentiment in a crisis. This is reminiscent of Martin and Ventura (2016), where the presence of bubbles
alleviates financing frictions. In a model with a collateral constraint directly featuring q2 , the rational benchmark features such a positive collateral externality. Irrational exuberance thus helps to
alleviate this market failure.45
Remark 6 (Unambiguous Sign for Large Exuberance). The size of the collateral externality is bounded
when Ω2 increases, while the behavioral wedge is unboundedly negative when Ω2 → +∞. Hence
the welfare impact of an additional unit of investment is unambiguously negative for large enough
Ω2 .
44 Remember

that we assumed positive dividends in all states of the world, zt > 0. In cases where dividends are negative
this externality can become negative. This can for example be the case if collateral assets are draining liquidity in bad
times.
45 Farhi and Panageas (2004) empirically investigate whether sentiment corrects more inefficiencies than it causes, using a
VAR methodology. They find that the negative effects of misallocation dominate.
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3.2.3

Prices

In most models, like rational models or models with exogenous sentiment, the above two uninternalized effects are enough to characterize the efficiency of the equilibrium. Indeed, once allocations
are set the equilibrium level of prices has no effect on welfare. To understand why, it is useful to take
a step back and look at welfare maximization in a rational model. The social planner is maximizing
a welfare function of the form:

W d1 , H; z2 , z3 .
As is obvious from inspecting any first-order conditions resulting from this maximization, it is
enough for the social planner to impose a its specific desired allocation of (d1 , H ). Price or quantity
regulations, or any type of nudges are substitutable as long as the desired allocation is achieved. In
the presence of exogenous sentiment, the problem takes a similar form:

W d1 , H; z2 , z3 + Ω3 .
The desired allocation can be different than under the rational counterfactual, but the practical implications are similar. The problem is different, however, in the presence of endogenous sentiment:

W d1 , H, q1 ; z2 , z3 + Ω3 .
A new state-variable now enters the optimal policy problem. The equilibrium level of asset prices
today can enter the determination of future allocations, and thus the expected level of welfare. The
following proposition illustrates this intuition, and shows that once again the interaction of endogenous sentiment and financial frictions is key.
Proposition 6 (Welfare Effects of Changing Asset Prices). The first-order impact on welfare when asset
prices q1 are marginally increased is non-zero and corresponds to a reversal externality:

Wq

=



dΩ3
βE1SP κ2 φH
dq1

(50)

This novel effect works through the interaction of financial frictions, past asset prices, and sentiment.
The intuition for this term is as follows. When private agents marginally increase their investment
in collateral assets, they push up the price of the asset today. This in turn might influence the
formation of behavioral biases in the future, represented by the term dΩ3 /dq1 .46 Typically, in our
illustrative price extrapolation case where Ω3 = α(q2 − q1 ), this derivative is equal to −α, a negative
term. This change in sentiment at time t = 2 impacts the collateral limit for short-term debt d2 , in
proportion to φH, a positive quantity. It then impacts welfare if agents are against their borrowing
46 This

effect is also robust to a model where H is exogenously fixed: when agents increase their demand of the risk asset
they bid up its price, creating welfare losses.
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constraint, i.e. if κ2 > 0, since it directly alters the amount they can borrow. Succinctly, when agents
invest in risky assets they bid up prices which can feed pessimism tomorrow by increasing the
anchor agents use to form expectations: an increase in prices today will cause a reversal tomorrow.
I thus call this effect a reversal externality.

3.3

Informational Advantage of the social planner

The theory developed above rests on the ability of the social planner to assess sentiment in real
time, as well as the ability to forecast future movements in sentiment, while no one in the financial
sector is taking contrarian positions. I briefly discuss the plausibility of this assumption, as well as
the robustness of some of my results to this assumption.
First, is the regulator smarter than the market? Stein (2021) argues that even sophisticated arbitrageurs do not have the organizational structure that would allow them to bet aggressively against
sentiment, consistent with the limits-to-arbitrage literature (Shleifer and Vishny 1997). Furthermore,
non-financial entities appear successful in arbitraging macro conditions, suggesting that there is reliable predictive information about the extent of contemporaneous mispricing in the market.47 Furthermore, survey data strongly supports the idea that forecast errors are reliably predictable ex-ante
(Bordalo et al. 2018; Bordalo et al. 2019; De La O and Myers 2021).
Second, do all the aforementioned results disappear if the planner is subject to the same biases
of the market? Not entirely. When agents know that everyone in the economy is subject to biases
in the future, the impact of Ω3 disappears from the behavioral wedges: agents take it into account
when they make decisions. In other words, they realize that sentiment will hamper the borrowing
limit tomorrow, and thus take on less leverage today in consequence. The collateral and reversal
externality, however, are still uninternalized. This is because they are essentially pecuniary externalities: to suppress them, agents would need to coordinate in order to reduce their leverage today.
But with atomistic agents, this does not happen. This means that agents would realize that a high
price today means excess pessimism tomorrow, but agents cannot act to reduce this price. Similarly,
they realize that their leverage will impact prices tomorrow, and thus sentiment. The social planner
still has a role to play in such an economy, as long as Ω3 , the behavioral bias during crises, directly depend on q2 or q1 . Online Appendix O presents the details of the analysis with sophisticated
agents and when the planner holds the same beliefs as private agents.

47 Baker and Wurgler (2000) demonstrate that firms issue relatively more equity than debt just before periods of low market

returns, suggesting firms time the market. Ma (2019) shows that net equity repurchases and net debt issuance both increase when expected excess returns on debt are particularly low, or when expected excess returns on equity are relatively
high.
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4

Optimal Policy

4.1

Constrained Efficiency

I can now characterize the allocation the planner would like to implement in the presence of sentiment. A planner subject to the same constraints as agents, with prices determined by marketclearing as in the decentralized case, evaluates welfare using its own expectations and thus takes
the uninternalized effects from marginally altering leverage or investment, Wd and W H , into account. These objects are crucial to characterize optimal policy in this setting.48
I first start with a natural proposition: in order to achieve the second-best the planner makes
agents internalize their uninternalized welfare effects. This is done by choosing taxes or subsidies
that exactly cancel out the uninternalized effects described in Propositions 1, 4 and 6.
Proposition 7 (Second-Best Policy). The social planner achieves the second-best by imposing:
1. A tax τd = −Wd /λ1 on short-term borrowing ;
2. A tax τH = −W H /(λ1 q1∗ ) on the creation of collateral assets ;
3. A tax τq =

q1 −q1∗
q1∗

on the holding of collateral assets

where λ1 is the marginal utility of financial intermediaries at time t = 1 evaluated at the desired allocation,
q1 is the price that would arise through market-clearing at the desired allocation without the holding tax, and
q1∗ is the price such that Wq = 0 when evaluated at the desired allocation.
Proposition 7 is rather abstract, but makes three simple points. First, the calibration of macroprudential policy should be done by focusing on the key aspects of sentiment driving the uninternalized effects from the previous part, Wd and W H : (i) the current extent of sentiment Ω2 ; (ii) the
future covariance of Ω3 with λ2 , conditional on Ω2 ; (iii) the sensitivity of sentiment with respect
to current and future prices. Second, when current asset prices impact future sentiment, three instruments are needed to achieve the second-best, and not only two. Finally, it makes it clear that
without a positive probability of a crisis caused by binding collateral constraints, swings in exuberance should not impact the optimal conduct of macroprudential policy. My theory thus accounts
for the sharply different aftermaths of the 2000 and 2008 bubble bursts. As noted by Blinder and
Reis (2005), in 2000 the “biggest bubble” in history bursted without failing a single bank, which the
authors take as a hint that preemptively taming asset bubbles or raising margin requirement might
not be a worthwhile strategy. In the framework of the present paper, this is correct only when the
asset affected by irrational exuberance is not used by financial intermediaries as collateral.
48 The

concept of constrained efficiency also restricts the analysis to a planner who takes financial frictions as given, following Hart (1975), Stiglitz (1982) and Geanakoplos and Polemarchakis (1985). It can be understood as answering the
following question: can a planner subject to the same constraints as private agents improve on the market outcome? In
particular, any direct intervention at t = 2 is proscribed. Appendix D allows for the simultaneous choice of ex-ante and
ex-post policies. In particular, it shows that the possibility of intervention at t = 2 does not change the desirability of
macroprudential interventions at t = 1.
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How can one interpret the results of Proposition 7 in terms of real-world policy? The optimal
taxes on debt and investment correspond to the usual instruments in the macroprudential toolkit:
capital requirements and Loan-to-Value (LTV) restrictions (Claessens 2014). This is not the case for
the tax on holdings, designed to influence equilibrium price. I now explore the concrete policy
lessons coming out of the analysis.

4.2

Implementation

Counter-cyclical Capital Buffers: The tax on short-term borrowing can naturally be interpreted as
capital structure regulation. Proposition 7 thus provides the financial regulator with the features of
behavioral biases that are necessary to quantify in order to optimally calibrate leverage restrictions.
Because Ω2 is a largely volatile object (see Figure 4 and Online Appendix G), the optimal value of
this macroprudential leverage tax is also time-varying. But importantly, the time-variation in τd
should not only track Ω2 , but take into account how it will influence the future realizations of Ω3 as
well as the expected impact of future prices on Ω3 .
Most macroprudential regulations on capital structure are nonetheless set in terms of leverage
limits rather than leverage taxes. Are a leverage tax and a leverage limit equivalent in this model?
The seminal work of Weitzman (1974) showed that whether price or quantity regulation is more
desirable depends on which one is more robust to changes in parameters. Here, when financial
intermediaries are against the regulatory leverage limit, an exogenous increase in sentiment Ω2
increases their incentives to take on more debt, but agents simply cannot change their positions.
Their leverage thus stays at the exact allocation desired by the social planner. This is not the case
for debt taxes, as can be seen from equation (41): the tax needs to be calibrated at the exact level of
Ω2 to achieve the second-best. This intuition leads to the following proposition.
Proposition 8 (Leverage Limits Robustness). Leverage limits are more robust than leverage taxes to small
movements in the behavioral bias around a positive Ω2 .
The intuition can also be seen when sentiment moves downward, towards less exuberance. For
small departures from an equilibrium with Ω2 ≥ 0, movements in Ω2 on the downside do not
call for changing the allocation desired by the planner, because the pecuniary externality still needs
to be corrected. A leverage limit thus stays binding for agents, while a leverage tax would force
financial intermediaries to decrease their leverage below the socially desirable outcome.49,50
This insight, however, does not imply that counter-cyclical restrictions are not desirable when a
flat leverage limit is imposed. This is because, as explicit from Propositions 1 and 4, the behavior of
future sentiment matters as much as the extent of contemporaneous irrational exuberance from the
that Proposition 8 looks at cases where the tax is fixed at an optimal level given some behavioral biases Ω2 and Ω3 ,
and Ω2 then exogenously moves. Section 5 looks at the optimal level of restrictions when the planner takes into account
that Ω2 is uncertain.
50 Online Appendix F additionaly shows that a leverage limit is robust to the introduction of belief heterogeneity in the
model, while a leverage tax becomes less efficient.

49 Note
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perspective of period t = 1. As long as the planner’s estimate of Ω3 given the information available is time-varying, the leverage limit needs to be tightened or relaxed accordingly. For example,
imagine a world where the planner believes that agents are not irrationally exuberant, Ω2 = 0, and
that a financial crisis will not happen in the future. As demonstrated above, no leverage limit is
required. If new information arrives, causing a sharp increase in q1 , this might not hold anymore.
Even if Ω2 stays at 0, the planner could fear that next period, these high prices will revert and
lead to over-pessimism, causing a financial crisis. This would then create a need for preemptive
leverage restrictions, even though the policy is enacted as a quantity restriction. Counter-cyclical
restrictions are thus necessary, but because the likelihood of future over-pessimism fluctuates along
the business cycles.
Remark 7 (Relation to the Literature). This paper is not the first to highlight possible disparities between price and quantity regulation in the optimal conduct of macroprudential policy. My results
are complementary to those uncovered in recent papers. Clayton and Schaab (2020b) show that
price regulation is superior in a multinational setting, since it forces national regulators to internalize the value of foreign banks, thus achieving the global optimum even if national authorities are
acting non-cooperatively. Jeanne and Korinek (2020) demonstrate that quantity regulation has practical benefits when there is uncertainty about whether liquidity will be provided during crises in a
targeted or untargeted form. Chen, Finocchiaro, Lindé and Walentin (2020) quantitatively compare
the effect of different policies to curb household indebtedness when interest rates are low. Harper
and Korinek (2021) show that quantity and price regulation have different distributional consequences: price regulation allows the social planner to determine the allocation of surplus between
borrowers and lenders. In my paper, lenders have linear utility so distributional effects regarding
lenders are irrelevant.
LTV Regulation:

The second tax in Proposition 7 directly aims at regulating the quantity of risky

investments. For this reason, this policy can be interpreted as loan-to-value (LTV) regulation, a
widely used tool.51 Importantly, the welfare analysis highlights again that the optimal LTV limit is
time-varying, tracking the same behavioral biases as do leverage restrictions.
The crucial difference with counter-cyclical capital requirements lies in the time-variation required by variation in the expected impact of prices on sentiment. When the regulator is concerned
that a future crash in prices will result in a greater sensitivity of sentiment with respect to prices
in a crisis (all else equal), the optimal reaction is to tighten leverage restrictions more but to relax
LTV ratios. Indeed, as explained in Section 3.2.2, the collateral externality for H calls for higher
investment than in the decentralized equilibrium, in order to alleviate pessimism during crises by
strengthening the net worth of the financial sector.
The interpretation of investment regulation as LTV ratios squares naturally with the view that
H represents real estate investment. In Online Appendix M I present a simple model in which
51 According

to Claessens (2014), LTV ratios are used by 55% of advances countries.
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financial intermediaries finance heterogenous construction entrepreneurs. Imposing a maximum
LTV ratio prevents financial intermediaries from financing some entrepreneurs, thus limiting real
estate investment. If one wishes to interpret H more broadly as investments made by firms, or C&I
loans, this policy of restricting investment can simply be interpreted as “supervisory guidance”:
the financial stability authority nudges intermediaries towards reducing their financing of some
activities or some sectors of the economy.
Price Regulation:

The third tax in Proposition 7 does not have a simple relation to the current

macroprudential toolbox, however. This is because my model is the first to highlight the need for
an additional instrument that complements traditional macroprudential tools like counter-cyclical
capital buffers and LTV ratios. From an abstract perspective, this instrument can be modelled as
a tax on asset holdings. But the concrete goal is to directly manipulate asset prices through the
demand for these assets. A direct tax on asset holdings, however, seems rather unrealistic to implement. A more natural candidate for this instrument is to use monetary policy. By altering discount
rates, the central bank has a direct influence on equilibrium asset prices, and can thus complement
the macroprudential toolbox. I provide an in-depth analysis of the use of monetary policy in my
model in Section 6 by adding nominal rigidities, and explore its associated challenges.
I end this section with some specific cases in order to strengthen intuition.

4.3

Small Deviations from Rationality

Suppose that we place ourselves at the REE constrained-efficient allocation. Agents are fully rational, so the planner has no reason to intervene. If we add an infinitesimal degree of irrationality,
which forces cause first-order welfare losses? The answer comes by inspecting equations (40) and
(45). At the rational expectations constrained-efficient equilibrium, behavioral wedges are zero, so
the only left parts are the collateral externalities and the reversal externality:

dΩ3 dq2
Cd =
κ2 φH
dq2 dn2



dΩ3 dq2
dq2
SP
C H = βE1 κ2 φH
z2 +
dq2 dn2
dH


dΩ
3
Wq = βE1SP κ2 φH
dq1

− βE1SP



(51)
(52)
(53)

which, as explicated earlier, are only present when future sentiment is impacted by contemporaneous
and past asset prices, and there is a positive probability of a crisis in the future.
The fundamental intuition behind this result is that small changes in leverage due to fluctuating
sentiment are not harmful to the first-order since agents are on the objective Euler equation. But
anything that directly impacts the price of the asset tomorrow in a crisis, where agents are not on
their Euler equation, has a first-order impact on welfare by aggravating financial crises. This result
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draws attention to irrational distress during financial crises, while the literature has mostly focused
on irrational exuberance during the build-up leading to the crash.52

4.4

Attainable Welfare Levels and Relative Sentiment

How does the chosen allocation, implemented following Proposition 7, compare to the allocation
that a planner would choose in a rational world? Because the constrained efficiency concept allows
the social planner to only choose the leverage and investment levels of financial intermediaries, the
two will generally differ. Indeed, while the social planner can nudge agents with leverage taxes to
counteract the effect of over-optimism, the planner cannot directly combat pessimism during crises.
If the planner knows that Ω3 will be negative during crises, welfare is maximized by imposing a
leverage limit that is lower than in the rational counterfactual. This will result in a lower absolute
welfare level in the behavioral case compared to the rational benchmark.
Of course, the opposite is also theoretically possible: if agents are always over-optimistic, the
planner might impose a leverage limit at t = 1 but the overall welfare level could be above its
rational counterpart: by being over-optimistic during crises, agents are effectively alleviating the
pressure of financial frictions, bringing the economy closer to the first-best.
Finally, the sign of the behavioral wedge is a function of the absolute level of sentiment: what
matters is whether agents are over-pessimistic, in the sense that they believe future payoffs to be
lower than the objective distribution. The collateral and reversal externalities, on the other hand, are
concerned with the relative levels of sentiment inside a crisis, embodied by the derivatives dΩ3 /dq2
and dΩ3 /dq1 . Thus the planner is intervening to make agents more optimistic, irrespective of whether
the financial crisis displays absolute levels of over-pessimism or over-optimism.

4.5

Third-Best Policy without Price Regulation

As mentioned earlier, the typical macroprudential toolbox only permits the use of capital structure
regulation and LTV ratios. How should optimal policy be conducted by a regulator that acknowledges that prices are entering welfare but only has access to these limited instruments?
In this case, the social planner recognises that in equilibrium, the price will be changing with the
level of investment, in order to stay on the q1 = c0 ( H ) condition. We can thus write the uninternalized effects of marginally increasing H, taking into account how prices move, as:

52 Of

course irrational exuberance is also costly, as it triggers more frequent credit crunches (see equation (31) and the
discussion therein). It is also possible that irrational distress is a direct function of past optimism, creating the same kind
of reversal externality, but the first-order damages to welfare would not be directly attributable to irrational exuberance
either. While the empirical literature on sentiment and financial crisis focused mainly on irrational optimism, excessive
pessimism during bad times is also a robust feature of the data (see Bordalo et al. (2018) for an example on credit spreads
forecasts). There is also the possibility that over-optimism has other effects on investment in the real sector, which can be
costly as in Rognlie, Shleifer and Simsek (2018).
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where c00 ( H ) > 0. The reversal externality thus enters investment welfare effect, adding a negative
term (as long as sentiment in a crisis is indeed negatively related to past prices).
A direct consequence is thus that the third-best equilibrium features a lower level of investment
than the second-best. In order to mitigate the effects of high asset prices for future sentiment, the
social planner has to reduce investment levels. An equivalent, but perhaps more practical way
to interpret this result, is that by adding a third instrument that directly controls asset prices the
regulator can allow for a higher level of investment through relaxing LTV regulations, enhancing
welfare and financial stability at the same time.

4.6

Summary

The theory I presented here unsurprisingly calls for more aggressive leverage regulation when sentiment is elevated. More surprisingly, the presence of predictable future sentiment has concrete implications for the conduct of macroprudential policy ex-ante. If future behavioral biases are negative
(irrational pessimism) when financial intermediaries are distressed, leverage restrictions should be
tightened. Furthermore, if future behavioral biases depend on the price of assets, there are novel
collateral and reversal externalities that must be take into account, and can result in the need for an
additional instrument.
Before diving into the analysis of monetary policy as a tool complementing the traditional
macroprudential toolkit, it is useful to acknowledge that the social planner cannot have a infinitely
precise estimate of the behavioral biases that agents are subject to. Indeed, Proposition 7 shows that
to properly calibrate macroprudential policy, the planner needs to know the exact level of sentiment.
The next section analyses how uncertainty alters the conduct of optimal policy.

5

Ω-Uncertainty

I so far assumed that the social planner had perfect information about the current state of exuberance Ω2 and its state-contingent evolution Ω3 . A natural question of practical importance is
whether these results are impaired in the presence of imperfect knowledge about behavioral biases.
The short answer is: no, to the contrary. Sentiment uncertainty reinforces motives for preventive
action, in contrast with Brainard (1967)’s “attenuation principle”.
This aspect is of crucial importance regarding the practical implications of this paper. In a famous speech about asset price bubbles, Bernanke (2002) discussed the “identification problem” that
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naturally arises once the financial stability authority contemplates a proactive approach to bubbles.
While recognizing that identifying a bubble is intrinsically difficult, this section shows that the
widespread intuition that this uncertainty calls for laissez-faire is actually erroneous.
To this end, I leverage the prior equilibrium and welfare analysis. I here focus on the case where
the planner is uncertain about the exact level of Ω2 , while Ω3 is assumed to be certain and constant
in the future.53 Crucially, the results depend on whether or not the distribution of states of the
world is common knowledge. Recall that private agents are shifting the entire distribution of future
dividends by Ω2 , believing that dividends will be z2 + Ω2 instead of z2 . I start with a modelling
assumption.
Assumption 3. All parameters of the probability density function f 2 (z2 ) and of the model are common
knowledge to private agents and the social planner, except possibly for its mean z̄2 .
This assumption implies that, in the absence of sentiment, the social planner could simply infer
the value of z̄2 by looking at equilibrium prices in period 1, q1 . I add a natural assumption, made to
rule out pathological cases:
Assumption 4. Equilibrium prices at time t = 1 are strictly increasing in z̄2 .
I start briefly with the case where the planner knows z̄2 . I then study the other extreme where
the planner’s prior over z̄2 is flat, and then finish with the intermediate and more general cases
where the planner has some information about z̄2 , but less than the private agents.

5.1

Full-Information Benchmark

Assume there that the level of z̄2 is common knowledge. The planner observes an equilibrium price
q1 in the initial period, and knows that agents are subject to behavioral biases. We can write the
relation between prices, fundamentals, and sentiment conveniently as:
q1 = gq (z̄2 + Ω2 )

(55)

Because of Assumption 4, this implies that the social planner can perfectly extract Ω2 by inferring
it from asset prices:
Proposition 9 (Full-Information Benchmark). If the mean of the dividend distribution z̄2 is common
knowledge, the social planner extracts a behavioral bias of:
Ω2 = gq−1 (q1 ) − z̄2

(56)

and implements optimal policy according to Proposition 7 using this value for Ω2 . The planner’s prior over
Ω2 is irrelevant in this case.
53 The

analysis for varying or uncertain Ω3 is presented in Online Appendix H. The results are identical.
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Finally, because of Assumption 4 the inferred bias is strictly increasing in asset prices, and as such
optimal leverage and investment taxes are strictly increasing in asset prices.

Flat Prior over z̄2

5.2

I now investigate the polar case, by considering that the planner has a flat (improper) prior over z̄2 .
In this case the social planner’s prior over sentiment matters. I assume that it is given by a uniform
distribution:
w ∼ U [Ω̄2 − σΩ , Ω̄2 + σΩ ]

(57)

where Ω̄2 is the point estimate of sentiment according to the planner’s prior, and σΩ controls the
amount of uncertainty around it. By observing asset prices the planner can sill use:
Ω2 + z̄2 = gq−1 (q1 )

(58)

but since it has a flat prior over z̄2 , the posterior distribution regarding sentiment stays the same as
its prior, while the posterior mean is given by:
z̄2 = gq−1 (q1 ) − Ω̄2

(59)

In other words, observing the asset price does not change the point estimate of sentiment used
by the planner, Ω̄2 . The uncertainty on sentiment, however, translates into the planner’s objective
function. Indeed, the planner now would use the same distribution as agents to optimally set shortterm debt such that:
1
u ( c1 ) =
2σΩ
0

Z ∞ Z σΩ
∂ W2
0

−σΩ

∂n2



(d1 , H; q2 , z2 − Ω̄2 − ω2 ) dω2 f 2 (z2 )dz2

(60)

This expression contains all of the intuition for how sentiment uncertainty can reinforce or weaken
the need for preventive leverage tightening.54 Once deducing the average behavioral error Ω̄2 , the
planner is uncertain about the exact distribution of the state of the world next period. It thus takes
the distribution that agents use, but factors in the noise it attributes to their expectations. This leads
the social planner to consider, for each realization z2 , all values inside the segment [z2 − σΩ , z2 + σΩ ]
as equally likely.
The presence of sentiment noise will thus affect the size of the expectational term according to
a Jensen’s type of argument. If expanding the set of possible behavioral biases, by increasing σΩ ,
increases the value of the expectations term, it means that sentiment uncertainty increases expected
marginal utility. This, in turn, implies that the social planner wishes to reduce the leverage of agents
that Ω̄2 is an argument of W2 here, because the planner is using the same distribution agents are using. In the
previous Section, I was using an equivalent notation where private agents use the same distribution as the planner but
add their bias Ω̄2 . The two are of course equivalent, but in the present Section this clarifies that the planner simply
extracts the distribution used by private agents.

54 Note
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today to get back to the optimality condition, by increasing u0 (c1 ) and by diminishing expected
marginal utility. Conversely, if enlarging the possible values of ω2 decreases expected marginal
utility, the social planner should relax leverage constraints compared to the absolute certainty case.
Using the analysis of the equilibrium presented in Section 2.3, uncertainty about behavioral biases
unambiguously calls for precautionary restrictions.
Proposition 10 (Ω2 -Uncertainty and Leverage Restrictions). If the social planner has a flat prior over z̄2
and believes that the behavioral bias at t = 1 can be expressed as Ω̄2 + ω, where ω is uniformly distributed
on [−σΩ , σΩ ], and Ω3 is constant state-by-state at t = 2, then the optimal leverage tax is increasing in σΩ .
It is strictly increasing as long as there exist a ω in [−σΩ , σΩ ] for which, if sentiment is Ω̄2 + ω, there is a
positive probability of a crisis in the next period.
The proof is rather involved (see Appendix A.11), but the intuition can be understood from studying
a function of the following type:
g:ω→

Z +∞
0

Wn,2 (z − ω )dF (z)

(61)

where Wn,2 is the first derivative of W2 with respect to net worth. This integral measures expected
welfare, when all states of the world are shifted by −ω: a positive ω means that the distribution is shifted to the left, hence that the planner is using a distribution that is less optimistic than
agents. The key is to notice that g is a convex function, as shown in Figure 5. Intuitively, sentiment
uncertainty adds terms to the expectation computed by the planner, but the parts coming from
intermediaries’ optimism are more costly than the ones coming from pessimism.55
This analysis directly speaks to the debate about the potential costs of preventive action when
identifying asset price bubbles is difficult. It is interesting to contrast this result with the prevailing
view that uncertainty prevents the regulator from taking action. My model suggests that this is
erroneous. The strong linearities associated with the interaction of sentiment and financial frictions
make it attractive to tighten capital requirements in the face of uncertainty. Using the words of
Yellen (2009), a “type 1” error is simply much less costly than a “type 2” error.56
Remark 8 (Uncertainty and Investment Regulation). Online Appendix H.3 studies the same uncertainty
problem but for investment. Interestingly, the opposite result appears: an increase in σω calls for
more investment in H in the planner’s problem relative to the private solution. This is because
increasing uncertainty increases the incentive to shift consumption to the next period. Indeed, if
there is a risk that agents are extremely over-optimistic and that a crisis will be extremely severe, it
is even more valuable to hold an asset that is going to pay dividends, albeit low, in this state of the
55 The same insights can be obtained if we were to consider uncertainty about the extent of sentiment inside a financial crisis.

Furthermore, endogenous sentiment, for example in the form of price extrapolation, amplifies this effect by adding more
curvature. These results are presented in Online Appendix H.
56 Interestingly, the speech was title “A Minsky Meltdown: Lessons for Central Bankers.” Janet Yellen mentioned the risk
of collateral damage by stating: “There is also the harm that can result from “type 2 errors,” when policymakers respond
to asset price developments that, with the benefit of hindsight, turn out not to have been bubbles at all’.’
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Figure 5: Non-linearities and Ω-uncertainty. This figure plots ∂W2 /∂n2 against the fundamental realization z2 .
The partial derivative encodes all the uninternalized general equilibrium effects, in particular the variation of the price
of the collateral asset when the net worth of financial intermediaries changes. The thick dotted lines correspond to the
range of values of z2 where the expectations is taken. The think dotted lines represent the widening of the range where
the social planner computes expectations caused by the uncertainty on Ω2 . The discontinuity arises at z∗ .

world. Concretely, this means that in times of heightened uncertainty, the regulator should tighten
counter-cyclical capital buffers and marginally relax LTV ratios.
Remark 9 (Uncertainty and Behavioral Biases during Financial Crises). Online Appendix H.1 shows that
uncertainty about future behavioral biases during crises, Ω3 , yield the same result. Furthermore,
Online Appendix H.2 shows that the presence of belief amplification generally increases the precautionary motives for early intervention by adding convexity.
In this particular case with a flat prior over the fundamentals of the economy, optimal policy is
not directly time-varying. Because the planner has a flat prior over z̄2 , all movements in asset prices
are “absorbed” into the posterior estimation of the fundamental distribution. Unless the financial
authority has a reason to believe that its confidence interval is expanding when asset prices are
elevated, the optimal policy consists of a tight leverage limit, because of uncertainty, but one that
is not evolving with asset prices. Proposition 10 thus suggests that the presence of sentiment calls
for high, but unconditional, safeguards. As I show next, this premise is resting heavily on the
assumption that the social planner has absolutely no information about fundamentals.
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5.3

Time-Varying Optimal Policy and Ω-Uncertainty

I now depart from the stark hypothesis that the social planner has a flat prior over the distribution
of future fundamentals. To make progress in a tractable way and still be able to distill some insights,
I make the following assumptions for this section.
Assumption 5. The social planner holds gaussian priors over z̄2 and Ω2 :
z̄2 ∼ N µz , σz2



;

2
Ω2 ∼ N Ω̄2 , σΩ



(62)

Assumption 6. The social planner is restricted to compute expectations over sentiment using a uniform
distribution that minimizes the Kullback–Leibler divergence with its posterior.
Assumption 5 is made for convenience: assuming normal priors allows for a tractable posterior
expression. Assumption 6 allows for the use of my previous results, where a uniform distribution
was used.
By observing a price q1 the social planner now forms posterior beliefs about sentiment in the
following way:

Ω2 ∼ N Ω̄2 +



2
σΩ

h

2 + σ2
σΩ
z

i

2
gq−1 (q1 ) − Ω̄2 − µz , σΩ

1
1+

2
σΩ
σz2

 ≡ N Ω̄(q1 ), Σ2Ω



(63)

where the average level of sentiment extracted, Ω̄(q1 ), is increasing in q1 . Per assumption 6 the
social planner uses the following uniform distribution to compute expectations:57
"
Ω2 ∼ U Ω̄(q1 ) −

r

3
ΣΩ
2

r
,

Ω̄(q1 ) +

3
ΣΩ
2

#
(64)

We can now directly apply Proposition 10. The planner still has a confidence interval for sentiment,
but its point estimate for Ω2 is varying with asset prices.
Proposition 11 (Ω-Uncertainty and Time-Varying Policy). Under Assumptions 5 and 6, the social planner’s optimal leverage tax is increasing in both equilibrium prices q1 and sentiment uncertainty σΩ .
This last proposition bridges the gap between the two polar cases studied above. Intuitively, the
more certain the planner is about the objective distribution of future fundamentals, the less uncertainty it has over sentiment. Consequently, the less uncertainty there is about sentiment, the more
the planner can adapt its leverage limits to observable conditions like asset prices. An interesting
avenue for future research is to quantify these effects over the business cycle to understand how
optimal macroprudential policy evolves from precautionary motives to more directly targeting sentiment.
57 The

derivations for the minimization of the KL-divergence between the two distributions are presented in Appendix
A.12.
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Remark 10 (Relation to the Literature). These results might seem surprising in light of the famous
Brainard (1967)’s “attenuation principle.” The contradiction is only apparent, however.58 Brainard
(1967) presents a model where the central bank faces uncertainty over the parameter governing how
its policy tools impact the level of aggregate activity. Intuitively, using uncertain tools introduce
further volatility, which the policymaker dislikes. My results are obtained by assuming a whole different form of uncertainty: the planner faces no uncertainty over the impact of a leverage restriction
on leverage in my model. In related work, Bahaj and Foulis (2017) show in a linear-quadratic and
fully rational framework that the asymmetry in the objective function of the planner leads to a more
active policy under uncertainty. Finally, Montamat and Roch (2021) look at macroprudential policy
when the planner fears model misspecification. They analyze policy under robustness, à la Hansen
and Sargent (2011): which policy is optimal under the “worst-case” scenario. In my framework,
such a robustness exercise is immediate to carry out, since the worst-case scenario occurs when
sentiment is equal to Ω̄2 + σΩ . It then follows immediately that leverage restrictions are increasing
in σΩ .

6

Monetary Policy

I complete the study of optimal policy with the incorporation of monetary policy. A large part of the
“leaning vs. cleaning” policy debate revolves around the possible use of a monetary tightening to
tame asset prices in the face of irrational exuberance. The conventional view holds that ”monetary
policy is not a useful tool for achieving this objective” (Bernanke 2002). Recent work challenged
this perspective. Caballero and Simsek (2020) and Farhi and Werning (2020) show that when traditional macroprudential policy is constrained, leaning against the wind with a monetary tightening
is valuable. In both papers, this occurs because the gains from a preventive tightening are firstorder, while the losses from deviating from perfect inflation targeting are only second-order (thus
assuming that the output gap can be perfectly closed).59
In this section I first confirm this insight in my framework. But my model also features a different channel through which monetary policy can affect welfare. As developed in Section 4.1, by
changing asset prices at t = 1 monetary policy is indirectly altering the formation of behavioral
biases at t = 2 inside a financial crisis.60 This makes monetary policy a complementary tool, rather
than merely a substitute for existing tools. Finally, I extend the model to show that leaning against
the wind can have perverse effects once one takes a more dynamic perspective: when agents expect
58 In

the words of Bahaj and Foulis (2017), “Brainard’s results are sometimes misleadingly cited as a general rule that a
policymaker should do less in the face of uncertainty.”
59 In contrast, Svensson (2017) finds that the costs of leaning against the wind exceed its benefits. Monetary tightening
traditionally affects aggregate demand today, entailing a second-order welfare costs, but it is further assumed that this
will automatically translate into weaker aggregate demand if a recession ensues. This feature is entirely absent of my
model: if anything, price extrapolation would translate into the opposite, since the size of the bust is positively related to
the size of the boom.
60 In addition, the presence of an asset creation margin implies that monetary policy can also have spillover effects on
investment, a channel also not considered in the aforementioned papers.
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the central bank to tighten when asset prices are rising, this weakens the stimulus power of an interest cut in normal times, creating a time-inconsistency problem. To the best of my knowledge, this
paper is the first to highlight these potential dynamic costs of leaning-against-the-wind policies.

6.1

Nominal Rigidities

I start by introducing nominal rigidities in order for monetary policy deviations to have potential
costs. Because aggregate demand is not the focus on this paper, this is done by following Farhi and
Werning (2020): households supply labor and output is demand-determined at t = 1 by assuming
wages are fully rigid.61
Concretely, households now have the following utility function:
1+ η

"
U = E1
h

ln(c1h ) − ν

l1
(1 + η )

!

#

+

βc2h

+

β2 c3h

which introduces curvature in consumption utility, and labor disutility in period t = 1. Firms
produce using labor linearly, Y1 = l1 . Wages are fully rigid and normalized at t = 1, causing
workers to be potentially off their labor supply curve. This creates a role for monetary policy: the
central bank can close the output gap by choosing the nominal rate of interest that brings workers
back to their labor supply curve. The labor wedge quantifies how far off are workers from their
optimality condition:
µ1 = 1 − νc1h l1

η

(65)

as can be seen from simply taking the first-order condition with respect to labor supply. The labor
wedge is positive when there is underemployment, and negative when there is overheating. Perfectly achieving natural employment means that µ1 = 0. Finally, Pareto weights are simply taken to
be equal to the marginal utility of each group at t = 1, in order to dismiss redistribution concerns.

6.2

Optimal Monetary Policy

A change in the nominal interest works through five different channels: (i) traditional aggregate
demand ; (ii) credit ; (iii) investment ; (iv) current beliefs and (v) future beliefs. We can once again
leverage the prior general welfare analysis.
Proposition 12 (Welfare Effects of Monetary Policy). The total welfare changes, as evaluated through the

61 In

Farhi and Werning (2020), there is an aggregate demand externality because wages are also fully rigid at t = 2, when
the economy hits the ZLB. In my model there is no ZLB at t = 2, thus no aggregate demand externality. The results in
this section are thus complementary to those in Farhi and Werning (2020), and do not rely on the inability of the central
bank to lower rates enough in crises.
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central bank’s expectations, of an infinitesimal interest rate can be expressed by:
d W1
dr1

=

dY1
µ1
dr1
| {z }
(i )

+

dd1
W
dr1 d
| {z }

dH
WH
dr1
| {z }

+

(ii )

+

(iii )

dΩ2 dq1
dq1 dr1
|




dd1
dH
W +
WH
dΩ2 d dΩ2
{z
}
(iv)

+



dq1
dΩ3
βE1 κ2 φH
(66)
dr1
dq1
|
{z
}
(v)

where Wd = Bd + Cd , the sum of the behavioral wedge and the collateral externality for leverage, and

W H = B H + C H , the sum of the behavioral wedge and the collateral externality for investment. The last
term is proportional to Wq , the reversal externality, (see Section 3.2 for details)
If the monetary authority is able to perfectly close the output gap and bring the economy to full
employment, then it can achieve µ1 = 0 (and the perturbation is taken around the natural rate).
As mentioned earlier, there is thus no first-order costs from deviating slightly from perfect inflation
targeting. This expression embodies the idea in Stein (2021) that financial stability concerns loom
large when unemployment is low (µ1 close to zero), and should be negligible when unemployment
is extremely high (µ1 strongly positive).
This does not necessarily imply that leaning against the wind (by increasing r1 above its value
that achieves full employment) is desirable when the output gap can be closed, however. To see
why, take the extreme case where the financial authority is able to adapt its leverage restrictions
perfectly such that Wd = 0, and look at the simpler case where dΩ3 /dq1 = dΩ2 /dq1 = 0 such that
channels (iv) and (v) disappear. The welfare effects are thus now given in this special case by:
d W1
dH
=
WH
dr1
dr1

(67)

because investment in unambiguously decreasing in the interest rate r1 , tightening is desirable only
if W H < 0, i.e. if the uninternalized welfare effects of marginally increasing the creation of collateral
assets is negative. As fully explained in Section 3.2.2, this object is actually positive for small belief
deviations and becomes negative only if irrational exuberance is large enough. In other words the
central bank would only pursue leaning against the wind when facing large enough behavioral
distortions.62
Notice from equation (66) that the ability of the central bank to improve financial stability largely
depends on the reaction of beliefs to policy, a recurrent theme of this paper. Without the belief
channels (iv) and (v), the potential efficacy of leaning against the wind rests on the ability to curb
leverage directly by raising rates, dd1 /dr1 . As emphasized by Farhi and Werning (2020), this is not
62 My framework also abstracts from other considerations that could argue against tightening in such a situation.

For example, Martinez-Miera and Repullo (2019) show that tightening can increase risk-taking by financial institutions by shifting
investment towards riskier firms. Allen, Barlevy and Gale (forthcoming) present a model where risk-shifting raises asset
prices above fundamentals, but tighter monetary policy further decreases investment that is already underfunded.
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a robust prediction of these models: it varies with the initial debt position as well as the shape of
the utility function. To the contrary, the fact that increasing interest rates has a negative impact
on asset prices is unambiguous in our models and is supported by robust empirical evidence (see
e.g. Rigobon and Sack 2004 and Bernanke and Kuttner 2005). Thus if Ω2 or Ω3 depend directly on
asset prices, leaning against the wind can have first-order benefits. Monetary policy thus provides
the planner with a supplementary instrument that can affect equilibrium prices, and not only real
allocations, a desirable feature discussed in Section 4.1.
These results also directly speak to the debate about time-varying macroprudential tools. A
common argument for using monetary policy to rein in financial excess is that, practically, macroprudential policy cannot be quickly adapted to be synchronized in real-time with the credit cycle
(Dudley 2015; Caballero and Simsek 2020 ; Farhi and Werning 2020 ; Stein 2021). Inspecting Proposition 12, however, suggests that this is only part of the story. To focus on this question, assume: (i)
fully unconstrained counter-cyclical capital regulation and (ii) fully unconstrained LTV regulation.
Despite these assumptions, monetary policy still has an effect through prices and future behavioral
biases:


dY1
dΩ3 dq1
d W1
.
=
µ1 + βE1 κ2 φH
dr1
dr1
dq1 dr1

(68)

This particular case calls for leaning against the wind in order to tame current asset prices, which will
then tame future pessimism in a possible crisis – a new channel for monetary policy. Furthermore,
such action does not require any information about contemporaneous biases. It is possible to be in
a situation where a sharp increase in asset prices is entirely due to fundamentals, but the planner
has an incentive to make prices deviate from their rational value today.
An interesting example is the housing boom of the 2000s. Fuelled by monetary easing, the
years 2001 to 2003 witnessed sharp increases in house prices. As noted by many analysts and
policymakers at the time, it was not obvious that these prices were above fundamentals. This idea
is expressed by Kohn (2003): “in sum, the rise in housing prices and the increase in household
investment in houses and consumer durables do not appear out of line with what might be expected
in the current environment.” My model suggests that the worry should not only be placed on
whether prices are rational, but also on whether price booms will trigger further rounds of price
extrapolation later on, with adverse welfare consequences. In that case, an interest rate hike is
recommended.63
Finally, implementing such a policy allows for financial regulation to be adapted and relaxed.
Indeed, by acting preventively the central bank makes the future realizations of pessimism less
severe, thus directly reducing the size of behavioral wedge and of the collateral externality. Taking
this into account leads the optimal macroprudential limit to be less strict, which raises welfare.
63 Evidently,

this policy problem is also plagued with uncertainty. In Online Appendix H.4, I show that the reversal externality part is also increasing with sentiment uncertainty when there is price extrapolation. Consequently, the incentive
for the central banker to tighten interest rate after asset price soar is higher when there is uncertainty about Ω2 and Ω3 .
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To conclude, while the literature on leaning against the wind found that monetary policy can be
a substitute tool for leverage restrictions, my analysis highlights that monetary policy can actually
be used as a complement, thanks to its ability to influence current asset prices. This channel is not
dependent on the ability of the central bank to distinguish fundamental-driven movements from
speculative bubbles.

6.3

Early vs. Late Tightening

The previous Section showed how a monetary tightening can improve welfare by reducing optimism today and indirectly alleviating future pessimism through its effect on asset prices. Because
of the 3-period framework, I took as given the initial conditions of the economic system: given these
initial conditions the central bank optimally tightens when dW1 /dr1 > 0. But asset price bubbles
and leverage cycles form over long horizons, and the financial authority has arguably several occasions to act pre-emptively. This section asks under which conditions a preventive tightening should
be triggered earlier or later along the credit boom phase.
To this end, I add an hypothetical time period, t = 0, where the central bank can decide to
deviate from inflation targeting. I allow the central bank to deviate from inflation targeting only
once, either at 0 or at t = 1. Agents are unaware that the central bank might deviate from its
mandate.64 At period 0, agents have some level of behavioral bias Ω1 . To focus on the timing and
horizon issues raised by this question, I assume that Ωt can also depend directly on past biases
Ωt−i .65 Raising the nominal interest rate r0 at t = 0 will impact welfare through different channels.
It will change the equilibrium price q0 . This, in turn, will affect future sentiment through first a
direct effect since Ω2 and Ω3 can depend on the evolution of past prices. But it can also work
through current sentiment, if Ω1 directly feeds into future sentiment Ω2 and Ω3 .66
Denote by dΩet the first-order change in sentiment by tightening early in period 0, and dΩlt if
tightening late in period 1. Late tightening therefore leads to the following first-order changes to
behavioral biases in period t = 1 and t = 2:
dΩ2l =

dΩ2 dq1
dr1
dq1 dr1

64 The

(69)

next Section looks at the implications for monetary policy when agents anticipate that the central bank might lean
against the wind in the future.
65 This allows me to study the cases where sentiment is “sticky,” slow-moving, or to the contrary subject to reversals, which
will be important in what follows.
66 In recent work, Bianchi et al. (2021) estimate a New Keynesian model with Diagnostic Expectations. To fit the data best,
they estimate “memory weight” that imply that reference points are taken from 4 to 8 quarters in the past. Similarly,
Bordalo et al. (2019) find a sluggishness of the reference point of 11 quarters to fit the behavior of forecast errors. Maxted
(2020) fits a parameter that governs the persistence of sentiment in a continuous-time model, and finds a half-life of sentiment of 5 years. Other behavioral finance models also incorporate slow-moving sentiment. For example, Adam, Marcet
and Beutel (2017) proposes a model where agents gradually update their beliefs in the direction of past price growth
observations, in the form of Ẽt [ Pt+1 /Pt ] = (1 − g) Ẽt−1 [ Pt /Pt−1 ] + gPt−1 /Pt−2 and estimate a persistence parameter of
1 − g = 0.9736.
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(70)

while early action yields also a change in behavioral biases at t = 0:
dΩ1 dq0
dΩ1e =
dr0
dq0 dr0


dΩ2 dΩ1e
dΩ2 dq0
e
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e
+
+
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(71)
(72)
(73)

I focus on the belief channel by assuming that W H = 0 through an optimal LTV ratio regulation,
and that dd1 /dr1 = 0 as discussed earlier. In both cases (late and early tightening), welfare effects
are given by:
d W1 =

dd1
W dΩ2 + βE1 [dΩ3 κ2 φH ]
dΩ2 d

(74)

To flesh out the difference forces that shape this trade-off, assume the following linear form of
behavioral biases.
Assumption 7. The behavioral bias in period t, Ωt+1 is a linear function of current and past prices, as well
as past sentiment. Furthermore, the coefficients are constant over time:
Ωt+1 = α0 qt + α1 qt−1 + α2 qt−2 + γ0 Ωt + γ1 Ωt−1

(75)

where the γi coefficients encode the dependence on past behavioral biases.67 Next, for simplicity,
assume also a linear formulation for the influence of interest rates on asset prices.
Assumption 8. The first-order effect of a change in interest rates rt on qt is constant over time:
dqt
=ι<0
drt

(76)

This allows for a clear comparison of the welfare effects of tightening early or late in the cycle.
Proposition 13 (Early vs. Late Leaning Against the Wind). Under Assumptions 7 and 8, it is optimal
to lean against the wind in period t = 1 rather than in period 0 if and only if:

−

dd1
W (α0 (1 − γ0 ) − α1 ) > βE1 [κ2 φH ] ((γ0 α0 + α1 )(1 − γ0 ) − γ1 α0 − α2 )
dΩ2 d

(77)

Several insights can be gleaned from examining equation (77). First, a negative α2 makes it more
likely that an interest rate hike early in the cycle is beneficial. This is because it will support sentiment during a crisis: if behavioral biases depends negatively on asset prices in the distant past,
67 Online

Appendix J.4 gives a simple example of sticky beliefs, based on Bouchaud, Krueger, Landier and Thesmar (2019)
that gives rise to a direct and linear dependence on past sentiment.
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lower prices in period 0 are beneficial. On the other hand, if α2 is positive, meaning that high asset
prices in the more distant past impact biases positively, the opposite is true: lowering asset prices
in period 0 will be detrimental for the health of financial intermediaries in a crisis.
The role of α1 is particularly interesting. This coefficient encodes how the most recent price impacts behavioral biases. A negative α1 , as in the simple price extrapolation example used throughout this paper, makes agents become optimistic, all else being equal, if the price last period was
particularly low. The right-hand side of equation (77) captures the intuition contained in the earlier
“reversal externality:” tightening in period t = 1 lowers the price of the asset q1 , which dampens
over-pessimism in period t = 2 if α1 > 0. But the exact same effect is actually detrimental to welfare
in the case of an early tightening, as can be seen form the left-hand side of equation (77). The intuition is that leaning against the wind in period t = 0 lowers the initial price of the asset, q0 , but since
α1 > 0 this exacerbates future over-optimism in period t = 1, by lowering the reference point used by
behavioral agents.68 In this case, early leaning against the wind backfires: by lowering asset prices
today, it is only kicking the can down the road, and encouraging irrational over-optimism later on.
This effect is not purely hypothetical. In an experimental setting, Galı́, Giusti and Noussair (2021)
find that while increasing interest rates decreases the size of the bubble contemporaneously, the
opposite effect is observed in the following period, when higher interest rates are associated with
greater bubble growth. Relatedly, Galı́ and Gambetti (2015) estimate the response of stock prices
to monetary policy shocks using a VAR methodology, and find cases where asset prices increase
persistently after an exogenous tightening of monetary policy.
A similar intuition goes through for the influence of past biases (the γi coefficients). If γ0 (dependence on the most recent behavioral bias) is positive, over-optimism today makes agents more
optimistic next period. This implies that over-optimism in period t = 1 is less costly because it
tames over-pessimism in a possible future financial crisis. When this is the case, tightening later in
the cycle has ambiguous effects, since it forces agents to delever today, but also makes agents more
pessimistic next period. There is thus a trade-off between making the financial system less fragile, and creating irrational over-pessimism in the future which can itself trigger a financial crisis.69
It is possible that such undesired effects are responsible for the results uncovered in Schularick,
Ter Steege and Ward (2021). There the authors study empirically the effects of monetary policy
on crisis risk. They show that discretionary leaning against the wind during credit and asset price
booms is more likely to trigger crises than prevent them.
The effect of γ1 (dependence on more distant behavioral biases), on the other hand, is unambiguous. It only enters the decision as an interest rate hike in period 0 will affect sentiment in a
financial crisis, Ω3 . In this case, if sentiment is prone to reversals at this frequency, i.e. γ1 < 0, it
gives an argument for leaning against the wind early as exuberance in period 0 would create even
stronger pessimism in the future, once a crisis hits.
is similar to exogenously lowering the anchor q0 that was used in the price extrapolation formula, Ω2 = α(q1 − q0 ).
is a possible microfoundation for the postulated reduced-form in Svensson (2017), where leaning against the wind
translates into weaker aggregate demand after a crisis.

68 This
69 This
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In summary, even an excessively simple formulation for the temporal evolution of sentiment
creates complex trade-offs for the central bank, once it recognizes its ability to influence the formation of behavioral biases. Further research is needed to understand over which horizon these biases
are formed and how past outcomes enter their determination.70
Remark 11 (Low Interest Rates and Sowing the Seeds of the Next Crisis). The previous analysis highlighted how leaning against the wind early in the cycle can backfire by fuelling exuberance in the
future. This insight relates to the debate surrounding the role of monetary policy in the formation
of bubbles and subsequent financial crises. Proposition 13 was derived under the assumption that
the central bank would perfectly target full employment, but it is easy to think of period 0 as the
beginning of the credit cycle that led to the 2008 meltdown. In the early 2000s, low interest rates
were needed to prevent a slump in aggregate demand. It also indirectly increased house prices. But
if agents are price extrapolators, this monetary stimulus created irrational exuberance, expressed
in equations (71) and (72), with an initial increase in q0 . It implies that stimulating the economy at
t = 0 creates a motive for leaning against the wind in the next period. If agents anticipate this future
tightening, however, the conventional stimulus of monetary policy can be severely impaired. This
is the focus of the next section.

6.4

Dynamic Tradeoffs of Leaning against the Wind

I now turn to the indirect effects of preventive interest rate hikes for financial stability purposes on
the regular conduct of monetary policy. To fully work out the consequences of such a deviation
from classic inflation targeting, it is necessary to understand how the anticipation of such a policy
would lead to a different set of initial conditions, and affect the economy during periods that are
outside the simple framework used until now.71
To investigate these dynamic tradeoffs, I extend the mode as previously to add an initial period
t = 0. For simplicity, I assume that financial intermediaries only enter the model at t = 1, and there
is no more uncertainty. Households now have utility:
1+ η

"
U = E0
h

ln(c0h ) − ν

l0
(1 + η )

1+ η

!

+β

ln(c1h ) − ν

l1
(1 + η )

!

#

+

β2 c2h

+

β3 c3h

Wages are still assumed to be fully sticky at t = 0 and t = 1, normalized to 1. In the Rational Expectations equilibrium, the monetary authority would perfectly stabilize the economy. This would
lead to interest rates satisfying:
β2 (1 + r0∗ )(1 + r1∗ ) = 1

(78)

70 In Online Appendix I I show how these results are still shaping the optimal policy response in an infinite-horizon version

of the model.
interpretation could be that the previous analysis was made under the assumption that the interest rate hike was
made unexpectedly. But after this first happened, agents now entertain the possibility that in future periods, the central
bank will consider such a policy again. This is the focus of the present section.

71 One
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where r1∗ is such that the output gap is closed in the future: µ1 = 0.72 Households, however, now
expect the central bank to tighten in the event that asset prices are higher than some target price q̄.
Specifically, agents expect the future interest rate r1e to be determined by:
r1e = r1∗ + ρ(q0 − q̄)+

(79)

with ρ a constant.73 Furthermore, I illustrate the results with extrapolative expectations of the simple reduced-form:
E0 [q1 ] = q1r + α(q0 − q−1 )

(80)

where, again, q−1 is set exogenously. As in the baseline version of the model, a change in interest
rates moves asset prices through the discount factor channel, and through the belief channel. But
there is now a third effect: the a cut in rates increases asset prices today, which increases the expectation of future prices tomorrow, pushing current prices even more upward, which in itself creates
an expectation of a future interest hike in period t = 1 through equation (79). The expectation of a
recession next period engineered by the central bank creates a slump in aggregate demand today,
thus calling for an even more aggressive cut in interest rates at 0.74 This monetary transmission
mechanism is presented schematically in Figure 6.
Discount rate

Asset prices ( q0 ↑ )

Extrapolation

Expectations of future
prices ( 𝔼! 𝑞" ↑ )

Leaning

Expectations of future
rates ( 𝔼! 𝑟" ↑ )

Interest rate cut ( r0 ↓ )

Substitution (+)

Aggregate demand

Substitution (-)

Figure 6: Monetary Transmission Mechanisms in the Model with Price Extrapolation.
These multiple feedback effects lead the interest rate that closes the output gap to be lower with
price extrapolation than in a rational world. Figure 7 represents graphically the equilibrium determination. In a rational world, the change in interest rates today has no impact on the expectation of
72 In

the event that the t = 1 REE equilibrium is not constrained efficient, then the interest rate at t = 1 could deviate
from inflation targeting. This is the focus of Farhi and Werning (2020): an aggregate demand externality forces the
social planner to try to reduce borrowing. The central bank would then target an interest rate such that, in my notation,
W1 /dr1 = 0, by deviating from perfect inflation targeting. The intuition for the rest of this section would then be entirely
similar, simply with a different expected interest rate r1 . This is also what would happen in my alternative model with
the contemporaneous price in the collateral constraint. Note, however, that this is true only when macroprudential tools
are constrained. If the planner can perfectly adapt counter-cyclical capital buffers and LTV ratios, the central bank in the
REE benchmark of Farhi and Werning (2020) or in the alternative collateral constraint model would be perfectly targeting
the output gap.
73 The results in this section are also robust to an interest rule that is symmetric, i.e. when agents expect the central bank to
lean against the wind, and to overheat the economy in order to stimulate the financial sector’s sentiment.
74 This is intuitively working like the now familiar forward guidance mechanism. Forward guidance consists of communicating such that agents expect future rates to be lower than normal, which is an expansionary force. Here, agents expect
future rates to be higher than normal, which is a contractionary force.
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future rates. This changes with extrapolation, creating a downward-sloping relation between current rates and tomorrow’s rates. The equilibrium is determined at the intersection of this condition
and the interest rate required to close the output gap, encoded in equation (79).

Figure 7: Equilibrium determination of the interest rate at t = 0 The red line represents the expectation of future interest rates by agents. The blue line represents the relation between current and
future rates in order to close the output gap, as in equation (79). The top panel represent the rational case
where expectations of future interest rates are independent of today’s prices. The bottom panel features price extrapolation, and consequently the red line that represents expectations of future interest rates moves with current rates, through
the impact on asset prices.

The following proposition provides a closed-form solution for the first-order approximation
around the rational expectations equilibrium. The variables with stars are the rational values
around which the approximation is taken.
Proposition 14 (Optimal Inflation Targeting at t = 0). The optimal interest rate at time 0 can be expressed
as, in a first-order approximation around the rational benchmark α → 0:
1 + r0 = 1 + r0∗ −

(1 + r0∗ )ρα(q0∗ − q−1 )
(1 + r0∗ )(1 + ρq0∗ ) + ρq0∗

(81)

The properties of this expression are quite intuitive given the previous discussion. Two elements
differ from the rational benchmark (where α = 0). First, the term in the numerator quantifies how
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high asset prices today fuel extrapolation, which increases the expectations of future interest rates
and thus forces the central bank to cut interest rates even more to close the output gap. Second, these
effects are dampened by the terms proportional to ρ in the denominator. Indeed, when ρ is higher
the central bank is expected to be very aggressive in its tightening next period, which decreases
future asset prices and thus dampens exuberance today. As long as r0 ≥ 0, the central bank is still
able to achieve perfect inflation targeting, but needs to be ready to cut rates more aggressively, and
fuels irrational exuberance.

Figure 8: Central bank reaction and the Zero Lower Bound.
Trouble occurs when r0 < 0, which is the case represented on Figure 8. With a zero lower bound
constraint (ZLB), the central bank is unable to achieve full employment, because of endogenous
expectations and the prospect of future leaning against the wind. If the ZLB is too severe, welfare
losses can be so high that the planner would prefer to not lean against the wind in the future and
suffer the welfare losses associated with higher exuberance. Nonetheless, the monetary authority
runs into a time-consistency issue: as shown previously, it will always be optimal to tighten in
period t = 1 if Ω2 is high enough. These potential costs have thus to be factored in when the central
bank contemplates leaning against the wind for the first time: it might involve a weakened power of
conventional monetary policy in the future. It thus argues in favor of the view that monetary policy
is not “the right tool for the job” (Bernanke 2002), albeit for a different and unexplored reason.75 An
immediate corollary of Proposition is that the central bank will have to react more to any demand
shock, since its conventional stimulus power is weakened by expectations of future hikes through
extrapolative beliefs. This is represented in Figure 9.
This result stands in contrast to the recent work of Boissay et al. (2021). In their paper, rulebased leaning against the wind is desirable: it amounts to providing households with an insurance
against future aggregate shock. This helps smooth consumption, which reduces the incentives for
75 Ueda

and Valencia (2014) show that another time-consistency can arise when a central bank is in charge of price and
financial stability: ex-post a crisis, the central bank has an incentive to inflate the debt away in order to reduce debt
overhang problems.
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Figure 9: Central bank reaction after a negative demand shock. A negative demand shock exogenously
changes the output gap relation, making it harder to reach perfect inflation targeting. In this specific example, this can
be understood as a positive shock to β. The top panel represent the rational case where expectations of future interest
rates are independent of today’s prices. The bottom panel features price extrapolation, and consequently the red line that
represents expectations of future interest rates moves with current rates, through the impact on asset prices.
households to accumulate capital. In their model, capital accumulation triggers financial crises,
hence systematically leaning against the wind shields the economy against downturns. On the
other hand, leaning against the wind in a discretionary way and late in the cycle triggers a fall
in aggregate demand that can itself cause a financial crisis.76 These contrasting results highlight
that the benefit and costs of leaning against the wind are dependent of the exact mechanism driving
credit booms and busts. In my model, leaning against the wind works through the price of collateral
assets and the expectation of agents, a feature orthogonal to the framework of Boissay et al. (2021).
This result is also separate from the recent work of Fanelli and Straub (2021). In their paper the
central bank wants to lean against the wind of global capital flows, in order to dampen exchange
rate movements. This is desirable because of a pecuniary externality, hence stabilizing the welfare
of agents. The optimal policy in their case, however, calls for a smooth intervention, which leads
76 The mechanism through which financial crises materialize

in Boissay et al. (2021) comes from Boissay, Collard and Smets
(2016). In their framework, firms are subject to idiosyncratic shocks, but the loan market is subject to financial frictions.
The equilibrium then features multiple equilibria, and it is assumed that firms coordinate on the most efficient one. A
small shock can make the good equilibrium disappear, and the loan market collapses to the lower-ranked equilibrium.
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to a time-inconsistency. The central bank promises future intervention, even though it will not be
optimal anymore once the shock has passed. If the central bank lacks commitment, leaning against
the wind is not optimal anymore. Proposition 14 highlights an entirely different form of timeinconsistency in my model: it can be optimal to commit to never lean against the wind because the
anticipation of a future tightening has a negative impact on the conventional conduct of monetary
policy today.
Remark 12 (Credit Booms at time 0). For simplicity, I assumed that financial intermediaries were only
entering the model at t = 1, abstracting from the effects of loose monetary policy at t = 0 on credit.
This is obviously an important part of conventional monetary policy, and this assumption was only
made to focus on the key belief component that is at the heart of this paper. In a more complete
version of this model the social planner would take into account how stimulating the economy at
t = 0 creates a credit boom, such that financial intermediaries can already enter period t = 1 with
high leverage. I leave this extension for future work.
Remark 13 (Other Mechanisms and Time-Inconsistency). The mechanism I just presented is only one
way that this time-inconsistency might arise. Intuitively, only a few key features are needed for this
result to emerge: (i) the central bank has some motive to lean against the wind when asset prices
are higher than normal; (ii) private agents anticipate that there this is likely to occur in the future;
and (iii) stimulating the economy today increases expectations of future asset prices. My model satisfies these conditions with only one unconventional assumption: agents’ behavioral biases depend
directly on recent prices.

7

Extensions and Robustness

The model presented above was deliberately stylized in order to flesh out the welfare implications
of behavioral distortions in a model of financial crises. I discuss here the extensions presented in
the Appendices. These various extensions show that the insights I uncovered for the conduct of
optimal policy do not rely on the simplifying assumptions I made.
In the basic version of the model, households are only passively lending to financial intermediaries, and the only production is in the creation of collateral assets in period t = 1 by financial
intermediaries. In Appendix B I extend the framework to allow for a real production sector in the
intermediate period (t = 2): households supply labor to competitive firms, but a financial friction
requires firms to borrow from financial intermediaries in order to cover a fraction of the wage bill in
advance. When financial intermediaries are constrained (i.e. in a financial crisis), they cannot lend
to the real sector the amount needed to obtain the desired level of output, which result in a fall in
employment.77 I show that the contraction in output is also driven by over-pessimism, extending
77 Chodorow-Reich

(2014) shows that the reduction in firm borrowing from banks in the US can account for “between onethird and one-half of the employment decline at small and medium firms in the sample in the year following the Lehman
bankruptcy.” Similar results for Spain have been found by Bentolila, Jansen and Jiménez (2018).
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the belief amplification mechanism to the real side of the economy. Finally, I extend the welfare
analysis and show that adding production only adds a collateral externality term to the welfare objective of the planner, which is again proportional to the sensitivity of sentiment to changes in asset
prices.
In Appendix C, I study an alternative formulation of the collateral constraint. There, contemporaneous prices are directly determining the borrowing capacity of financial intermediaries, creating pecuniary externalities even in the benchmark rational case. I nevertheless show that when
agents are subject to behavioral biases, the analytical insights I uncovered are valid. In particular,
the phenomenon of belief amplification is compounded by traditional financial amplification in the
collateral and reversal externality expressions. The Ω-uncertainty implications are also preserved,
highlighting the robustness of my results. The extensions with production, bailouts and monetary policy featuring the contemporaneous price in the collateral constraint are presented in Online
Appendix E.
I allow for the simultaneous choice of ex-ante and ex-post policies in Appendix D. As in Jeanne
and Korinek (2020), ex-ante regulation is still desirable even if ex-post liquidity injections are used.
I study how moral hazard, due to the anticipation of future bailouts, is modified by the presence of
behavioral distortions. Here again, whether sentiment is endogenous to asset prices or not matters.
If sentiment is purely driven by exogenous shocks to fundamentals, moral hazard concerns are
actually less acute than in a rational model. Indeed, when agents are too optimistic they expect
financial crises to be less severe than in reality, which causes them to expect smaller bailouts than
in reality. When sentiment comes from asset prices, however, anticipating bailouts will raise the
attractiveness of holding financial assets since their price will be supported by the government in a
crisis. This in turn exacerbates exuberance, and can backfire by pushing up leverage even more.
The baseline model also assumed that all agents hold the same beliefs, and thus that behavioral biases were homogeneously distributed in the population. The empirical literature finds
widespread evidence of belief heterogeneity, however (Giglio, Maggiori, Stroebel and Utkus 2021;
Mian and Sufi 2021; Meeuwis, Parker, Schoar and Simester 2021). Online Appendix F shows that
my insights are preserved when I allow for a distribution of beliefs in the population around an
average bias: only small modifications to the welfare decomposition of Proposition 1 are required.
Furthermore, I show that a leverage limit is robust to the introduction of heterogeneity, whereas an
anonymous leverage tax looses its ability to fully restore the second-best.
Online Appendix G presents additional empirical evidence regarding the comovement of sentiment with the health of financial intermediaries. I use various measures of sentiment to highlight
the robustness of this finding. Online Appendix H presents additional results regarding the impact
of sentiment uncertainty on optimal policy. Online Appendix I presents a simple infinite-horizon
version of the model to show that the welfare decomposition takes the same form and features
the same forces identified in my baseline framework. Online Appendix J considers multiple psychological models of asset prices that have been proposed by the behavioral economics literature. I
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present the Ω-formulation that corresponds to these models, and highlight how their features imply
different policy consequences.

8

Conclusion

Should financial regulators and monetary authorities try to mitigate the potential instabilities associated with irrational booms and busts? In this paper I provide a framework that allows for the
rigorous analysis of this crucial policy question. The model features a collateral constraint and a
general class of deviations from rationality. This allows me to isolate the properties of behavioral
factors that matter for financial stability, and their interactions with financial frictions.
I derive a general welfare decomposition and use this breakdown to present several practical
policy implications, some being natural and intuitive, others being more surprising. Naturally,
over-optimism is a source of concern for the planner, and motivates stricter leverage restrictions,
but only when there is a possibility of binding financial frictions in the future. More surprisingly,
sentiment inside a crisis comoving with the health of the financial sector is a source of welfare loss
that also calls for early intervention. Furthermore, the precise form of behavioral biases matters
for welfare. Endogenous behavioral biases that develop through the observation of equilibrium
prices or returns create novel externalities, even in models that do not feature any room for policy
in their rational benchmark. Agents neglect that their actions impact current and future prices,
which in turn impact sentiment inside a financial crisis. A practical implication is, therefore, that
policymakers need additional instruments to control asset prices, since regulating only quantities
becomes insufficient. While counter-cyclical capital buffers and LTV ratios are desirable, they need
to be complemented with monetary policy.
I show that adding uncertainty about the precise extent of irrational exuberance in financial
markets actually increases the incentives for the planner to act early by imposing restrictions in
good times. This is due to a key non-linear interaction between sentiment and financial crises,
which creates a role for precautionary restrictions. Counter-cyclical capital buffers thus need to be
increased in times of heightened uncertainty. Finally, I show that monetary policy can play the role
of such an additional instrument: under endogenous behavioral biases, leaning against the wind
can be desirable even if capital buffers and LTV regulations are fully unconstrained. This effect
is independent of the extent of irrational over-optimism: the central bank is concerned that high
asset prices today might create extrapolation later on, and thus acts to temper the price boom. The
systematic use of leaning against the wind, however, has costs. It can weaken the conventional
stimulus power of interest rate cuts when agents expect leaning against the wind to happen in the
future. This is due to a feedback loop between current prices, the expectations of future prices,
and the expectations of future interest rates. It introduces a time-inconsistency, and can force the
economy to hit the zero lower bound in normal times.
While the model can be extended along several dimensions, the results suggest a need for re-
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search on two specific dimensions. First, it is a recurrent theme of this paper that the specific form
of deviations from rationality greatly matters for welfare. I showed which features of behavioral
biases need to be quantified by future research. Furthermore when sentiment depends directly on
asset prices, policy can influence outcomes by directly influencing beliefs. At the same time, it implies that allocations not only depend on past allocations, but also on past prices. On the other
hand, if sentiment is driven by purely exogenous factors like fundamentals, irrational distress during crises is costly for welfare but policy will not be able to counteract it ex-post. While empirical
research has convincingly demonstrated that overreaction, and thus optimism in good times and
pessimism in bad times, is a feature of financial markets, we have less certainty about its drivers.
This paper shows that understanding what drives deviations from rationality will simultaneously
advance our comprehension of what policy can and should do to deal with financial bubbles.
Second, I only scratched the surface of the dynamic tradeoffs faced by the central bank once
leaning against the wind is part of the regulatory toolbox. In my model the small number of periods obfuscates the timing subtleties faced by the central bank. By stimulating the economy today,
the monetary authority recognizes that it might trigger a credit boom and a surge in irrational exuberance, something it will have to fight in the future. But we have little understanding over the
dynamic build-up of sentiment, and over which horizon it is influenced by monetary policy and
asset prices. In addition, financial crises are often slow to develop even after substantial growth in
credit and asset prices (Greenwood et al. 2020). Further empirical and theoretical research is needed
to fully grasp the complex timing interactions between policy, crises, and behavioral biases.
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Appendices
A
A.1

Proofs and Derivations
Proof of Proposition 1

At time t = 2, the welfare of financial intermediaries can be written as:


 β ln (n2 + φHE2 [z3 + Ω3 (q2 , q )]) + β2 (E2 [z3 ] H − φHE2 [z3 + Ω3 (q2 , q )]/β)
1
1
W2 =
 β ( βE [z ] H + n )
2

3

2

if z2 ≥ z∗
otherwise
(A.1)

with n2 = z2 H − d1 (1 + r1 ), while the Lagrangian corresponding to bankers’ problem in period
t = 1 is given by:




Lb,1 = u(c1 ) + E1 [W2 (n2 , H; q2 , z2 )] − λ1 c1 + c( H ) − d1 − e1

(A.2)

the first-order condition on borrowing gives:
 
∂Lb,1
= λ 1 − E1 λ 2
∂d1

(A.3)

where λt is the Lagrange multiplier on the budget constraint at time t. The social planner maximizes
the same function, but under its own expectations, and by also taking into account how a change in
d1 impacts asset prices in period 2. This leads to the following first-order condition:
∂LSP
b,1
∂d1


 
∂Ω3 ∂q2  dn2
= λ1 + E1SP λ2 − βE1SP κ2 φH
∂q2 ∂n2 dd1

(A.4)

where κ2 is the Lagrange multiplier on the collateral constraint at t = 2. Hence simply by incorporating E1 [λ2 ] we can express the total change in welfare as internalized plus uninternalized effects:
∂LSP
b,1
∂d1

=

 
λ1 − E1 λ2
|
{z
}
Internalized

+

 
 

∂Ω3 ∂q2 
E1 λ2 − βE1SP λ2 − E1SP κ2 φH
∂q2 ∂n2
|
{z
}

(A.5)

Uninternalized

which proves Proposition 1.

A.2

Proof of Proposition 2

I compute the difference between λ2 expected by private agents and λ2 expected by the Planner state
by state z2 . When both expect a realization z2 not to produce a financial crisis, marginal utilities are
equalized to 1, so the difference disappears. For the rest there are two cases: either both marginal
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utilities correspond to binding collateral constraints, either one agent expect the friction to bind and
the other not. The first case yields:

1
1
−
=
c2 ( z2 + Ω2 , 0) c2 ( z2 , Ω3 )
1
1
−
(A.6)
(z2 + Ω2 ) H − d1 (1 + r1 ) + φHE2 [z3 ] z2 H − d1 (1 + r1 ) + φHE2 [z3 + Ω3 ])
I take the first-order approximation around the REE λ2 = 1/(z2 H − d1 (1 + r1 ) + φHE2 [z3 ]) =
1/c2 (z2 , 0). It gives:


1
1
1
Ω2 H
=
= λ2 1 −
(z2 + Ω2 ) H − d1 (1 + r1 ) + φHE2 [z3 ]
c 2 ( z 2 , 0 ) 1 + Ω2 H
c2 ( z2 , 0)

(A.7)

c2 (z2 ,0)

While the same algebra for the second part of equation (A.6) yields similarly:


1
1
φHΩ3
1
=
= λ2 1 +
z2 H − d1 (1 + r1 ) + φHE2 [z3 + Ω3 ]
c2 (z2 , 0) 1 + φΩ3 H
c2 ( z2 , 0)

(A.8)

c2 (z2 ,0)

Taking the difference gives:
1
1
−
= λ22 ( HΩ2 − φHΩ3 )
c2 ( z2 + Ω2 , 0) c2 ( z2 , Ω3 )

(A.9)

Lastly we need to consider the cases where the social planner and private agents disagree about
the occurrence of a crisis for a given z2 . Without loss of generality, I assume that private agents
are over-optimistic so for some range of states, [z∗ − dz, z∗ ] they expect to be at c2 = 1, while the
Planner expects the collateral constraint to be binding (where z∗ is the crisis cutoff in the RE case).
The size of the band is infinitesimal since, as can be seen in equations (32) and (33), the cutoff is only
moving because of Ω2 and Ω3 which are small.
The difference, integrated on the band, can be expressed through a triangle approximation:
Z z∗
z∗ −dz


1−

1
c2 ( z2 , Ω3 )


π (z2 )dz2 =

dzπ (z∗ )
2


1−

1
c2 (z∗ − dz, Ω3 )


(A.10)

Because the difference between t = 1 and 1/c2 (z∗ − dz, Ω3∗ ), where Ω3∗ is the bias at the cutoff, is
also infinitesimal, this term is negligible compared to the previous one.78 It thus follows that, to the
78 For

completeness, its value can be approximated as:

Z z∗ 
1
(Ω − φHΩ3 (z∗ )) − φHΩ3 (z∗ )
1−
π (z2 )dz2 ≈ −(Ω2 − φHΩ3 (z∗ )) 2
π (z∗ )
c2 ( z2 , Ω3 )
2
z∗ −dz

Ω2 enters this equation because it parametrizes the value of dz, i.e. the size of the band where agents do not expect a
financial crisis but the planner does.
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first order:




Bd ' −Ω2 HESP λ22 1κ2 >0 + φHESP Ω3 λ22 1κ2 >0

A.3

(A.11)

Proof of Proposition 3

The equilibrium pricing equation at t = 2 is given by:
q2 = βc2 E2 [z3 + Ω3 ] + φ(1 − c2 )E2 [z3 + Ω3 ]

(A.12)

keeping in mind that Ω3 ] can depend on q2 . Totally differentiating yields:
dq2 = βdc2 E2 [z3 + Ω3 ] + βc2 dΩ3 − φdc2 E2 [z3 + Ω3 ] + φ(1 − c2 )dΩ3 .

(A.13)

Then use the budget constraint, also totally differentiated, to get:
dc2 = dn2 + φHdΩ3 .

(A.14)

since c2 = n2 + φHE[z3 + Ω3 ]. Combining these two conditions gives:

dq2 = β(dn2 + φHdΩ3 )E2 [z3 + Ω3 ] + βc2 dΩ3

− φ(dn2 + φHdΩ3 )E2 [z3 + Ω3 ] + φ(1 − c2 )dΩ3 . (A.15)
then notice that by assumption:
dΩ3 =

dΩ3
dq2 .
dq2

(A.16)

Thus rearranging yields:


dq2

dΩ3
dΩ3
dΩ3
dΩ3
1 − βφHE2 [z3 + Ω3 ]
− βc2
+ φ2 HE2 [z3 + Ω3 ]
− φ (1 − c2 )
dq2
dq2
dq2
dq2



= ( βE2 [z3 + Ω3 ] − φE2 [z3 + Ω3 ]) dn2 (A.17)
Finally, notice that the factor on dq2 can be simplified since:

φHE2 [z3 + Ω3 ] + βc2 − φ2 HE2 [z3 + Ω3 ] + φ(1 − c2 ) = ( β − φ)(c2 + φHE2 [z3 + Ω3 ]) + φ. (A.18)
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and c2 + φHE2 [z3 + Ω3 ] = 2c2 − n2 through the budget constraint. This leads the price sensitivity
to be equal to:
dq2
( β − φ)E2 [z3 + Ω3 ]
=
3
dn2
1 − (φ + ( β − φ)(2c2 − n2 ) dΩ
dq2

(A.19)

which is equation (29).

A.4

Proof of Proposition 4

At time t = 2, the welfare of borrowers can be written as:

 β ln (n2 + φHE2 [z3 + Ω3 (q2 , q )]) + β2 (E2 [z3 ] H − φHE2 [z3 + Ω3 (q2 , q )]/β)
1
1
W2 =
 β ( βE[z ] H + n )
3

if z2 ≥ z∗
otherwise
(A.20)

2

while the Lagrangian corresponding to bankers’ problem in period t = 1 is given by:




Lb,1 = u(c1 ) + E1 [W2 (n2 , H; q2 , z2 )] − λ1 c1 + c( H ) − d1 − e1

(A.21)

the first-order condition on investment yields:


∂Lb,1
= −λ1 c0 ( H ) + βE1 λ2 (z2 + Ω2 )(z2 + Ω2 + q2r (z2 + Ω2 ))
∂H

(A.22)

The social planner maximizes the same function, but under its own expectations, and by also taking
into account how a change in d1 impacts asset prices in period 1 and 2. This leads to the following
first-order condition:
∂LSP
b,1

=

∂H

βE1SP



0



λ2 ( z2 + q2 ) − λ1 c ( H ) +

βE1SP



∂Ω3
κ2 φH
∂q2



∂q2
∂q2
z2 +
∂n2
∂H





(A.23)

Proposition 4 is then proved once we notice that:
∂LSP
b,1
∂H

=



βE1 λ2 (z2 + q2 ) − λ1 q1
|
{z
}

+

Internalized


SP

βE1
|







λ2 (z2 + q2 ) − βE1 λ2 (z2 + q2 ) +
{z

βE1SP

Uninternalized
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∂Ω3
κ2 φH
∂q2



∂q2
∂q2
z2 +
∂n2
∂H




}

. (A.24)

A.5

Behavioral Wedge for Investment

I use the same notation as for the proof of Proposition 2, presented in Appendix A.2. The behavioral
wedge for investment can consequently be expressed state-by-state as:

B H (z2 ) = [λ2 (0; Ω3 )(z2 + q2 (0; Ω3 ))] − [λ2 (Ω2 ; 0)(z2 + Ω2 + q2 (Ω2 ; 0)]

(A.25)

As for leverage, it is sufficient to only look at states where the borrowing constraint binds both in
the expectation of the social planner and of private agents. To the first-order, we can write:

B H ( z2 ) =

(λ2 (0; Ω3 ) − λ2 (Ω2 ; 0)(z2 + q2r )) + λ2r





dq2
dq2
Ω3
− Ω2 1 +
dΩ3
dΩ2

(A.26)

The part λ2 (0; Ω3 ) − λ2 (Ω2 ; 0) exactly corresponds to the behavioral wedge for leverage state-bystate, that we will denote by Bd (z2 ) for conciseness. The behavioral wedge for investment can thus
be expressed as:

B H ≈ βE1SP [Bd (z2 )(z2 + q2r )1κ2 >0 ]
−

βΩ2 E1SP [λ2 (1 + ( β

− φ) Hz3 )1κ2 >0 ] +

βE1SP



dq2
Ω3 λ2
1κ > 0
dz3 2


(A.27)

where

Bd (z2 ) = (Ω3 − Ω2 )λ22

A.6

(A.28)

Derivation of Equation (49)

I proceed as for the derivation of the price sensitivity to swings in sentiment, Proposition 3, as in
Appendix (A.3). I start from the equilibrium condition that links the asset price at time t = 2 to
consumption through the collateral constraint:
q2 = β (n2 + φHE[z3 + Ω3 ]) E[z3 + Ω3 ] + φ(1 − n2 − φHE[z3 + Ω3 ])E[z3 + Ω3 ]

(A.29)

I then differentiate with respect to H, acknowledging that q2 and Ω3 will be modified as a result:
dq2 = βz2 E[z3 + Ω3 ] + βφdHE[z3 + Ω3 ]2 + βφHdΩ3 E[z3 + Ω3 ] + βc2 HdΩ3

+ β (n2 + φHq2 ) dΩ3 + φ(1 − c2 )dΩ3 − φz2 E[z3 + Ω3 ]
− φ2 dHE[z3 + Ω3 ]2 − φ2 HE[z3 + Ω3 ]dΩ3 (A.30)
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Rearranging gives the desired result:

( β − φ))z2 + φE2 [z3 + Ω3 ])E2 [z3 + Ω3 ]
dq2
=
3
dH
1 − (φ + ( β − φ)(c2 − φHE2 [z3 + Ω3 ])) dΩ
dq2

A.7

(A.31)

Proof of Proposition 6

The only variable that can be changed, at t = 2, by a change in q1 , is Ω3 (remember that we are
keeping everything else fixed at t = 1). Hence the welfare change is given by:
d W1
dΩ3
dΩ3
= βE1SP [λ2 φH
− βφH
(1 + r2 )]
q1
dq1
dq1

(A.32)

where once again the first part in the expectation corresponds to the change in consumption at
t = 2 induced by the shift in the collateral limit, and the second part corresponds to the decrease
in consumption at t = 3 since the amount that needs to be repaid is higher. That leads, using
κ2 = λ2 − 1 and β(1 + r2 ) = 1, to the reversal externality formulation:

Wq = βE1SP [κ2 φH

A.8

dΩ3
]
dq1

(A.33)

Proof of Proposition 7

The proof of Proposition 7 is straightforward once the uninternalized effects of leverage and investment have been derived. By assumption, the planner can impose taxes or subsidies on leverage,
on the creation of collaterals assets, and on the holdings of collateral assets, which are rebated or
funded lump-sum. Denote these taxes/subsidies respectively by τd , τH and τq . The budget constraint can be written:
c1 + c( H ) + τh H + q1 h ≤ e1 + d1 (1 − τd ) + q1 H + τq h

(A.34)

where H is the amount invested and h is the amount kept on the balance sheet. Of course in equilibrium h = H.
The first-order conditions of private agents are given by:
 
∂Lb,0
= λ1 (1 − τd ) − E1 λ2 = 0
∂d1
∂Lb,0
= c0 ( H ) + τH − q1 = 0
∂H


∂Lb,0
= λ1 q1 + λ1 τq − E1 λ2 (z2 + Ω2 + q2r ) = 0
∂h
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(A.35)
(A.36)
(A.37)

The planner wants the agent to internalize the effects of leverage. This is simply done with a tax
equal to:
τd = −

Wd
λ1

(A.38)

For investment, the planer wants to fix the level of investment at a level H such that:
0

c (H) =

βE1SP





λ2 ( z2 + q2 ) +

βE1SP



∂Ω3
κ2 φH
∂q2



∂q2
∂q2
z2 +
∂n2
∂H


(A.39)

and because
βE1SP





λ2 ( z2 + q2 ) +

βE1SP



∂Ω3
κ2 φH
∂q2



∂q2
∂q2
z2 +
∂n2
∂H



= βE1 [λ2 (z2 + Ω2 + q2r )] − W H

(A.40)

the tax must simply be set equal to:
τH = −

WH
λ1

(A.41)

Finally, denote by q1∗ the price at t = 1 such that the reversal externality is equal to 0. This is the
price the planner wants to set. We thus simply want:


λ1 q1∗ + λ1 τq − E1 λ2 (z2 + Ω2 + q2r ) = 0

(A.42)



E1 λ2 (z2 + Ω2 + q2r ) − λ1 q1∗
τq =
λ1

(A.43)

so the tax should be set at:

A.9

Proof of Proposition 8

I keep using the notation from the previous proof. Agents’ private Euler equation when a tax is
imposed on leverage is:
λ1 (1 − τd ) = E1 [λ2 ]

(A.44)

Since, in a crisis, λ2 (d1 , z2 + Ω2 , H ) is unambiguously decreasing in Ω2 , and because λ1 is decreasing
in d1 , leverage is increasing with Ω2 .
As long as Ω2 > 0, and there is a positive probability of a crisis, we have Wd < 0. It directly
implies, from equation (A.5), that this decreases welfare as evaluated from the planner.
However if the policy is put in place through a leverage limit, the allocation satisfies:
λ1 = max (λ1∗ , E1 [λ2 ])
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(A.45)

Since we assumed that Wd < 0, this necessarily implies that λ1∗ > E1 [λ2 ]. In turn, this means that
for a perturbation dω < 0 to initial exuberance:
λ1∗ > E1 [λ2 (z2 + Ω2 )] > E1 [λ2 (z2 + Ω2 + dω )]

(A.46)

so leverage stays at the optimal level desired by the planner. Finally, regarding a downward movement to Ω2 , the assumption that Wd < 0 implies that there is a non-zero gap between λ1∗ and E1 [λ2 ],
such that for a small enough dω > 0, it is also guaranteed that:
λ1∗ > E1 [λ2 (z2 + Ω2 − dω )] > E1 [λ2 (z2 + Ω2 )]

(A.47)

hence guaranteed that allocations stay at the second-best.

A.10

Proof of Proposition 9

This proposition is straightforward. Using Assumption 4, the function gq is bijective. It allows the
social planner to invert the price observation. Since q1 = gq (z̄2 + Ω2 ) and z̄2 is known, the extent of
sentiment at time t = 1 is exactly identified by:
Ω2 = gq−1 (q1 ) − z̄2

A.11

(A.48)

Proof of Proposition 10

As explained in the main text, the social planner’s optimality condition under the premises of
Proposition 10 can be expressed as:
1
u ( c1 ) =
2σΩ
0

Z ∞ Z σΩ
∂ W2
0

−σΩ

∂n2



(d1 , H; z2 − Ω̄2 − ω2 ) dω2 f 2 (z2 )dz2 .

(A.49)

Key to this proposition is the shape of ∂W2 /∂n2 with respect to z2 . First recall that:

 β ln (n2 + φHE2 [z3 ]) + β2 ESP [z3 ] H − φHE2 [z3 ]/β
W2 =
 β βESP [z ] H + n 
3
2

if z2 ≥ z∗

(A.50)

otherwise

so that the first derivative is equal to:

 βλ2

∂ W2
=
β
∂n2

if z2 ≥ z∗
otherwise
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(A.51)

which is constant outside of a crisis, as expected. I use the following notation to simplify the exposition of the proof. First, the expectation over z2 for a given w2 is denoted by:
g ( w2 ) =

Z +∞
∂ W2
0

∂n2

(d1 , H; q2 , z2 − Ω̄2 − ω2 ) f 2 (z2 )dz2

(A.52)

while the integral taken over the uncertainty band is:
G (σΩ ) =

Z +σΩ
g ( w2 )
−σΩ

2σΩ

dw2 .

(A.53)

Given the continuity of ∂W2 /∂n2 (see equation A.50) we can differentiate with respect to σΩ :
+σΩ
+∞ ∂ W
1
2
(d1 , H; z2 − Ω̄2 − ω2 ) f 2 (z2 )dz2 dw2 +
2
∂n2
2σΩ −σΩ 0
Z +∞
∂ W2
∂ W2
(d1 , H; z2 − Ω̄2 − σΩ ) f 2 (z2 )dz2 −
(d1 , H; z2 − Ω̄2 + σΩ ) f 2 (z2 )dz2 (A.54)
∂n2
∂n2
0

G 0 (σΩ ) = −
Z +∞
0

Z

Z

which can be expressed in terms of the notation just defined above as:
G 0 (σΩ ) = −

G (σΩ )
1
+
( g(σΩ ) − g(−σΩ ))
σΩ
2σΩ

(A.55)

Before proceeding further, remember that the social planner optimally sets leverage such that:
u0 (c1 ) = G (σΩ )

(A.56)

while the decentralized equilibrium is independent of σΩ . Thus, leverage restrictions are increasing
in σΩ if and only if G is increasing in σΩ . This condition is then equivalent, using the derivative just
computed, to:
g(σΩ ) − g(−σΩ )
>
2

Z +σΩ
g ( w2 )
−σΩ

2σΩ

dw2 .

(A.57)

Since ∂W2 /∂n2 is continuous in z and in ω2 , and since ω2 is defined in the compact set [−σΩ , σΩ ], g
is continuous (by continuity of parametric integrals) and Fubini’s theorem implies that a sufficient
condition for G 0 (σΩ ) > 0 is that:79
1
2



∂ W2
∂ W2
(z2 + σΩ ) −
(z2 − σΩ )
∂n2
∂n2



>

Z +σΩ
∂ W2
−σΩ

∂n2

( z 2 + ω2 )

dω2
2σΩ

∀z2 ∈ supp( f 2 ).

(A.58)

In other words, this condition requires that the average taken over a segment is below the average
of the two extreme points of this same segment.
Next, notice that any convex function satisfies this requirement. For a convex function ϕ, Jensen’s
79 Ω̄

2 does not need to appear in this condition since this inequality is required to hold for all z2 in the support of the
definition, so equivalently for all z2 − Ω̄2 also in the support.
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inequality yields:
ϕ(tσΩ − (1 − t)σΩ ) ≤ tϕ(σΩ ) + (1 − t) ϕ(−σΩ )

∀t ∈ [0, 1].

(A.59)

Now integrate this inequality over t to get:
Z 1
0

ϕ(tσΩ − (1 − t)σΩ )dt ≤

Z 1
0

tϕ(σΩ )dt +

Z 1
0

(1 − t) ϕ(−σΩ )dt.

(A.60)

A change of variable t → ( x − σΩ )/(2σΩ ) in the left-hand side thus yields:
Z +σΩ
ϕ( x )
−σΩ

2σΩ

dx ≤

ϕ(σΩ ) − ϕ(−σΩ )
2

(A.61)

which is exactly the relationship in equation (A.58).
We now have to prove that ∂W2 /∂n2 is convex to end the proof of Proposition 10. Going back to
equation (A.50), denote ∂W2 /∂n2 by W2,n . Start with the derivative of marginal utility. We have:

and so:

dλ2
H
=− 2
dz2
c2

(A.62)

2
d2 λ2
= 3H > 0
dz22
c2

(A.63)

Which concludes the proof.80
Before moving to the next proof, notice that the convexity of marginal welfare was quite easy to
prove. This is not the case anymore when the collateral constraint is of the form φHq2 . Indeed, when
this is the case the marginal welfare function also features the price sensitivity, and its convexity is
more involved to prove. It is possible to show that Proposition 10 still holds. See Proposition 18.
The proof can be found in Online Appendix Q.6. Second, the convexity is also harder to prove
when prices at t = 2 impact sentiment Ω3 . See Online Appendix H.2 where it is shown that price
extrapolation amplifies this convexity.

A.12

KL-Divergence

The Kullback–Leibler divergence between two distributions p and q is defined by the relative entropy:
KL( p, q) =

Z +∞
−∞


p( x ) ln

p( x )
q( x )


dx.

(A.64)

the sake of brevity, Ω3 is left out of the expressions as, by assumption, it is a constant. It thus only shifts the value of
E1 [z3 ] and that has no impact on the sign of these derivatives as long as E1 [z3 ] + Ω3 > 0, which we always assume to be
the case.

80 For
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Here we are interested in the KL-divergence between a Gaussian and a uniform random variables.
I thus define:


q ∼ U Ω20 − ω; Ω20 + ω

p ∼ N Ω2 , σ 2

(A.65)
(A.66)

and the objective is to find the Ω20 and ω that minimize the KL-divergence (A.64).81 Consequently,
the objective is:
min
0

Z Ω0 +ω
2
1

Ω2 ,ω

2ω

Ω20 −ω

!
√
σ 2π (x−Ω22 )2
e 2σ
dx
2ω

ln

(A.67)

which conveniently leads to a simpler expression:
"

Z Ω0 +ω
2
1

min
0
Ω2 ,ω

Ω20 −ω

2ω

ln

#
√ !
σ 2π
( x − Ω2 )2
dx.
+
2ω
2σ2

(A.68)

Integrating the two parts gives:
"
min
0
Ω2 ,ω

ln

#
√ !
σ 2π
1 (Ω20 − Ω2 + ω )3 − (Ω20 − Ω2 − ω )3
+
.
2ω
4ωσ2
3

(A.69)

We can now easily minimize this expression by taking the first derivatives with respect to the average and spread of the targeted uniform distribution. Regarding the average, the uniform distribution is obviously centered on the same mean:

(Ω20 − Ω2 + w)2 − (Ω20 − Ω2 − w)2 = 0 =⇒ Ω20 = Ω2

(A.70)

which in turn leads the minimization with respect to the spread of the uniform distribution to
yield:

−

1
2ω
+ 2 =0
ω 3σ

(A.71)

To conclude, the uniform distribution that minimizes the KL-divergence with a Gaussian distribution of parameters Ω2 and σ2 is:
"
q

∼

U Ω2 −

r

3
σ
2

81 Notice

r
;

Ω2 +

3
σ
2

#
(A.72)

that because of the use of a uniform random variable, we can only compute KL( p, q) and not KL( p, q), since the
Radon-N derivative of the
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A.13

Proof of Proposition 11

This Proposition is straightforward once realizing, using equations (63) and (64), that Ω̄2 (q1 ) is
increasing in q1 since gq−1 is an increasing function of its argument. This allows us to directly apply
√
Proposition 10 with a band of width 3/2ΣΩ , given Assumption 6, and its associated computation
in Appendix A.12.

A.14

Proof of Proposition 12

The welfare function that the planner considers is given by:
#
1+ η


l
ln c1h − ν 1
+ βc2h + β2 c3h + Φb E1SP ln(c1 ) + β ln(c2 ) + β2 c3
1+η
"

W1 = Φh E1SP

(A.73)

where Φh and Φb are the Pareto weights attached to each group by the planner. In equilibrium, we
have Y1 = l1 by assumption of linear production. We thus write utility of households at t = 1 as:
#
1+ η
Y
+ βc2h + β2 c3h .
W1h = ln c1h − ν 1
1+η
"

(A.74)

Households’ welfare is affected by two effects: first, a change n r1 changes the incentives for savings,
forcing agents to substitute wealth across periods. Second, it changes output and thus consumption
and labor supply levels. However, since households are on their Euler equation at t = 1, the first
effect is exactly 0:
dW1h
dch
dch
Y
η Y
= 1 λ1h − νY1 1 λ1h + 1 λ1h − βE1 1 .
dr1
dr1
dr1
dr
dr1
{z
}
| 1

(A.75)

Euler=0

Next, the change in the interest rate have an impact on the borrowing of financial intermediaries.
This is not zero as for households, because of the uninternalized effects explored in Section 3.2. It
also has an impact on investment, which for the same reason is not zero in general. Finally, it has
an impact on prices, which can spill over on sentiment. Because Pareto weights are chosen such as
j

Φ j = 1/λ1 , we simply end up with:
d W1
dr1

=

dY1
µ1
dr1

+

dd1
dH
Wd +
WH
dr1
dr1


dΩ2 dq1 dd1
dH
+
W +
WH
dq1 dr1 dΩ2 d dΩ2
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+

E1



dΩ3 dq1
κ2 φH
dq1 dr1


(A.76)

A.15

Proof of Proposition 13

By assumption, µ1 = 0 where we take the first-order perturbation (perfectly closing the output
gap). Since there is an optimal investment tax/subsidy, and that we take the benchmark case where
dd1 /dr1 = 0 (see the discussion on the core of the paper and Farhi and Werning 2020), Proposition
12 implies that:
d W1 =

dd1
W dΩ2 + E1 [dΩ3 κ2 φH ]
dΩ2 d

(A.77)

We then need to plug in the first-order effects on sentiment. Substituting equations (69), (70), (72)
and (73), we have the following welfare effects, respectively for late and early tightening:
dd1
W (α0 ιdr1 ) + E1 [(γ0 α0 + α1 ) ιdr1 κ2 φH ]
dΩ2 d

(A.78)

dd1
W (γ0 α0 + α1 ) ιdr0 + E1 [(γ0 (γ0 α0 + α1 ) + γ1 α0 + α1 ) ιdr0 κ2 φH ] .
dΩ2 d

(A.79)

dW1l =
dW1e =

Since we are comparing the marginal benefits of the same tightening, dr1 = dr0 . Rearranging and
comparing the conditions for dW1l > dW1e yields Proposition 13.

A.16

Proof of Proposition 14

Start with what households expect will occur at t = 1. Because utility is linear at t = 2 and there is
no risk, household optimization implies:
1
= β(1 + r1 (q0 ))
c1h

(A.80)

where the dependence of interest rates to asset prices is made explicit for clarity. Combining this
expression with household optimization at t = 0 directly yields the following relation between
contemporaneous interest rates and consumption, and future interest rates:
1
= β (1 + r0 )
c0 β(1 + r1 (q0 ))

(A.81)

which implies, under perfect inflation targeting (and so no output gap):
c0 = 1 =

1
β2 (1 + r0 )(1 + r1 (q0 ))

(A.82)

This equilibrium relation makes clear that in the event of a higher price at t = 0, interest rates are
expected to be higher and so the optimal r0 to close the output gap decreases.
We can now proceed with the first-order perturbation to obtain the formulation in Proposition
14. The perturbation is made around the REE equilibrium, where the interest rate that closes the
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output gap at t = 1 is denoted by r1∗ , while the REE prices are denoted by q0∗ and q1∗ . The price of
the asset initially is given by the pricing equation:


c0 r
q0 = β
(q + α(q0 − q−1 ))
c1 1


(A.83)

and using the Euler equation, this boils down to:
q0 =

1
(qe + α(q0 − q−1 ))
1 + r0 1

(A.84)

But the price expected at t = 1 depends on the interest rate the bank will choose at t = 1. The
pricing equation at t = 1 is given by:
q1 =

z2 + q2r
z2 + q2r
=
1 + r1
1 + r1∗ + ρ(q0 − q̄)+

(A.85)

which can be approximated as:
q1 ≈

q1∗



(q0 − q̄)+
1−ρ
1 + r1∗


(A.86)

Assume that prices at 0 are elevated (and simply check later once the equilibrium is solved that this
is indeed the case). Plugging this back to the pricing equation at t = 0 leads to:
1
q0 =
1 + r0



q1∗

which can be solved as:
q0 =



(q0 − q̄)+
1−ρ
1 + r1∗





+ α ( q 0 − q −1



q̄
q1∗ 1 + ρ 1+r∗ − αq−1
1

1 + r0 + ρq0∗ − α

(A.87)

(A.88)

This expression makes clear that the discount rate channel operates here: a fall in the interest rate r0
boosts asset prices. Naturally, a fall in q−1 (the anchor) also boosts prices, with a coefficient of sensitivity α. Finally, all movements are amplified by belief amplification (the −α in the denominator).
Similarly they are dampened by ρ: a bigger ρ creates a smaller price movement q1 .
Assume further that the central bank tightens when prices are higher than in the rational benchmark, so q̄ = q0∗ . The price deviation which then feeds into the interest rate rule becomes:

q0 − q0∗ =

=⇒ q0 − q0∗ =



q̄
q1∗ 1 + ρ 1+r∗ − αq−1

1
− q0∗
1 + r0 + ρq0∗ − α


q̄
q1∗ 1 + ρ 1+r∗ − αq−1 − q0∗ − r0 q0∗ − ρq20∗ + αq0∗
1

1 + r0 + ρq0∗ − α
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(A.89)

(A.90)

=⇒ q0 − q0∗ =

q1∗ − (1 + r0 )q0∗ + α(q0∗ − q−1 )
1 + r0 + ρq0∗ − α

(A.91)

Going back to inflation targeting, we can write the condition for closing the output gap as:
1 + r0 =

1
β2 (1 + r1 (q0 ))

(A.92)

Denote for simplicity the deviation from the REE as e for the current interest rate. Algebra yields:

1
1
∗
2
β 1 + r1 + ρ(q0 − q0∗ )


(q0 − q0∗ )
1
1
∗
=⇒ 1 + r0 + e = 2
−ρ
β
1 + r1∗
1 + r1∗
1 (q0 − q0∗ )
=⇒ 1 + r0∗ + e = 1 + r0∗ − 2 ρ
β
1 + r1∗
1 (q0 − q0∗ )
=⇒ e = − 2 ρ
β
1 + r1∗
1 + r0∗ + e =

(A.93)
(A.94)
(A.95)
(A.96)

q1∗ −(1+r0∗ +e)q0∗ +α(q0∗ −q−1 )
1+r0∗ +e+ρq0∗ −α
1 + r1∗
q∗ − (1 + r0∗ + e)q0∗ + α(q0∗ − q−1 )
e = −(1 + r0∗ )ρ 1
1 + r0∗ + e + ρq0∗ − α



α(q0∗ − q−1 ) − eq0∗
α−e
∗
e ≈ −(1 + r0 )ρ
1+
1 + r0∗ + ρq0∗
1 + r0∗ + ρq0∗


α(q0∗ − q−1 )
∗
∗
∗
∗
e 1 + r0 + ρq0 + (1 + r0 )ρq0 +
≈ −(1 + r0∗ )ρ [α(q0∗
1 + r0∗ + ρq0∗
e [1 + r0∗ + ρq0∗ + (1 + r0∗ )ρq0∗ ] ≈ −(1 + r0∗ )ρ [α(q0∗ − q−1 )]
(1 + r0∗ )ρ [α(q0∗ − q−1 )]
e≈−
1 + r0∗ + ρq0∗ + (1 + r0∗ )ρq0∗

1
=⇒ e = − 2 ρ
β

(A.97)

=⇒

(A.98)

=⇒
=⇒
=⇒
=⇒

(A.99)

− q−1 )]

(A.100)
(A.101)
(A.102)
(A.103)

Which concludes the proof simply by noting that:
1 + r0 = 1 + r0∗ + e = 1 + r0∗ −

A.17

(1 + r0∗ )ρα(q0∗ − q−1 )
1 + r0∗ + ρq0∗ + (1 + r0∗ )ρq0∗

Proof of Proposition 21

At time t = 2, the welfare of financial intermediaries can now be written as:
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(A.104)

W2 =


 β ln (n2 + b∗ + φHE2 [z3 + Ω3 (q2 )]) + β2 (E[z3 ] H − φHE2 [z3 + Ω3 (q2 )]/β − b∗ /β)
 β ( βE[z ] H + n )
3
2

if z2 ≥ z∗
otherwise
(A.105)

with the level of bailouts determined optimally in equilibrium. The private first-order condition on
borrowing is unchanged since agents to not internalize their impact on b∗ (atomistic agents):


∂Lb,1
= λ1 − E1 λ2 (b∗ )
∂d1

(A.106)

The social planner maximizes the same function, but under its own expectations, and by also taking
into account how a change in d1 impacts asset prices in period 2 and the level of bailouts. This leads
to the following first-order condition:

∂LSP
b,1
∂d1




∂Ω3 ∂q2  db∗
db∗ 0 ∗
db∗
+
= λ1 − E1SP λ2 (b∗ ) − E1SP κ2 φH
λ2 −
g (b ) −
∂q2 ∂n2
dn2
dn2
dn2

(A.107)

And the last part is equal to zero since bailouts are chosen optimally:
g 0 ( b ∗ ) = λ2 − 1

(A.108)





Bd = E1 λ2 (b∗ ) − E1SP λ2 (b∗ )

(A.109)

which proves Proposition 21.

A.18

Proof of Proposition 22

The behavioral wedge is given by:

We can simply compare the two marginal utilities state-by-state. Agents believe that:
λ2 (b∗ ) = ((z2 + Ω2 ) H + b∗ (z2 + Ω2 , 0) − d1 (1 + r1 ) + φHE[z3 ])

−1

(A.110)

While the planner believes that:
λ2SP (b∗ ) = (z2 H + b∗ (z2 , Ω3 ) − d1 (1 + r1 ) + φHE[z3 + Ω3 ])−1

(A.111)

Since bailouts are proportional to the severity of the crisis. Using equation (D.24) yields:
 ∗

 ∗

dBd
db 2 ∗
SP db
2 ∗
= −E1
λ (b ) + E1
λ (b )
dξ
dξ 2
dξ 2
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(A.112)

=⇒





dBd
= −E1 (λ2 (b∗ ) − 1)λ22 (b∗ ) + E1SP (λ2 (b∗ ) − 1)λ22 (b∗ )
dξ

(A.113)

Which is positive since the λ2 are always greater or equal to 1.

B

Real Production

B.1

A Simple Extension with Production

To incorporate a real side to the model, I allow households to supply labor at t = 2. Households
have linear utility over consumption, and have a convex disutility for supplying labor in the intermediate period:
1+ η

"
U = E1
h

c1h

+β

c2h

l
−ν 2
(1 + η )

!

#

+

β2 c3h

(B.1)

where l2 is the amount of labor supplied by households at time t = 2.
There is a fringe of competitive firms of measure one, producing from the labor of households.
Firms use a decreasing returns to scale technology from labor, with productivity A:
Y2 = Al2α

(B.2)

To bridge the gap between Main street and Wall street, I add a financial friction. Firms need to
pay a fraction γ of wage bills in advance to workers, which requires them to borrow from financial
intermediaries. In period 2, firms need to borrow f 2 = γw2 l2 from financial intermediaries. We
assume that the interest rate required by financial intermediaries to advance such funds depends
on the size of the loan according to:
1 + rf =

δ
f2

(B.3)

This innocuous trick allows the model to say away from corner solutions.82 The set of budget
constraint is now given for households by:
c1h + d1 ≤ e1h
c2h

(B.4)

+ d1 ≤

e2h

+ w2 l2 + d 1 ( 1 + r 1 ) + π 2

(B.5)

c3h

e3h

+ d2 (1 + r2 )

(B.6)

c 1 + c ( H ) ≤ d 1 + e1

(B.7)

≤

and financial intermediaries.

82 This

also allows for belief application to survive. Remember that belief amplification comes from the two-way feedback effect between the stochastic discount factor and the price fo the risky asset. A corner solution with respect to the
borrowing of real firms would break this link.
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c2 + d1 (1 + r1 ) + f 2 + q2 h ≤ d2 + ( z2 + q2 ) H

(B.8)

c3 + d2 (1 + r2 ) ≤ z3 h + f 2 (1 + r f )

(B.9)

Household optimization then simply yields:
η

w2 = νl2

(B.10)

It is also assumed for simplicity that loans made to firms cannot be used as collateral.83 The specific
form assumed in (B.3) simplifies matter since funds allocated to firms verify the following identity:
f2
= βc2
δ

(B.11)

so that bankers’ consumption and funds allowed to firms are proportional. Intuitively, when collateral constraints are extremely tight, this forces financial intermediaries to cut back on consumption
and their traditional intermediary activities in the same way.84 Thus the amount of labor used for
production verifies:
 1+1 η



z2 H − d1 (1 + r1 ) + φHE2 [z3 + Ω3 ] 


l2 = 
1
γν 1 + βδ

(B.12)

which translates into a production level at time t = 2 of:

Y2 = A 

 1+α η

z2 H − d1 (1 + r1 ) + φHE2 [z3 + Ω3 ] 


1
γν 1 + βδ

(B.13)

A drop in expectations directly impacts output, as well as a fall in financial intermediaries’ net
worth z2 H − d1 (1 + r1 ). Hence, looking at E2 [z3 + Ω3 ] inside a crisis is a sufficient statistics even
in this extended model with real production. A liquidity drought spills over the real sector and
propagates to employment and output, consistent with empirical evidence (see, e.g. Dell’Ariccia,
Detragiache and Rajan 2008, Cingano, Manaresi and Sette 2016 or Bentolila et al. 2018).

83 A

more complete formulation of the collateral constraint would be:
d2 ≤ φHE2 [z3 ] + ψ f 2

whereby assuming that a fraction of the amount lent to firms can be recovered by depositors in the (non-equilibrium)
possibility of default. I am here analyzing the limiting case where ψ → 0. The general case complexifies matters without
bringing any new intuition. Analytical derivations of the general case are thus relegated to Appendix B.3.
84 Consumption is needed for the SDF to generate amplification: a risk-neutral valuation pricing kernel breaks the feedback
loop between the price of the asset and marginal utility. But one could think of c2 as dividends or compensation.
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B.2

Welfare Analysis with Real Production

The planner maximizes the following object:
#
1+ η


l
c1h + β c2h − ν 2
+ β2 c3h + Φb E1SP ln(c1 ) + β ln(c2 ) + β2 c3
1+η
"

W1 = Φh E1SP

(B.14)

where Φh and Φb are the Pareto weights attached to each group by the planner. I denote by V2h and
V2h the value functions of each group at time t = 2.
Leverage: We are interested in the derivatives of these value functions at time t = 2 with respect
to the amount of short-term debt (or savings) chosen at time t = 1. Because funds allocated to firms
( f 2 ) are chosen optimally without a constraint (see equation B.11), an infinitesimal change in f 2 does
not have a first-order impact on the welfare of bankers:
dV2b
dΩ3 dq2
δ
= φH (λ2 − 1)
+ β − λ2 .
dd1
dq2 dd1
f2
| {z }

(B.15)

=0

For households, however, there is a new term coming from the expansion of bank lending to firms
in the real sector:






dV2h
h
h dΩ3 dq2
= φH (λ3 − λ2 )
+ max 
 Aα
dd1
dq2 dd1

| {z }
|
=0

z2 H − d1 (1 + r1 ) + φHE[z3 + Ω3 ]

γν 1 + 1δ
{z

! 1+α η −1

→0 when unconstrained


 dc2
− ν, 0
 dd .
 1
}
(B.16)

To understand why this second term is 0 when firms are unconstrained, notice that when firms are
able to perfectly maximize profits they hire an amount of labor corresponding to:
αAl2α−1 = w

(B.17)

which iself implies, when combined with households first-order condition for labor/leisure:
αAl α−1−η = ν.

(B.18)

Similarly, the derivative dc2 /dd1 is also 0 when financial intermediaries are unconstrained. To conclude, the planner’s optimality condition for short-term debt is given by:



dΩ3 dq2
0 = Φh E1SP (ν − αAl2α−1 ) φH
− (1 + r1 ) +
dq2 dd1


 
 

dΩ3 ∂q2 
b
SP
SP
Φ E1 λ2 − E1 λ2 + E1 φHκ2
(B.19)
dq2 ∂d1
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where ν − αAl2α−1 plays the role of a “capacity wedge”: it measures how far firms are from their
first-best production level. When this wedge is negative (there is underemployment, since α < 1) a
reduction in the leverage of financial intermediaries is beneficial for households, since it increases
the production of real goods in a crisis.
Collateral Asset Investment:

The same analysis applies to the externalities created by investing

in H, keeping q1 fixed. Similarly, a supplementary term appears because a marginal change in H
will cause a marginal change in c2 , and thus a change in real output in a financial crisis. We thus
have, following the same derivations as just above, that the planner’s optimality condition for the
creation of collateral assets is given by:

0=Φ

h

E1SP



(ν


dΩ3 dq2
+ z2 + φq2 +
βφH
dq2 dH


 
h


dq2 i
dΩ3 ∂q2
Φb βE1SP λ2 (z2 + q2 ) − λ1 q1 + βE1SP κ2 φH
z2 +
(B.20)
dq2 ∂n2
dH

− αAl2α−1 )



Current Prices: The reversal externality, similar to the collateral externality, also enters in production. The welfare effects of changing marginally equilibrium prices q1 are given by:

Wq = Φ

h

E1SP



(ν

− αAl2α−1 )



∂Ω3
βφH
∂q1



+Φ

b



βE1SP

h

∂Ω3 i
κ2 φH
∂q1


(B.21)

Summary: The welfare analysis is very similar to the case without production studied in the main
paper. In particular, the forces at play are exactly the same. Production simply reinforces the need
for the planner to intervene in financial markets. Indeed, the worsening of pessimism during crises
has repercussions on the level of employment and output, inflating the size of welfare losses. The
important lesson of this extension is that the features of behavioral biases that matter for welfare
are entirely identical to what was identifies in the baseline welfare analysis.

B.3

Pledgeable Private Sector Loans

The previous section assumed that loans to the real sector ( f 2 ) could not be used as collateral by
financial intermediaries. Here, I look at the complete formulation of the collateral constraint, given
by:
d2 ≤ φHE2 [z3 + Ω3 (q2 )] + ψ f 2
whereby assuming that a fraction of the amount lent to firms can be recovered by depositors in
the (non-equilibrium) possibility of default. The first-order condition for loans to real firms is now
given by;
λ2 = (1 + r f ) + κ 2 ψ
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(B.22)

since lending to firms also expand the borrowing capacity of financial institutions vis-à-vis households. Since κ2 = λ2 − 1 as usual, this yields:
λ2 =

1 + rf − ψ
1−ψ

δ
1
f2 − ψ
=⇒
=
c2
1−ψ
1−ψ
δ
=⇒
=
−ψ
c2
f2
δc2
=⇒ f 2 =
1 − ψ + φc2

(B.23)
(B.24)
(B.25)
(B.26)

where it is clear that the relation between c2 and f 2 is not linear anymore. Using the budget constraint since financial intermediaries are constrained:
c2 + f 2 = n2 + φHE2 [z3 + Ω3 (q2 )]

=⇒ c2 +

δc2
= n2 + φHE2 [z3 + Ω3 (q2 )].
1 − ψ + φc2

(B.27)
(B.28)

The fixed-point problem corresponding to belief amplification is now complexified by this additional non-linearity:
c2 +

δc2
= n2 + φHE2 [z3 + Ω3 (q2 )]
1 − ψ + φc2

q2 = βc2 E2 [z3 + Ω3 (q2 )] + φ(1 − c2 )E2 [z3 + Ω3 (q2 )].

(B.29)
(B.30)

As in Section 2.3, we can represent this equilibrium graphically. This is depicted in Figure 10.
This modification clearly magnifies belief amplification by making the budget constraint a convex
function instead of a linear one inside a crisis. The assumption made that ψ → 0 in the previous
section were thus conservative in terms of spillovers from the banking sector to real production in
terms of welfare.

C

Alternative Collateral Constraint with Current Prices

As mentioned in the paper, and as is well known in the financial frictions literature, the collateral
constraint featuring E2 [z] does not create any financial amplification, or any externality. This section
shozs the robustness of my results when, instead, we consider a collateral constraint of the form:
d2 ≤ φHq2 .
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(C.1)

Figure 10: Graphical Illustration of Equilibrium Determination at t = 2 with pledgeable private
sector loans. The red line represents the budget constraint, and the blue line represents the pricing condition. The
right panel illustrates the phenomenon of belief amplification after a fall in net worth n2 . The arrows indicate the fixedpoint problem that leads consumption to fall more than the size of the shock because of the tightening of the collateral
constraint.

This reliance on contemporaneous prices creates a feedback loop between the SDF and the tightness of the collateral constraint, which is at the heart of the financial amplification mechanism. This
financial amplification is also why these models present inefficiencies: agents do not take into account that their leverage decision impact the price of the asset tomorrow, and hence the aggregate
borrowing capacity of the financial sector. As shown for example by Ottonello et al. (2021), the
quantitative predictions of the two models are very similar, making it hard to distinguish which
type of friction is more likely to be relevant. My paper does take a stance on this debate, but rather
shows that once endogenous sentiment is part of the picture, the gap between the two models is
severely reduced.
The rest of this section follows the core of the paper and provide the same propositions and
expressions, as well as intuitions, for this alternative collateral constraint. The proofs are relegated
to Online Appendix Q.

C.1

Equilibrium

Financial Intermediaries at t = 2: When q2 enters the collateral constraint, the asset price is given
by:
q2 = βc2 E2 [z3 + Ω3 ] + φq2 (1 − c2 )
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(C.2)

where the second term illustrates that holding marginally more of the asset is valuable since it relaxes financial constraints.85 Financial amplification comes into play because the consumption level
c2 that prices the asset directly depends on the price of the asset through the collateral constraint
(with h = H in equilibrium):
c2 = z2 H − d1 (1 + r1 ) + φHq2 .

(C.3)

A fall in the price of the risky asset tightens the budget constraint even more, thus leading the price
to fall further as a result of stronger discounting, and so on. This financial amplification is represented
on Figure 11.

Figure 11: Graphical Illustration of Equilibrium Determination at t = 2. The red line represents the
budget constraint equation (C.3), and the blue line represents the pricing equation (C.2). The right panel illustrates the
phenomenon of financial amplification after a fall in net worth n2 . The arrows indicate the fixed-point problem that leads
consumption to fall more than the size of the shock because of the tightening of the collateral constraint.

As mentioned in the previous discussion the behavioral bias Ω3 can also itself depend on q2 ,
for instance if agents extrapolate price changes. This adds the feature of belief amplification that
compounds traditional financial amplification. Intuitively, a fall in the price of the risky asset creates
endogenous pessimism, which leads the price of the asset to fall further. This tightens the borrowing
constraints of financial intermediaries and in turns creates a further fall in the price that leads to
more pessimism.
Asset price and consumption are determined in general equilibrium according to the fixedpoint:
q2 = βc2 (q2 )E2 [z3 + Ω3 (q2 )] + φq2 (1 − c2 (q2 )).
85 This

(C.4)

part of the expression complexifies the algebra, without bringing additional economic intuition. For this reason I
present analytical examples that neglect this term, as in Jeanne and Korinek (2020). This is the case when the borrowing
constraint takes the alternative form d2 ≤ φq2 , i.e. when the quantity of the risky asset does not enter the collateral
constraint. A microfoundation of this constraint could be that lenders can only recover a fixed amount of the posted
collateral.
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I now illustrate the working of this fixed-point equation through the two examples of reducedform behavioral biases laid out earlier. Here, and in the rest of the paper, it is useful to refer to n2
as the net worth of the financial sector in period 2, i.e. n2 = z2 H − d1 (1 + r1 ). Consumption thus
becomes c2 = n2 + φHq2 . If agents simply extrapolate fundamentals the fixed-point problem can
be expressed as:
q2 = β(n2 + φHq2 )E2 [z3 + α(z2 − z1 )] + φq2 (1 − n2 − φHq2 )

(C.5)

The first part of the right-hand side, embodying financial amplification through the pricing kernel, is linear in the price of the asset q2 . I thus present the results where the second part of the
expression is negligible (full expressions are available in Online Appendix Q.1 for reference, but do
not bring any additional intuition). The price is given by:
q2 =

βn2 E2 [z3 ] + α(z2 − z1 )



1 − φH E2 [z3 ] + α(z2 − z1 )



(C.6)

As can be readily seen from this expression, when agents are pessimistic during crises (z2 < z1 ) the
asset price is lower with fundamental extrapolation. Interestingly the financial amplification channel (represented by the second negative term in the denominator) is also weaker, since a negative
extrapolation term lowers the size of the feedback multiplier.
As in the core paper, a key object of interest in the welfare analysis is the price sensitivity to
changes in net worth, ∂q2 /∂n2 , as this object quantifies pecuniary externalities (as developed in
Section C.2). In this case the sensitivity is:

β E2 [ z 3 ] + α ( z 2 − z 1 )
∂q2

=
∂n2
1 − βφH E2 [z3 ] + α(z2 − z1 )

(C.7)

which, again, is weakened by pessimism during a crisis. In other words, it is harder to prop up the
economy by injecting funds to financial intermediaries if entrenched pessimism is dragging down
asset prices. This effect is represented schematically on Figure 12.
Matters are different when agents extrapolate an endogenous object like the price q2 . In our
price extrapolation formulation the pricing equation becomes (neglecting supplementary collateral
terms as earlier):
q2 = β(n2 + φHq2 )E2 [z3 + α(q2 − q1 )].

(C.8)

The pricing condition is now a quadratic equation, reflecting the multiplicative interaction of financial and belief amplifications. More interesting is the shape that the price sensitivity takes:

β E2 [ z 3 ] + α ( q 2 − q 1 )
∂q2
=
∂n2
1 − βφHE2 [z3 ] − βα(c2 + φH (q2 − q1 ))

(C.9)

While the numerator is similar to the fundamental extrapolation case, whereby the price sensitivity
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Figure 12: Graphical Illustration of Equilibrium Determination at t = 2 with Belief Amplification
The left panel illustrates the phenomenon of financial amplification after a fall in net worth n2 in the rational case.The
right panel adds an exogenous sentiment term corresponding to pessimism, Ω3 < 0. The yellows arrow indicates the
size of financial amplification in the rational case, to be compared with the green arrow that shows the size of financial
amplification once pessimism is entrenched into asset prices

is weakened by pessimism (q2 < q1 ), the denominator now has an extra term representing belief
amplification. This new term compounds financial amplification and magnifies the sensitivity of
asset prices – and thus of the borrowing capacity of the financial sector – to changes in net worth.
Intuitively, injecting funds in this economy has powerful effects by relaxing collateral constraints
and alleviating pessimism at the same time. These effects are illustrated on Figure 13. To ease
exposition, parameters are chosen such that the equilibrium values are the same before the shock
hits the net worth of financial intermediaries. By altering the shape of the pricing equation, belief
amplification compounds financial amplification, leading shocks to have substantially larger effects.

C.2
C.2.1

Welfare Analysis
Externalities

I start by listing the externalities now present in the rational version of this model, as this constitutes
a policy benchmark. Two different, but related pecuniary externalities, usually require ex-ante correction to achieve constrained efficiency (Dávila and Korinek 2018). All externalities are working
through the price of the asset used as collateral.
Private agents have a first-order condition on borrowing such as:
u 0 ( c 1 ) = ( 1 + r 1 ) E1



∂ W2
∂n2


(C.10)

while the social planner has an extra-term corresponding to the pecuniary impact of private bor87

Figure 13: Graphical Illustration of Equilibrium Determination at t = 2 with Belief Amplification
The red line represents the budget constraint equation (C.3), and the blue line represents the pricing equation (C.2). The
left panel illustrates the phenomenon of financial amplification after a fall in net worth n2 in the rational case. The green
arrows indicate the size of the amplification. The right panel adds price extrapolation of the form Ω3 = α(q2 − q1 ).

rowing decisions:
0

u ( c1 ) =

(1 + r1 )E1SP



∂ W2
∂W2 ∂q2
+
∂n2
∂q2 ∂n2


(C.11)

and similarly for investment, since q2 depends indirectly on H and n2 .
Borrowing Externality: First, agents are generically overborrowing. Atomistic financial intermediaries do not take into account that by increasing their leverage at t = 1, it subsequently lowers the
price of the risky asset at t = 2 (through lowering financial intermediaries’ net worth), which in turn
hampers the aggregate financing capacity of the economy. This collateral externality is quantified
by the following expression:

CD =

−E1SP




dq2
κ2 φH
<0
dn2

(C.12)

which naturally features the sensitivity of the price with respect to net worth.
Investment Externality:

Second, the same pecuniary externality pushes agents to generally un-

derinvest in collateral assets. Similarly to the leverage externality, agents are not taking into account how a supplementary unit of collateral, by raising net worth next period, will ameliorate the
borrowing capacity of the whole economy. We can similarly quantify this by:



dq2
dq2
C H = βE1SP κ2 φ
z2 +
dn2
dH
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(C.13)

which is positive, as long as z2 ≥ 0 in all states of the world.86
Rational Benchmark: Traditional macroprudential policy, with perfectly rational agents, would
offset these two pecuniary externalities using a tax on leverage and a subsidy on the creation of
collateral assets (as shown by Dávila and Korinek 2018).87 I now study welfare considering agents’
departures from rationality.
C.2.2

Welfare Decomposition

Leverage We start by analyzing how changes in debt d1 affect the welfare of individual agents.
Proposition 15 (Uninternalized Effects of Leverage). The uninternalized first-order impact on welfare
when the level of short-term debt is marginally increased is given by:

Wd

=



E1 [λ2 ] − E1SP [λ2 ]



|

{z

}

Bd

−

E1SP
|




dq2
κ2 φH
.
dn2
{z
}

(C.14)

Cd

Behavioral Wedge: As in the core of the paper, an infinitesimal perturbation around the REE
is enlightening (assuming Ω2 and Ω3 are small state-by-state):
Proposition 16 (Behavioral Wedge Approximation). If Ω2 and Ω3 are small state-by-state, the behavioral
wedge Bd for short-term debt can be expressed as:

Bd ' −Ω2 HE
|

SP



λ22



dq2
1+φ
dn2
{z
(i)





dq2
1κ2 >0 + φHESP [Ω3 λ22
1κ > 0 ]
dz3 2
} |
{z
}

(C.15)

(ii)

As can readily be seen from this expression, all the intuitions are preserved with this collateral
constraint: the comovement of future sentiment with the health of the financial sector, and the
necessary interaction with financial frictions. The new terms are simply coming from the fact that
an error in the expectation of dividends directly spills over expected consumption, through the level
of asset prices at t = 2.
Collateral Externality:

The main difference with the pecuniary externality that would arise in

a rational model is that the price sensitivity is different, because irrationality at t = 2, represented
86 Theoretically

the externality can push towards under-investment when the asset drains liquidity in crisis times. In this
paper I restricted the study to setups where z2 ≥ 0, which is the empirically relevant case for assets used in the repo
market by financial intermediaries (like Mortgage-Backed Securities). My aim is not to claim that the benchmark should
necessarily feature subsidies for holding collateral assets, but simply to highlight that, unlike for leverage, investment is
not always associated with negative externalities.
87 In effect, this could amount to a tax on consumption in this framework. I do not push this interpretation because this
equivalence breaks down as soon as more margins of investment are introduced in the model.
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by Ω3 , influences equilibrium asset prices. The price sensitivity can be written generally, as in the
next Proposition.
Proposition 17 (Price Sensitivity With Sentiment). A change in net worth in period 2 impacts equilibrium
asset prices as:


βE2 z3 + Ω3 − φq2
dq2
=


3
dn2
1 − βφH (E2 z3 + Ω3 ) + 2φ2 Hq2 − c2 β dΩ
dq2

(C.16)

Relative to a rational benchmark, where Ω3 = 0 and dΩ3 /dq2 = 0, sentiment creates two countervailing forces. First, entrenched pessimism makes the asset price less sensitive to changes in
net worth, reducing the size of the pecuniary externality. Second, a change in net worth leads to
a change in price because of financial amplification, which itself can lead to alleviating pessimism,
supporting asset prices. This makes the price more sensitive to changes in net worth. Which of
these two effects dominates is an empirical (to uncover the determinants of Ω) and quantitative
question that lies outside the scope of this paper.88 Nevertheless, even when the size of the pecuniary externality does not differ too much between a rational and a behavioral model, it can have
drastic implications for welfare when models are calibrated according to the rational expectations
hypothesis, an issue I explore in Online Appendix K.
Investment I perform the same kind of welfare decomposition, but looking at a marginal increase
in investment into the creation of collateral assets. The price q1 is kept fixed.
Proposition 18 (Uninternalized Effects of Investment). The uninternalized first-order impact on welfare
when the level investment is marginally increased is given by:

Wq

=



βE1SP

|



[λ2 (z2 + q2 )] − λ1 q1
{z
}

+

βE1SP
|

BH





dq2
dq2
κ2 φH
z2 +
dn2
dH
{z
CH


(C.17)
}

composed of two distinct effects: a behavioral wedge B H and a collateral externality C H .
I explore these two terms in turn.
Behavioral Wedge:

Similar to the welfare costs of higher leverage, the behavioral wedge for

investment is given by the difference between a rational valuation of the risky asset, and private
agents’ valuation. Obviously this wedge is negative when agents are optimistic, or when agents
do no realize their future pessimism. As previously, we can approximate this behavioral wedge for
small deviations from rationality, as in the following Proposition.

88 In Appendix Q.5, I present a Taylor expansion of the difference between the collateral externality evaluated by the rational

planer, and the one that would be evaluated by a planner that respects private agents’ beliefs.
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Proposition 19 (Behavioral Wedge Approximation for H). If Ω2 and Ω3 are small state-by-state, the
behavioral wedge Bd for investment in the collateral asset can be expressed as:

BH =

βE1SP

[Bd (z2 )(z2 + q2r )] −

βΩ2 E1SP



λ2r



dq2
1+
dz2




1κ 2 > 0 +

βE1SP



dq2
λ2r Ω3
1κ > 0
dz3 2


(C.18)

where Bd (z2 ) is the behavioral wedge for leverage, from Proposition 19, for a realization z2 of the dividend
process at t = 2:


dq2
dq2
Bd (z2 ) = Ω2 λ22 HΩ2 + φ
1κ2 >0 − φHΩ3 λ22
1κ > 0 .
dn2
dz3 2
Collateral Externality:

(C.19)

As explained in Appendix C.2.1, agents are not taking into account how

a supplementary unit of collateral, by raising net worth next period, will ameliorate the borrowing
capacity of the whole economy. I already showed how the sensitivity of the price with respect to
net worth in this case was changed by sentiment. Similarly, how equilibrium prices move with the
aggregate stock of collateral asset is changed by the behavioral wedges in a analogous way:


βφq2 E2 z3 + Ω3 − φ2 q22
dq2
=


3
dH
1 − βφH (E2 z3 + Ω3 ) + 2φ2 Hq2 − βc2 dΩ
dq2

(C.20)

where the same two countervailing forces, from Ω3 and dΩ3 /dq2 , are still at play. As long as we
restrict sentiment Ω3 such that expected payoffs at t = 3 are non-negative, this collateral externality
has a positive sign, pushing towards under-investment in the decentralized equilibrium.
Welfare and Asset Prices The same reversal externality appears when changing asset price at
t = 1.
Proposition 20 (Welfare Effects of Changing Asset Prices). The first-order impact on welfare when asset
prices q1 are marginally increased is non-zero and corresponds to a reversal externality:

RH

=

βE1SP



dq2 dΩ3
φκ2 H
dΩ3 dq1


(C.21)

The intuition for this term is rather similar as in my baseline model and works as follows. When
private agents marginally increase their investment in collateral assets, they push up the price of the
asset today, in proportion of c00 ( H ), a positive term. This in turn might influence the formation of
behavioral biases in the future, represented by the term dΩ3 /dq1 . This change in sentiment at time
2 impacts the equilibrium price q2 , in proportion to dq2 /dΩ3 , a positive quantity. This level change
in asset prices impacts welfare if agents are against their borrowing constraint, since it directly
alters the amount they can borrow. Finally, note that here this externality is plausibly sizeable: the
sensitivity of prices to sentiment (dq2 /dΩ3 ) is magnified by the presence of belief amplification and
financial amplification, as for the pecuniary externality (which is large enough to be a concern for
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policymakers and justify the installation of conventional macroprudential policies).

C.3

Optimal Policy

As in the baseline version of the paper, these two uninternalized welfare effects are enough to characterize optimal policy to achieve the second-best. Hence, Proposition 7 applies directly. The difference is simply that the comparison with the rational benchmark is less straightforward. Indeed,
the rational benchmark now features a leverage tax and an investment subsidy (as explained in
Appendix C.2.1). The need for a third instrument to control asset prices is again still valid because
of the reversal externality.
Leverage Limit with φMq2 : Similarly, the insight that a leverage limit is more robust than a leverage tax to changes in contemporaneous behavioral biases still hold. A tempting, but erroneous,
shortcut would be to then simply use the leverage limit recommended by a rational model, and be
reassured that irrational exuberance would have no bite since agents would stay on the allocation
desired bu the planner. In Online Appendix K, I show that the calibration of such models is highly
dependent on the presence of sentiment in the model. This is because, to recover the size of financial frictions, a modeler typically calibrates the model to match the severity of financial crises and
couples this with the Rational Expectations Hypothesis. When there are behavioral biases, however, the same severity of crises is achieved with less strong financial frictions, which in turn implies
greater collateral externalities.

D

Bailouts

While the previous analysis was made under the restriction of constrained efficiency, in reality financial crises are often addressed using direct liquidity injections. The possibility of ex-post “cleaning” is crucial to understand the policy debate around asset bubbles.89 The so-called “Greenspan
doctrine” states that it is preferable to clean, or “mop-up” once the crisis materialises, while the “‘exante leaning” camp argues for early intervention.90 Farhi and Tirole (2012b) show that imperfectly
targeted support to distressed institutions makes private leverage choices strategic complements,
creating time-inconsistency and moral hazard problems. Jeanne and Korinek (2020) show that in a
simplified environment with pecuniary externalities, the optimal policy mix involves both bailouts
and ex-ante liquidity restrictions.91
This section investigates how bailouts, and their anticipation by agents, interact with irrational
exuberance and distress concerns. The first question that naturally arises is whether the presence of
89 See

Jones (2015) for a particularly clear summary of the “ex-post clean” and “ex-ante lean” paradigms.
“cleaning” camp was arguably dominant before the 2008 financial crisis. Early proponents of the “leaning” strategy
include Bordo and Jeanne (2002) and Borio (2003).
91 Other contributions include Bianchi (2016), Dewatripont and Tirole (2018), Farhi and Tirole (2018) and Clayton and
Schaab (2020a).
90 The
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behavioral biases changes the optimal policy mix between ex-ante and ex-post interventions. I then
explore whether irrationality mitigates or amplify moral hazard problems.

D.1

A Stylized Model of Bailouts

The social planner can now directly inject liquidity into the financial system, by providing loans to
financial institutions. Concretely, it transfers an amount b from households to financial intermediaries at time t = 2, and financial intermediaries reimburse households at t = 3 at the prevailing
market risk-free rate. I assume that this transfer entails a quadratic cost g(b), representing distortions arising from taxation or political economy concerns:
g(b) =

b2
2ξ

(D.22)

Outside of a financial crisis, there is no point in providing liquidity to financial intermediaries.
Inside a crisis, welfare at t = 2 becomes:92

W2 = ln (z2 H − d1 (1 + r1 ) + b + φHE2 [z3 + Ω3 ])


+ β ESP [z3 ] H − φHE2 [z3 + Ω3 ]/β − b/β − g(b). (D.23)
This leads to the following expression for the optimal bailout size:
∗

b (d1 , H, z2 , Ω3 ) = ξ



∂ W2
(d1 , H, z2 , Ω3 ) − 1
dn2


(D.24)

where the partial derivative with respect to net worth can once again be expressed as:


∂ W2
dΩ3 da2
.
= κ2 1 + φH
dn2
dq2 dn2

(D.25)

Intuitively, a bailout is only desirable when κ2 > 0: otherwise, there is no need to intervene to circumvent financial frictions that are not currently biting. The optimal bailout size is also increasing
with κ2 : the more stringent frictions are, the more incentives to intervene and relax them. In particular, in the presence of excess pessimism Ω3 < 0, the financial crisis will be more severe and thus
calling for stronger intervention. Furthermore, belief amplification also creates a new motive for expost intervention. By providing liquidity to distressed financial intermediaries, the social planner
is indirectly supporting asset prices. This in turn can lessen pessimism and thus alleviate collateral
constraints.93
92 The

welfare of households is irrelevant since the loan is made at the market rate, hence households stay on their Euler
equation. Alternatively, g could represent the welfare costs borne by households if the loan make them deviate from their
optimality conditions.
93 Note that with this future-price collateral constraint, there is no reason to directly support asset prices through a TARP
policy if sentiment is exogenous. When the collateral constraint features the current-price, it becomes valuable to directly

93

D.2

Optimal Policy Mix

Does the possibility of bailouts in the future change the financial authority’s incentive to impose
leverage restrictions? Jeanne and Korinek (2020) show, in a somewhat related setup, that macroprudential policy is still desirable and can resolve any time-consistency problems that may arise
from the use of ex-post liquidity provision. In this section I confirm that their results are still valid
in the presence of behavioral factors. In other words, I show that the possible existence of irrational
exuberance is not an argument in favor of the ex-post “cleaning” paradigm. As in Jeanne and Korinek (2020), this is intuitively because it is always optimal to use all second-best instruments in
such settings with financial frictions, a general result originating in Lipsey and Lancaster (1956).
Proposition 21 (Uninternalized Welfare Effects with Bailouts). Under the presence of bailouts, the decomposition developed in Section 3.2 holds. The the uninternalized welfare effects of a marginal increase in
leverage can be expressed as:

Wd

=



β E1 [λ2 (b∗ )] − E1SP [λ2 (b∗ )]
{z
}
|
Bd

−



dΩ3 dq2
βE1SP κ2 (b∗ )φH
.
dq2 dn2
|
{z
}

(D.26)
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Equation D.26 makes the dependence of λ2 , marginal utility of financial intermediaries inside a
financial crisis, on the level of bailouts explicit.94 One can readily see that, even in the presence
of bailouts, the collateral externality is still present and uninternalized, thus calling for leverage
restrictions.95 Therefore, and naturally as in Jeanne and Korinek (2020), bailouts still need to be
accompanied by ex-ante leverage restrictions to compensate for uninternalized welfare effects. The
next part explores how the size of the optimal intervention changes because of moral hazard, following Farhi and Tirole (2012b).

D.3

Moral Hazard and Exuberance

The behavioral biases of agents furthermore interact with moral hazard concerns in a novel way.96
This can be seen from inspecting the behavioral wedge of equation (D.26):

Bd,b∗ = βE1 [λ2 (b∗ )] − βE1SP [λ2 (b∗ )]

(D.27)

target asset prices, but belief amplification is still reinforcing the incentives for intervention. See Online Appendix E.2 for
the analysis of this case.
94 One might seem surprising that the uninternalized welfare effect does not include a term ∂b∗ /∂d , that represents how
1
increasing aggregate leverage changes the future size of bailouts. This is because bailouts are determined optimally in
period t = 2, so the envelope theorem applies.
95 This is assuming that bailouts are not effective enough to entirely prevent the occurrence of a financial crisis in the future.
If bailouts are not costly at all, for example, the social planner will be able to provide enough liquidity in all states of the
world such to achieve κ2 = 0. Only under this extreme, and unrealistic case, are ex-ante restrictions undesirable.
96 Dávila and Walther (2021) is the only work, to the best of my knowledge, that analyzes bailouts in an environment
with distorted beliefs. They do not consider the moral hazard problems that arise from agents anticipating government
intervention, neither do they study endogenous belief distortions, however.
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Marginal utility during a crisis depends on the level of bailouts b∗ . But if agents recognize that
bailouts will be determined optimally, according to equation (D.24), their expected bailout size
state-by-state differs from the planner’s. Indeed, b∗ depends on the net worth of agents, but financial intermediaries believe that the asset will pay off z2 + Ω2 instead of z2 in each state. In other
words, when agents are over-optimistic, they expect bailouts to be smaller than in reality, intuitively
because they expect crises to be less severe than in reality. Hence, for a fixed Ω2 > 0, agents expect
less aggressive bailouts than in reality: this directly reduces the behavioral wedge, which is the
difference between expected marginal utilities between agents and the planner. Indeed, agents expect λ2 (z2 + Ω2 , b∗ (z2 + Ω2 , 0), 0), while the planner expected λ2 (z2 , b∗ (z2 , Ω3 ), Ω3 ). Moral hazard
concerns are then attenuated by irrational optimism since b∗ (z2 + Ω2 , 0) < b∗ (z2 , Ω3 ) and λ2 is decreasing in b. This effect is further amplified by the fact that agents neglect the fact that the optimal
bailout might be even larger since agents can be over-pessimistic in the future. This is summarized
in the following proposition.
Proposition 22 (Moral hazard and Exogenous Biases). For a fixed Ω2 > 0 and fixed state-by-state
Ω3 < 0, the behavioral wedge is negative and increasing in ξ.
Matters, however, are more complicated when behavioral biases are endogenous, for example
when Ω2 depends on (q1 − q0 ). In this case the expectation of future bailouts also raises the attractiveness of creating financial assets: their price will be supported by government’s action in the
intermediate period, lowering the risk premium. This pushes up the initial price of collateral assets,
thereby fuelling irrational exuberance. This increase in Ω2 leads financial intermediaries to augment their leverage. The initial equilibrium is then determined by multiple fixed-points between
the value of bailouts, leverage, and sentiment, as can be seen from the following system:
0

u (c1 ) = −E1
q1 = E1





∂ W2
(d1 , b∗ (d1 , H, z2 + Ω2 (q1 − q0 )), H, z2 + Ω2 (q1 − q0 ))
∂d1

∂ W2
(d1 , b∗ (d1 , H, z2 + Ω2 (q1 − q0 )), H, z2 + Ω2 (q1 − q0 ))
∂H


(D.28)


(D.29)

where bailouts b∗ feed in the equilibrium price q1 which then feeds into the Euler equation, and in
turn changes the equilibrium value of bailouts, and so on. I represent this relation schematically in
Figure 14.
I illustrate how this interaction between bailouts and sentiment depends on the determinants
of Ω2 . Figure 15 presents the optimal leverage restriction that the planner needs to impose (in
percentage of the decentralized equilibrium short-term debt) to attain the second-best, with and
without bailouts, for different levels of initial sentiment. The left panel presents the case where Ω2
is set exogenously. There, when optimism increases this reduces the value of the behavioral wedge
and thus diminishes the size of optimal leverage reductions. The left panel then looks at the case
where Ω2 = α(q1 − q0 ), and varird α. This time, even though optimism still weakens moral hazard
95
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Figure 14: Impact of a bailout in the model with endogeneous sentiment.
concerns, it is compensated by the feedback effect that functions through asset prices.
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Figure 15: Supplementary Leverage Restrictions Required in the Exogenous Biases and and Endogenous Biases. In each panel the dotted lines plot the required decrease in leverage from the decentralized equilibrium to achieve the second-best in the absence of bailouts. Solid lines perform the same exercise but in the presence
of bailouts in period t = 2. The behavioral bias in the left panel is of the fundamental extrapolation form, defined as
Ωt+1 = α(zt − zt−1 ). z0 and z1 are chosen such that Ω2 > 0 to feature initial exuberance. The behavioral bias in the right
panel is of the price extrapolation form, defined as Ωt+1 = α(qt − qt−1 ). q0 is chosen such that q0 < q1 to feature initial
exuberance.

Remark 14 (Timing of Announcement). The previous analysis rests on the idea that bailouts affect the
price of the asset q1 , but what matters for beliefs is q1 − q0 . This implicitly means that, at time
0, agents formed their expectations without taking future bailouts into account (or believing that
bailouts are more costly than what they realize at t = 1). Hence, a corollary of this analysis is that
announcing that bailouts will happen in case of a crisis must be done as early as possible if beliefs
depend on price changes. Announcing bailouts at the last moment creates additional optimism in
this case, right when the financial system is the most vulnerable.
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